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Preface

This documentation describes all editors available in Natural.

Note: The Natural program, data area and map editor have been disabled in your
environment by default. For more information, see Disabled Natural Editors.

For a tutorial on using the editors, see the First Steps documentation.

For information on Unicode and code page support for Natural editors, see Editors in the SPoD
Environment in the Unicode and Code Page Support documentation.

The Editors documentation is organized under the following headings:

Describes disabled Natural editors and related edit functions.Disabled Natural Editors

Describes the program editor which is used to create and modify Natural
programs, subprograms, subroutines, classes, copycodes, helproutines, functions
and text objects.

Program Editor

Describes the data area editor which is used to create and modify local, global
and parameter data areas.

Data Area Editor

Describes the map editor which is used to create and modify maps (screen
layouts).

Map Editor

Describes DDMServices which are used to create, maintain and delete Natural
data definition modules (DDMs).

DDM Services

vii
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Document Conventions

DescriptionConvention

Identifies elements on a screen.Bold

Identifies service names and locations in the format folder.subfolder.service,
APIs, Java classes, methods, properties.

Monospace font

Identifies:Italic

Variables for which you must supply values specific to your own situation or
environment.
New terms the first time they occur in the text.
References to other documentation sources.

Identifies:Monospace font

Text you must type in.
Messages displayed by the system.
Program code.

Indicates a set of choices from which you must choose one. Type only the information
inside the curly braces. Do not type the { } symbols.

{ }

Separates two mutually exclusive choices in a syntax line. Type one of these choices.
Do not type the | symbol.

|

Indicates one or more options. Type only the information inside the square brackets.
Do not type the [ ] symbols.

[ ]

Indicates that you can type multiple options of the same type. Type only the
information. Do not type the ellipsis (...).

...

Online Information and Support

Software AG Documentation Website

You can find documentation on the Software AG Documentation website at https://documenta-
tion.softwareag.com.

Software AG Empower Product Support Website

If you do not yet have an account for Empower, send an email to empower@softwareag.comwith
your name, company, and company email address and request an account.

Once you have an account, you can open Support Incidents online via the eService section of
Empower at https://empower.softwareag.com/.

Editors2
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You can find product information on the Software AG Empower Product Support website at ht-
tps://empower.softwareag.com.

To submit feature/enhancement requests, get information about product availability, and download
products, go to Products.

To get information about fixes and to read early warnings, technical papers, and knowledge base
articles, go to the Knowledge Center.

If you have any questions, you can find a local or toll-free number for your country in our Global
Support Contact Directory at https://empower.softwareag.com/public_directory.aspx and give
us a call.

Software AG Tech Community

You can find documentation and other technical information on the SoftwareAGTechCommunity
website at https://techcommunity.softwareag.com. You can:

■ Access product documentation, if you have Tech Community credentials. If you do not, you
will need to register and specify "Documentation" as an area of interest.

■ Access articles, code samples, demos, and tutorials.
■ Use the online discussion forums, moderated by Software AG professionals, to ask questions,
discuss best practices, and learn how other customers are using Software AG technology.

■ Link to external websites that discuss open standards and web technology.

Data Protection

SoftwareAGproducts provide functionalitywith respect to processing of personal data according
to the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Where applicable, appropriate steps are
documented in the respective administration documentation.

3Editors
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2 Disabled Natural Editors
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SinceNatural Version 9.1, the followingNatural editors have been disabled (deactivated) by default:

Details

■ Program editor
■ Data area editor
■ Map editor

This change does not affect the following:

■ DDM editor (SYSDDM utility)
■ Software AG Editor
■ Batch mode processing (batch programs will run as usual)
■ APIs and user exits that access editor interfaces

You can use the TECH system command (or corresponding API USR2026N) and the *EDITOR system
variable to find out whether Natural editors are disabled in the current Natural environment.

WithNatural version 9 onMainframe,Unix and Linux,NaturalONE and theNatural Development
Server are integrated into Natural. The Natural editors (program editor, data editor and map ed-
itor) are disabled. As NaturalONE and Natural Development Server licenses are integrated with
Natural, they can be activated with the Natural (NAT) license key. This does not apply to Natural
for Windows.

If Natural editors are disabled in the current Natural environment, the editor-related functions of
the following commands and features are no longer supported and a corresponding errormessage
is returned when you request an edit function:

■ EDIT system command,
■ LIST system command,
■ SCAN system command,
■ SYSEXT utility.

Editors8
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II Program Editor

The Natural program editor is used to create and modify the source code of a Natural object of
the type program, subprogram, subroutine, helproutine, copycode, text, class or function.

Note: The Natural program editor has been disabled in your environment by default. For
more information, see Disabled Natural Editors.

Related Topic:

For information on Unicode and code page support for Natural editors, see Editors in the SPoD
Environment in the Unicode and Code Page Support documentation.

Invoking the Program Editor

Terminating the Program Editor

Top Information Line

Editor Command Line

Prefix Area

Editing Area

Split-Screen Mode

Editor Commands

Editor Commands for Scrolling

Line Commands

Editor Profile

Editor Buffer-Pool Settings

Saving and Cataloging Sources
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3 Invoking the Program Editor

To invoke the program editor

■ Use the system command EDIT as described in the System Commands documentation.

When the program editor is invoked, an editor screen similar to the example below appears:
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>> -----------Columns 001 072 <<  Program SAGDEMO  Lines  14     User SAG     ↩
  
Command ===>                                       Mode   Struct Lib  SAGTEST ↩
  
****** ****************************** top of data ***************************** 
000010 ** Example 'SAGDEMO': DISPLAY                                          ↩
  
000020 ************************************************************************ 
000030 DEFINE DATA LOCAL                                                      ↩
  
000040 1 VIEWEMP VIEW OF EMPLOYEES                                            ↩
  
000050   2 PERSONNEL-ID                                                       ↩
  
000060   2 NAME                                                               ↩
  
000070   2 BIRTH                                                              ↩
  
000080   2 JOB-TITLE                                                          ↩
  
000090 END-DEFINE                                                             ↩
  
000100 *                                                                      ↩
  
000110 READ (3) VIEWEMP BY BIRTH                                              ↩
  
000120   DISPLAY PERSONNEL-ID NAME JOB-TITLE                                  ↩
  
000130 END-READ                                                               ↩
  
000140 END                                                                    ↩
  
****** **************************** bottom of data **************************** 
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12--- 
      Help  Save  Exit  Run   Rfind Stow  -     +     Check Home  Undo  Canc

The editor screen contains the following items (from top to bottom): the top information line,
the editor command line, the prefix area, the editing area and PF-key lines (described in
Displaying andModifyingPA/PF-KeyAssignments). These items are explained in the following
sections.

Editors12
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4 Terminating the Program Editor

■ Exit Function .................................................................................................................................. 14
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To terminate the program editor

■ In the command line (Command ===>), enter one of the following editor commands:

EXIT

or

CANCEL

or

.

(a period)

Or:

On the editor screen, press PF3 or PF12.

Before leaving the editor, depending on your editor profile settings, the EXIT Functionwindow
appears as described in the following section.

Exit Function

If the editor profile option Prompt Window for Exit Function or Prompt Window for Cancel
Function is set to Y, any time you execute the exit function (PF3 or EXIT editor command) or the
cancel function (PF12 or CANCEL editor command), the EXIT Function prompt window is invoked.
This window provides the following options:

ExplanationOption

Leaves the editor after saving all modifications made to the current source code.Save and Exit

Leaves the editor without saving any modifications made to the current source code
since it was last saved.

Exit without Saving

Neither leaves the editor nor saves any modifications; the prompt window is closed
and the current function is resumed.

Resume Function

When Prompt Window for Exit Function or Prompt Window for Cancel Function is set to N, the
corresponding exit or cancel function terminates the editor immediately without displaying the
prompt window. Any changes made to the current source since you last saved the source are not
saved.

For details on saving a source, see Saving and Cataloging Sources. For details on setting editor
profile options, see the section Editor Profile.

Editors14
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5 Top Information Line

The top information line of the editor screen is indicated by double greater than signs (>>). It
contains the following items (from left to right):

■ Columns

The first and the last column currently displayed. You can enter text beyond the 72nd column,
but to ensure that data can be handled by other platforms you are advised to use only columns
1-72.

■ Object Type

The type of object currently in the source work area. If no object type or object name is specified
when the program editor is invoked, object type Program is displayed by default.

The object type can be changed by using the SET TYPE editor command.
■ Object Name

The name of the object currently in the source work area. No name is displayed if the source
work area is empty or if the current source code has not yet been saved as a source object (see
also Saving and Cataloging Sources).

■ Lines

The total number of lines currently used by the editor (source lines and information lines).
■ User

The ID of the current user.
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6 Editor Command Line

The editor command line is indicated by Command = = =>. In the command line, you can enter
one of the following:

■ Any Natural system command.

For example: The system command CHECK can be used for checking the syntax of source code
and SAVE for saving source code (see also Saving and Cataloging Sources).

For other system commands related to maintaining and using object sources, seeManaging Ap-
plications with Natural Objects in the System Commands documentation.

■ An editor command (see Editor Commands and Editor Commands for Scrolling).
■ The name of a Natural program to be executed.

Additionally, the command line contains the following information (from left to right):

■ Mode

The programming mode: structured (Struct) or reporting (Report) currently in effect. When a
Natural object is read into the source work area, the mode is set to the one which was in effect
when the object was saved (see also Saving and Cataloging Sources).

For information on the differences between structured and reporting mode, see Purpose of Pro-
gramming Modes in the Programming Guide.

To switch from reporting to structured mode or vice versa, enter an S in the first position of
Report or an R in the first position of Struct and press ENTER.

If you want to check whether structured mode has been activated or switch structured mode
on, you can also set the programming mode for the current Natural session as described in Set-
ting/Changing the Programming Mode in the Programming Guide.

17



■ Lib

The library to which you are currently logged on.
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7 Prefix Area

■ Entering Line Commands .................................................................................................................. 20
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The leftmost six columns of the editor screen are referred to as the prefix area. The prefix area can
contain the following:

■ A 6-digit line number (for example, 000010) for a line that contains source code.

Note: For technical reasons six digits are shown, but only four digits are processed intern-
ally.

■ A series of apostrophes ('''''') for a blank source line. It appears when the insert mode is
active. Once you enter text in this line and press ENTER, the apostrophes are replaced by a line
number.

■ A series of asterisks (******) for an empty editing area. You then need to activate the insert
mode to enter text by using one of the I (insert) line commands described in the relevant section.

■ Text that indicates the contents or state of a line. For example:

=prof> indicates that this line contains information on the current editor profile settings.

=cols> indicates that this line shows the current column positions.

==chg> indicates that a character string was replaced in this line.

.X indicates that this line is marked with a label.

To hide text in the prefix area and reset pending commands

■ In the command line, enter the following editor command:

RESET

Entering Line Commands

In addition to showing the number of a source line or text, the prefix area is used for entering line
commands as described in the relevant section.

You can protect the prefix area to avoid overwriting of source lines by using the PROTECT editor
command described in Editor Commands.

Editors20
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8 Editing Area

■ Inserting Text .................................................................................................................................. 22
■ Copying and Pasting Text ................................................................................................................. 23
■ Copying or Moving Text with a Data Window ......................................................................................... 24
■ Finding and Replacing Text ............................................................................................................... 28
■ Formatting Source Code ................................................................................................................... 29
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The editing area is either empty or contains source code that was last read into the source work
areawith the command EDIT or READ as shown in the example of a program in Invoking theProgram
Editor.

When you read in the source of an existing object, the entire source code is loaded into the source
work area and is available for editing. However, depending on the size of the source, the editing
area may not show all of the lines that belong to the source. In this case, you have to scroll down
the source (see Editor Commands for Scrolling) to go to the line you want to view or modify.

In addition, if you use split-screenmode (see the relevant section), the editing area displays fewer
lines of source code.

You can use multiple methods to create or modify source code:

■ Type in or update text directly in the relevant source line.
■ Use one or more line commands as described in the relevant section.

A line command, for example, is used to insert or delete a line or copy variable or field definitions
within the current source.

■ Use one or more editor commands or alternative PF keys as described in Editor Commands for
Scrolling, Editor Commands and Displaying and Modifying PA/PF-Key Assignments.

An editor command, for example, is used to scroll in the source, find and replace text strings,
undo an edit action, invoke the editor profile facility or display another object from which you
can copy variable or field definitions.

Inserting Text

This section provides example instructions for using a line command to insert text into the current
source.

To insert text into a source

1 In the leftmost column of the prefix area, next to the required source line, enter an I (insert)
command (see Line Commands) thus temporarily overwriting the characters in the prefix area.

For example, enter the following line command:

I5

Insertmode is activated as indicated by a series of apostrophes ('''''') and five blank source
lines are inserted below the line in which you entered the line command. The cursor is posi-
tioned at the beginning of the first blank source line.

Editors22
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2 In the blank source lines, type in text. Lines that are left blank are eliminated from the source
when you press ENTER.

The apostrophes are replaced by line numbers indicating that the new text has been incorpor-
ated into the source.

Renumbering of Source Lines

When you add lines to the source code of an object, Natural numbers the added lines in increments
of ten. When you insert lines in source code, Natural automatically renumbers all lines contained
in the source code in increments of ten beginning with 000010 at the first line.

You can change the number of increments by using the system command RENUMBER described in
the System Commands documentation.

See also Renumbering of Source-Code Line Number References in the Programming Guide.

Copying and Pasting Text

This section provides instructions for copying text within the current source by using copy and
paste functionality. For instructions on copying text from another Natural object into the current
source, see To display and copy definitions with SPLIT.

To cut or copy and paste text to a source

1 Cut or copy text to the clipboard.

2 Add the number of source lines required to place the text you cut or copied to the clipboard,
for example, by performing the following steps:

■ Insert a line with the I line command.
■ Enter a character in the new line.
■ Copy the new line with the Rn line command where n is the repetition factor.

3 In the command line, enter the following:

PROTECT ON

This command protects the prefix area to avoid overwriting of source lines if a pasted line
contains more than 72 characters.

4 Position the cursor in the first position of the first source line where you want to paste the
text.

5 Choose the paste function of your terminal emulation or press CTRL+V.
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The text placed on the clipboard is pasted in the source lines from the cursor position to the
end of the source.

If a pasted line starts with a 6-digit line number copied from a source, you can remove the
line number with the following steps.

6 In the command line, enter the following:

PROTECT OFF

The prefix area is no longer protected and you can enter a line command.

7 Next to the pasted line that contains a copied line number, enter the following line command:

(7

The line is shifted left by 7 columns thus deleting the line number.

Copying or Moving Text with a Data Window

You can use a data window to copy or move text that does not start or end at the beginning or
end of a line. Data window functions can be performed by using line commands and/or editor
commands.

When you define a window, all text on your screen between start and end of the window become
part of the window.

Example of Using a Data Window

This section provides an example of defining andmoving text with a data window by using either
line commands or corresponding editor commands.

The example refers to the text shown in Step 1 and assumes that you want to move the whole
sentence starting Note that when... (line 80) to follow the first sentence of the displayed text
ending ...copy operations (line 30).

To define and move a window using line commands

1 Type in text as shown below:
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>> -----------Columns 001 072 <<     Text WINEX    Lines  10     User MMO     ↩
  
Command ===>                                       Mode   Report Lib  SAGTEST ↩
  
****** ****************************** top of data ***************************** 
000010 Copy a Window with Text                                                ↩
  
000020                                                                        ↩
  
000030 You can specify a window with text for move or copy operations. This   ↩
  
000040 allows you to copy or move text that does not start or end at the      ↩
  
000050 beginning or end of a line. This function can be performed using       ↩
  
000060 line commands and/or editor commands.                                  ↩
  
000070                                                                        ↩
  
000080 Below are some examples of copying windows with text. Note that when   ↩
  
000090 you define a window, all text on your screen between start and end of  ↩
  
000100 the window become part of the window. Available line commands are:     ↩
  
****** **************************** bottom of data **************************** 
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12--- 
      Help  Save  Exit  Run   Rfind Stow              Check Home  Undo  Canc

2 Type the line command WS in line 80, the first line of text to be moved, place the cursor in the
required column (N of the word Note) and press ENTER.

Themessage WS55 appears in the prefix area of line 80, indicating the column number selected:
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>> ----------Block is pending << Text WINEX Lines 10 User MMO
Command ===> Mode Report Lib SAGTEST
****** ****************************** top of data *****************************
000010 Copy a Window with Text
000020
000030 You can specify a window with text for move or copy operations. This
000040 allows you to copy or move text that does not start or end at the
000050 beginning or end of a line. This function can be performed using
000060 line commands and/or editor commands.
000070
WS55 Below are some examples of copying windows with text. Note that when
000090 you define a window, all text on your screen between start and end of
000100 the window become part of the window. Available line commands are:
****** **************************** bottom of data ****************************

Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---
Help Save Exit Run Rfind Stow Check Home Undo Canc

3 Type the line command WE in line 100, the last line of text to be moved, move the cursor to
the last column to be moved (full stop (.) after window) and press ENTER.

The message WE37 appears in the prefix area of line 100:
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>> ----------Block is pending << Text WINEX Lines 10 User MMO
Command ===> Mode Report Lib SAGTEST
****** ****************************** top of data *****************************
000010 Copy a Window with Text
000020
000030 You can specify a window with text for move or copy operations. This
000040 allows you to copy or move text that does not start or end at the
000050 beginning or end of a line. This function can be performed using
000060 line commands and/or editor commands.
000070
WS55 Below are some examples of copying windows with text. Note that when
000090 you define a window, all text on your screen between start and end of
WE37 the window become part of the window. Available line commands are:
****** **************************** bottom of data ****************************

Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---
Help Save Exit Run Rfind Stow Check Home Undo Canc

4 Type the line command WM in line 30 (the text will be moved to the following line, line 40),
and move the cursor to the column at which line 30 is to be split (the blank before the word
This). Press ENTER.

The specified text section is moved:
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>> -----------Columns 001 072 << Text WINEX Lines 13 User MMO
Command ===> Mode Report Lib SAGTEST
****** ****************************** top of data *****************************
000010 Copy a Window with Text
000020
000030 You can specify a window with text for move or copy operations.
000040 Note that when
000050 you define a window, all text on your screen between start and end of
000060 the window become part of the window.
000070 This
000080 allows you to copy or move text that does not start or end at the
000090 beginning or end of a line. This function can be performed using
000100 line commands and/or editor commands.
000110
000120 Below are some examples of copying windows with text.
000130 Available line commands are:
****** **************************** bottom of data ****************************

Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---
Help Save Exit Run Rfind Stow Check Home Undo Canc

You can achieve the same result described in the instructions above by using the command sequence
indicated below.

To define and move a window using editor commands

1 Type in the text shown in Step 1 above.

2 In the command line, enter the following:

WINDOW 80 100 55 37;MWINDOW 30 64

The specified text section is moved as illustrated in Step 4 above.

Finding and Replacing Text

This section provides instructions for finding and replacing a character string in the current source.

To find and replace a character string in a source

1 Search for a string by using the following editor command:

FIND 'string'
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where string is any alphanumeric character string.

The first occurrence of the specified string is found.

2 Replace the string found by using the following command:

CHANGE 'string' 'new-string'

Or:

Search for the next occurrence of the string by pressing PF5.

Depending on the command used, the first occurrence of the string is either replaced or the
next occurrence (if any) of the string is found.

3 Replace the string found by pressing PF17.

Or:

Search for the next occurrence of the string by pressing PF5.

Depending on the PF key used, the next occurrence of the string is either replaced or the next
but one occurrence (if any) of the string is found.

Formatting Source Code

You can format source code by indenting source lines. Indentation is performed differently for
sources created in reporting mode than for sources created in structured mode.

To format source code

■ In the command line, enter the following system command:

STRUCT

The lines in the source code are indented.

For details, see STRUCT in the System Commands documentation.
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Checking Source Code

To check the current source code for syntax errors

■ On the editor screen, press PF9.

Or:

In the command line, enter the following:

CHECK

The source code currently contained in the source work area is checked for syntax errors. If
a syntax error is detected, an appropriate error message appears indicating the line number
affected and the erroneous definition.
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9 Split-Screen Mode

In split-screen mode, you can use one half of the screen for editing an object (editing section) and
at the same time have another Natural object displayed in the other half (display section). In addi-
tion, you can copy the definitions shown in the display section.

The following types of Natural object can be displayed in split-screen mode:

DDMs (data definition modules), data areas, programs, subprograms, subroutines, helproutines,
copycodes, texts, maps, classes, functions and Predict program descriptions.

The instructions below show how to display the definitions of another Natural object and copy
them into the object you are currently editing.

To display and copy definitions with SPLIT

1 In the current source, enter the SPLIT editor command (described in Editor Commands) to
display the source of the object from which you want to copy text, for example:

SPLIT P LDATEST1

Split-screen mode is set with the current source (in the example below program PGMTEST1) in
the editing section (upper half) and a local data area (LDATEST1) in the display section (lower
half) of the editor screen as shown in the example below:
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   >> -----------Columns 001 072  <<  Program PGMTEST1 Lines  187    User SAG ↩
     
   Command ===>                                                      Lib  SYSLIB ↩
  
   001720   IF (RC NE 0)                                                      ↩
     
   001730    then                                                             ↩
     
   001740     reset CMD_LINE_2                                                ↩
     
   001750     IF (s_prog ne ' ')                                              ↩
     
   001760      then                                                           ↩
     
   001770       assign CMD_LINE_PGM = S_PROG                                  ↩
     
   001780       assign CMD_LINE_LIB = S_LIB                                   ↩
     
   001790     END-IF                                                          ↩
     
   001800   END-IF                                                            ↩
     
   >> -----------Columns 001 072  <<    Local LDATEST1 Lines  158    User SAG ↩
     
   Command ===>                                                      Lib  SYSLIB ↩
  
   ****** ****************************** top of data ↩
***************************** 
   000001 DEFINE DATA LOCAL                                                   ↩
     
   000002 1 NPF_F_READ(A1)                                                    ↩
     
   000003 CONST                                                               ↩
     
   000004 <'R'>                                                               ↩
     
   000005 1 NPF_F_WRITE(A1)                                                   ↩
     
   000006 CONST                                                               ↩
     
   000007 <'W'>                                                               ↩
     
   ↩
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12--- 
         Help  Save  Exit  Run   Rfind Stow  -     +     Check Home  Undo  Canc  

Notes:
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1. Because it is not possible to modify the definitions in the display section, not all editor
commands are available. PF keys are reserved for the editing section. Thus, commands
meant for the display section must be issued using the command line.

2. The SWAP editor command can be used to move the cursor between the command lines of
the display and editing sections.

2 In the display section, mark the block of lines to be copied from LDATEST1, for example, by
entering the line command CC next to the first and the last line of the required block.

3 In the editing section of PGMTEST1, next to the line below which you want to place the block
of lines, enter the line command A.

The marked block of lines is copied into PGMTEST1 below the line where you entered the line
command.

4 If required, terminate split-screen mode by entering the SPLIT END editor command.
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ADVANCE | AORDER | AUTOSAVE | BNDS | CANCEL | CAPS | CENTER | CHANGE | COLS | CWINDOW | DELETE
| DWINDOW | DX | DY | DX-Y | EMPTY | EX | EY | EX-Y | EXCLUDE | EXIT | FIND | FLIP | HEX | HOME |
INCLUDE | JLEFT | JRIGHT | JUSTIFY | LABEL | LC | LIMIT | LOCATE | LOG | MASK | MWINDOW | NEXT
| ORDER | POINT | POWER | PROF | PROFILE | PROTECT | RCHANGE | RESET | RFIND | SET TYPE | SHIFT
| SORT | SPLIT | SWAP | TABS | UC | UNDO | WINDOW | X | XSWAP | Y | Common Command Options

This section describes all editor commands that can be used to modify a source and summarizes
commonly used editor command options. In addition to the editor commands listed above, you
can use editor commands to scroll through a source and line commands to manipulate single or
multiple source lines.

Using an Editor Command

■ You enter an editor command in the command line of the editor screen. Depending on the
configuration of your installation, an editor command can be entered in lower case. In this section,
however, all commands are shown in upper case to distinguish them as commands.

■ You can enter several editor commands in the same input operation if you separate them with
a semicolon (;).

■ For explanations of the syntax symbols used in this section, refer to System Command Syntax in
the System Commands documentation.

■ Some frequently used commands can be issued using PF keys as indicated in this section.

ADVANCE

ADVANCE
ON
OFF
PAGE

This command is used to specify whether the cursor moves to the next line automatically after a
line update.

The cursor moves to the next line after an update.ON

The cursor does not move to the next line after an update.OFF

The line containing the cursor is placed at the top of the editing area after an update.PAGE

The ADVANCE command issued without a parameter has the same effect as ADVANCE ON.
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AORDER

AORDER
ON
OFF

This command is used to specify whether text is to be automatically justified within the set
boundaries.

The AORDER command issued without a parameter has the same effect as AORDER ON. The base
setting can be changed by editing your profile.

AUTOSAVE

ONAUTOSAVE
OFFASAVE

This command is used to specify whether the editor executes an automatic SAVE command when
you issue the EXIT command.

The AUTOSAVE command issued without a parameter has the same effect as AUTOSAVE ON.

BNDS

BNDS
n m
n

This command is used to restrict the effect of certain commands to a specific range of columns.

These boundaries apply to the editor commands FIND, CHANGE, CENTER, ORDER, JLEFT and JRIGHT,
and their corresponding line commands (if available) such as TC, TO, LJ and RJ.

The number of the column at which the left boundary is to be placed.n

The number of the column at which the right boundary is to be placed.m

If n and m are omitted, the boundaries are set at the first and last column of the editing area.

You can issue the BNDS line command to see the current boundary settings.
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CANCEL

CANCEL

Alternative PF key: PF12

This command cancels all changes made since you last saved the source (see also Saving and
Cataloging Sources) and leaves the editor. Depending on your editor profile settings, you are
prompted to save your changes or leave without saving (see also Exit Function).

CAPS

CAPS
ON
OFF
PGM

This command is used to switch upper-case translation on or off. This command only applies to
lines which are created or modified after the command is issued.

Text in line is translated to upper case.ON

Text in line is not translated; that is, it remains as entered.OFF

Text in line is translated to upper case (except for comments, which remain as entered).PGM

The CAPS command issued without a parameter has the same effect as CAPS ON.

CENTER

CENTER
ALL
n
n m

This command is used to center text.
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Centers the text of all lines.ALL

Centers the text from line n to the last line.n

Centers the text from line n to line m.n m

The CENTER command applies only within the horizontal boundaries as set with the BNDS editor
command.

For centering, you can also use the line commands TC and TCC.

CHANGE

*

*

CHANGE
[X]'string2'

[T]'string1'

CHG
C'string1'
X'string1'
P'string1'

NX
CHARS

ALL

n.X
X

WORD
NEXT

n m.X .Y PREFIX
PREV

SUFFIX
FIRST
LAST

This command is used to replace a character string (string1) by another character string (string2).

If youwant an apostrophe to be part of string1 or string2, youmust write it as two apostrophes.

You can specify the string to be replaced (string1) as described in the following section.

Replaces string1 irrespective of whether it occurs in lower case or upper case. This is the
default.

T'string1'

Same as T'string1'.'string1'

Replaces string1 only if it occurs exactly as specified.C'string1'

Replaces the string that corresponds to the specified hexadecimal character string string1.
Replace it by the hexadecimal string string2.

X'string1'

P'string1' Replaces string1which includes the following wildcard characters:

any character=

alphabetic character§
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numeric character#

special character$

non-blank character^

non-numeric character-

lower-case letter<

upper-case letter>

Uses the character string specified in a previous command, for example, FIND, CHANGE or
EXCLUDE.

*

See Line Specifications for an explanation..X

.X .Y

See Column Specifications for an explanation.n

n m

See Direction of Operation for an explanation.ALL

NEXT

PREV

FIRST

LAST

See Special Occurrences for an explanation.CHARS

WORD

PREFIX

SUFFIX

See Displayed or Non-Displayed Lines for an explanation.NX

X

This section covers the following topics:

■ Using CHANGE Together with Other Commands
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■ Examples of the CHANGE Command

Using CHANGE Together with Other Commands

You can use the command RCHANGE to repeat the execution of a CHANGE command.

To search the entire source code for a character string and then decide occurrence by occurrence
whether to replace it by another character string, you can use a combination of the commands
FIND and CHANGE and the PF keys assigned to the commands RFIND and RCHANGE as described in
Finding and Replacing Text.

Examples of the CHANGE Command

Example 1:

CHG 'LOW' 'HIGH'

This command replaces the first occurrence of LOW by HIGH, regardless of upper or lower case.

Example 2:

CHG C'OPS' 'SPF' .X .Y 28 32 ALL

This command changes OPS (exactly as entered here) into SPF; it changes all occurrences in the
block of lines labeled with .X and .Y and between columns 28 and 32.

Example 3:

CHG C'NAME' 'APPL' .X .Y ALL PREFIX NX

This command changes all occurrences of a string that begins with NAME (exactly as entered here)
into APPL in all displayed lines in the block of lines labeled with .X and .Y.

Example 4:

CHG * 'NEW'

This command replaces the next occurrence of the string specified in the last CHANGE command by
the string NEW.

Example 5:

CHG 'OLD' *

This command replaces the next occurrence of the string OLD by the same new string as specified
in the last CHANGE command.
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COLS

COLS
ON
OFF

This command displays a line at the top of the editing area showing column positions.

You can also use the line command COLS to display the column positions.

CWINDOW

CWINDOW
n
n m

This command is used to copy a data window according to the command parameters.

The number of the line in which the data window is to be inserted.n

The number of the column in which the data window is to be inserted.m

See also Copying and Moving Text with a Data Window.

DELETE

DELETE
NX

CHARS
ALL

n.X

*

X
WORD

NEXT

n m.X .Y

[T]'string'

PREFIX
PREV

'string'

SUFFIX
FIRST

C'string'

LAST
X'string'
P'string'

This command is used to delete lines.

You can specify that only lines which contain a specified character string are to be deleted as
described in the following section.
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Deletes lines that contain the string irrespective of lower case or upper case.

This is the default.

T'string'

Same as T'string'.'string'

Deletes lines that contain the string exactly as specified.C'string'

Deletes lines that contain the string which corresponds to the specified hexadecimal character
string.

X'string'

P'string' Deletes lines that contain the stringwhich includes the following wildcard characters:

any character=

alphabetic character§

numeric character#

special character$

non-blank character^

non-numeric character-

lower-case letter<

upper-case letter>

Uses the search string specified in a previous command, for example,FIND,CHANGE orEXCLUDE.*

See Line Specifications for an explanation..X

.X .Y

See Column Specifications for an explanation.n

n m

See Direction of Operation for an explanation.ALL

NEXT

PREV

FIRST

LAST

See Special Occurrences for an explanation.CHARS

WORD

PREFIX

SUFFIX
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See Displayed or Non-Displayed Lines for an explanation.NX

X

If you enter the DELETE command without any parameters, the current line is deleted.

You can also use the line command D, Dn or DD to delete lines.

Example 1:

DEL C'NAME' 1 20 ALL PREFIX NX

This command deletes all lines that contain the string NAME (in upper case exactly as entered here)
as a prefix to a word in all lines not excluded from display if NAME occurs between columns 1 and
20.

Example 2:

DEL C'Abc' .X .Y 10 30 ALL

This commanddeletes all lines that contain the string Abc (exactly as entered here) between columns
10 and 30 within the block of lines labeled with .X and .Y

DWINDOW

DWINDOW

This command is used to delete the last defined data window.

DX, DY, DX-Y

DX
DY
DX-Y

These commands are used to delete marked lines.

■ The DX command deletes the line marked with the .X label.
■ The DY command deletes the line marked with the .Y label.
■ The DX-Y command deletes all lines between the .X and .Y labels.
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EMPTY

EMPTY
ON
OFF

This command controls the deletion of blank lines.

Blank lines are not deleted.OFF

Blank lines are deleted.ON

The EMPTY command issued without a parameter has the same effect as EMPTY ON.

EX, EY, EX-Y

EX
EY
EX-Y

These commands are used to delete lines in a source.

■ The EX command deletes all lines preceding the line marked with the .X label.
■ The EY command deletes all lines following the line marked with the .Y label.
■ The EX-Y command deletes all lines preceding the .X label and following the .Y label.

EXCLUDE

EXCLUDE

CHARS
ALL

n.X

*

WORD
NEXT

n m.X .Y

[T]'string'

PREFIX
PREV

'string'

SUFFIX
FIRST

C'string'

LAST
X'string'
P'string'

This command is used to exclude lines from being displayed.
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You can specify that only lines which contain a specified character string are to be excluded from
display as described in the following section.

Excludes lines that contain the string irrespective of lower case or upper case. This is the
default.

T'string'

Same as T'string'.'string'

Excludes lines that contain the string exactly as specified.C'string'

Excludes lines that contain the stringwhich corresponds to the specified hexadecimal character
string.

X'string'

P'string' Excludes lines that contain the stringwhich includes the following wildcard characters:

any character=

alphabetic character§

numeric character#

special character$

non-blank character^

non-numeric character-

lower-case letter<

upper-case letter>

Uses the search string specified in a previous command, for example, EXCLUDE, FIND or
CHANGE.

*

See Line Specifications for an explanation..X

.X .Y

See Column Specifications for an explanation.n

n m

See Direction of Operation for an explanation.ALL

NEXT

PREV

FIRST

LAST

See Special Occurrences for an explanation.CHARS

WORD
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PREFIX

SUFFIX

If you enter the EXCLUDE command without any parameters, the current line is excluded from
display.

You can use the INCLUDE editor command to re-display excluded lines.

Example 1:

EXCLUDE .X .Y

This command excludes lines from the line labeled with .X to the line labeled with .Y.

Example 2:

EXCLUDE C'NAME' ALL PREFIX

This command excludes fromdisplay all lineswhich contain strings that beginwith NAME (in upper
case as entered here).

EXIT

EXIT

Alternative PF key: PF3

This command is used to leave the editor. If any changes have been made since you last saved the
source (see also Saving and Cataloging Sources), you are prompted to save your changes or leave
without saving, depending on your editor profile settings (see also Exit Function).

Note: If AUTOSAVE is set to ON, you will not be prompted before exiting the session; your
changes will then be saved automatically.
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FIND

FIND
NX

CHARS
ALL

n.X

*

X
WORD

NEXT

n m.X .Y

[T]'string'

PREFIX
PREV

'string'

SUFFIX
FIRST

C'string'

LAST
X'string'
P'string'

This command is used to search for a specific character string. The cursor is placed at the beginning
of the first string found. If the line containing the stringwas excluded fromdisplay, it is displayed
when found.

If you want an apostrophe to be part of the string, you must write it as two apostrophes.

You can specify the string as described in the following section.

Searches for the string irrespective of lower case or upper case. This is the default.T'string'

Same as T'string'.'string'

Searches for the string exactly as specified.C'string'

Searches for the string that corresponds to the specified hexadecimal character string.X'string'

P'string' Searches for a stringwhich includes the following wildcard characters:

any character=

alphabetic character§

numeric character#

special character$

non-blank character^

non-numeric character-

lower-case letter<

upper-case letter>

Searches for the string specified in the previous command, for example, FIND, DELETE or
EXCLUDE.

*

See Line Specifications for an explanation..X

.X .Y
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See Column Specifications for an explanation.n

n m

See Direction of Operation for an explanation.ALL

NEXT

PREV

FIRST

LAST

See Special Occurrences for an explanation.CHARS

WORD

PREFIX

SUFFIX

See Displayed or Non-Displayed Lines for an explanation.NX

X

Example 1:

F C'NAME' .X .Y ALL PREFIX X

This command searches for any occurrence of NAME exactly as entered here as a prefix of a word
in any excluded line within the block of lines labeled with .X and .Y.

Example 2:

F C'HILITE' X PREV

This command searches for the previous occurrence of HILITE exactly as entered here in any ex-
cluded line.

You can use the RFIND command to repeat the execution of a FIND command.

Example 3:

F P'RCV#' .X .Z 20 30

This command searches for any 4-character string that beginswith RCV andwhose fourth character
is numeric. It searches within the block of lines labeled with .X and .Z and between columns 20
to 30.
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Example 4:

F X'6C' SUFFIX NX

This command searches for the character with hexadecimal representation 6C. Only those occur-
rences of the character that are at the end of word are found. The search is valid for non-excluded
lines only.

Example 5:

F '''w'

This command searches for the following character string: 'w

Example 6:

F 'r''w'

This command searches for the following character string: r'w

Example 7:

F ''''

This command searches for an apostrophe (').

FLIP

FLIP

This command is used to toggle the PF-key display between PF1 to PF12 and PF13 to PF24.

HEX

HEX
ON
OFF

This command is used to switch hexadecimal display mode on or off.
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HOME

HOME

This command returns the cursor to the command field after the next ENTER.

INCLUDE

INCLUDE

CHARS
ALL

n.X

*

WORD
NEXT

n m.X .Y

[T]'string'

PREFIX
PREV

'string'

SUFFIX
FIRST

C'string'

LAST
X'string'
P'string'

This command is used to re-display lines thatwere excluded fromdisplay by an EXCLUDE command.
The command takes the same parameters as the EXCLUDE command.

If you enter the INCLUDE commandwithout any parameters, it includes the first line of an excluded
block of lines.

JLEFT

JLEFT
ALL
n
n m

This command is used to align text left-justified.

Aligns the text of all lines.ALL

Aligns the text from line n to the last line.n

Aligns the text from line n to line m.n m

The JLEFT command applies onlywithin the horizontal boundaries as setwith the BNDS command.

For left justification, you can also use the line commands LJ and LJJ.
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See also the JRIGHT command.

Example:

BNDS 10;JLEFT 15 20

The text between column 10 and the rightmost column of your screen in lines 15 to 20 is left-aligned
to column 10.

JRIGHT

JRIGHT
ALL
n
n m

This command is used to align text right-justified.

Aligns the text of all lines.ALL

Aligns the text from line n to the last line.n

Aligns the text from line n to line m.n m

The JRIGHT command applies onlywithin the horizontal boundaries as setwith the BNDS command.

For right justification, you can also use the line commands RJ and RJJ.

See also the JLEFT command.

Example 1:

BNDS 4 40;JRIGHT 6 18

The text between columns 4 to 40 in lines 6 to 18 is right-aligned to column 40.

Example 2:

BNDS 10;JRIGHT 15

The text to the right of column 10 from line 15 to the last line is right-aligned to the rightmost
column of your editing screen.
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JUSTIFY

JUSTIFY
LEFT
RIGHT
BOTH

This command is used to set the justification mode for the line commands TO and TOO.

TO and TOO are used to join source lines with subsequent lines. Both commands apply only within
the horizontal boundaries as set with the BNDS command.

Aligns text to the left boundary.LEFT

Aligns text to the right boundary.RIGHT

Aligns text to both boundaries.BOTH

Example:

You set the horizontal boundaries to columns 10 and 60 and activate left justification with the
following command:

BNDS 10 60;JUSTIFY LEFT

When you then mark a line with a TO line command (or a block of lines with two TOO line com-
mands), the text between columns 10 and 60 in the marked line(s) is left-aligned to column 10.

LABEL

LABEL .label

This command is used to mark the current line (that is, the line which is currently at the top of the
editing area) with the specified label.

The label is a string of 1 to 4 alphanumerical characters.

Example:

Use the following command to label the current line with .X:

LABEL .X
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You can also mark a block of lines with two labels. For example, to mark a block with labels .X
and .Y, you first mark the current line (assuming it is the first line of the block to be marked) with
.X as shown in the example above; then you scroll until the last line of the block is the current line;
then you issue the LABEL .Y command to mark that line with .Y.

You can also use the .label line command to mark a line with a label.

LC

LC
NX

CHARS
ALL

n.X

*

X
WORD

NEXT

n m.X .Y

[T]'string'

PREFIX
PREV

'string'

SUFFIX
FIRST

C'string'

LAST
X'string'
P'string'

This command is used to change one or more lines to lower case.

You can specify that only lines which contain a specified character string are to be changed to
lower case. If youwant an apostrophe to be part of the string, youmustwrite it as two apostrophes.

You can specify the string as described in the following section.

Changes lines which contain the string irrespective of lower case or upper case. This is the
default.

T'string'

Same as T'string'.'string'

Changes lines which contain the string exactly as specified.C'string'

Changes lineswhich contain the string that corresponds to the specified hexadecimal character
string.

X'string'

P'string' Changes lines which contains a string that includes the following wildcard characters:

any character=

alphabetic character§

numeric character#

special character$

non-blank character^

non-numeric character-

lower-case letter<
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upper-case letter>

Changes lines which contain the string specified in a previous command, for example, LC,
DELETE or EXCLUDE.

*

See Line Specifications for an explanation..X

.X .Y

See Column Specifications for an explanation.n

n m

See Direction of Operation for an explanation.ALL

NEXT

PREV

FIRST

LAST

See Special Occurrences for an explanation.CHARS

WORD

PREFIX

SUFFIX

See Displayed or Non-Displayed Lines for an explanation.NX

X

If you enter the LC command without any parameters, the current line is changed to lower case.

Example:

LC C'NAME' .X .Y ALL PREFIX NX

This command changes to lower case all displayed lines within the block of lines labeled with .X
and .Y if they contain the string NAME (in upper case as entered here) as prefix to a word.
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LIMIT

LIMIT [n]

With this command, you specify the maximum number of lines to be searched with a FIND or
RFIND command. The parameter n is the number of lines to be searched.

LOCATE

[LOCATE]
0
n
.label

This command is used to scroll a specific line to the top of the editing area (that is, make it the
current line).

The command provides the following options:

Makes the first line of the source code current.0

Makes line n current.n

Makes the line labeled with .label current..label

Examples:

LOC 32

Places line number 32 at the top of the editing area.

32

Same as above.

LOC .X

Places the line labeled with .X at the top of the editing area.
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LOG

LOG
ON
OFF

This command activates or deactivates the internal log file.

The log file is a history of all modifications made in the editor since session begin. When the log
file is active, each time you press ENTER, the changes made since the previous ENTER are recorded
in the log file.When using the UNDO command, you can consecutively back out changesmade since
the beginning of the editor session.

Important: All entries in the log file are cleared when you clear the source work area or read
in the source of another Natural object, or when you terminate the program editor session.

MASK

MASK
ON
OFF

This command activates or deactivates the mask function. When the mask function is active, each
time you insert a line in the editor, a predefined line of text is entered instead of a blank line. The
mask line is defined using the MASK line command, described in the following paragraph. The
mask function is useful when you must write several lines of code which are identical or very
similar.

To define and use a mask line

1 Enter the MASK line command in any source line and press ENTER.

A blank line indicated by =mask> appears above the line in which you entered the command.

2 In the blank line, type in the text you want to define as a mask line and press ENTER.

The mask line is now available for the current source until you update the mask with a new
mask line or until you deactivate the mask function.

3 Enter the MASK ON editor command.

Themask function is activated. The definedmask line now appears in all lines added through
a line insert operation.

4 Enter an insert line command, for example: I2
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Two new lines are inserted into the source with the text of the mask line. The text of a mask
line appears in all lines added with an insert command.

5 Modify the text in the new lines. If you do not modify the text, any inserted line is deleted
the next time you press ENTER.

The MASK OFF command deactivates the mask function but does not delete the contents of the
mask line.

MWINDOW

MWINDOW
n
n m

This command is used to move a data window according to the command parameters.

The number of the line in which the data window is to be inserted.n

The number of the column in which the data window is to be inserted.m

See also Copying and Moving Text with a Data Window.

NEXT

NEXT
*
object-name

This command is used to display the next parallel editing session, assuming two or more editing
sessions are running concurrently and if the profile parameter EDTRB (see the Parameter Reference
documentation) is set. The following command parameters are optional:

Displays a list of all concurrently running sessions for selection.*

Calls directly by name a concurrently running editing session.object-name
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ORDER

ORDER
ALL
n
n m

This command is used to join source lines.

Joins all lines.ALL

Joins the lines from line n to the last line.n

Joins lines from line n to line m.n m

The ORDER command applies onlywithin the horizontal boundaries as setwith the BNDS command.

Within the set boundaries, the lines are concatenated and are filled to the greatest possible extent;
words that do not fit into one line are automatically placed in the next line.

To join source lines, you can also use the line commands TF, TO and TOO.

POINT

POINT

This command places the line marked by the line command NZ at the top of the editing area.

POWER

POWER

This command switches the editor to insert mode. You are presented with a blank screen into
which you can enter one or more lines of text. After entry, press ENTER and the text is inserted into
the first line of the editing area.
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PROF

PROF [n]

This command displays your editor profile at the top of the editor screen.

With n you specify additional lines to be displayed. Possible values for n are:

Displays your editor profile and all tab positions (as specified by the TABS command).6

Displays same as 6, plus the mask line (as specified by the MASK command).7

Displays same as 7, plus boundaries (as specified by the BNDS command).8

Displays same as 8, plus column numbers (as specified by the COLS command).9

PROFILE

PROFILE

This command invokes the editor profile facility. It enables you to modify your editor defaults for
current and future sessions. The editor profile facility is described in more detail in sectionModi-
fying Profile Settings for Permanent Use.

PROTECT

PROTECT
INS
ON
OFF

This command is used to protect the prefix area.
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Protects the prefix area of lines added using the insert line command.INS

Activates protection.ON

Deactivates protection.OFF

RCHANGE

RCHANGE

This command repeats the last CHANGE command.

RESET

RESET

This command resets all pending editor and line commands and deletes all line labels.

RFIND

RFIND

Alternative PF key: PF5

This command repeats the last FIND command.

SET TYPE
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SET
TYPE

CLASS
4

COPYCODE

FUNCTION
7

HELPROUTINE

PROGRAM

SUBPROGRAM
N

SUBROUTINE

TEXT

This command changes the type of the object currently in the source work area.

SHIFT

SHIFT [n]
RIGHT
LEFT

This command shifts a block of lines between the .X and .Y labels to the right or left by n columns
(or up to the last non-blank character). The default shift is five columns to the right.

The number of columns the lines are to be shifted (default value is 5).n

Shifts block of lines to the right (default).RIGHT

Shifts block of lines to the left.LEFT
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SORT

SORT [n m]
A.X
D.X .Y

The SORT command sorts lines in the editor in ascending or descending ª order. If you enter SORT
without any parameters, the command sorts all text in the object in ascending order.

Sorts from column n to column m.n m

Sorts from the line labeled with .X to the end of the source..X

Sorts from the line labeledwith .X to the line labeledwith .Y (where .X and .Y represent any string
of up to four characters).

.X .Y

Sorts text in ascending order (A to Z).A

Sorts text in descending order (Z to A).D

SPLIT

object-name [library-name]PROGRAM

SPLIT
object-name [SHORT]VIEW

END

This command sets split-screen mode and displays the source of another object on the editor
screen.

Displays a program, subprogram, subroutine, helproutine, data area (global, local, parameter),
copycode, text, map, class or function.

PROGRAM

Displays a view (DDM, as defined in Predict or SYSDDM). If SHORT is specified, the view is
listed in short form (that is, only theAdabas short names and correspondingNatural field names
are displayed) without any field headers or field edit mask information.

VIEW

Terminates split-screen mode.END

With PROGRAM or VIEW, an asterisk (*) can be used for object-name to display a list of all available
objects. If the an asterisk (*) is preceded by one ormore characters, only those objectswhose names
begin with these characters are displayed.
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For an example of using SPLIT, see To display and copy definitions with SPLIT.

SWAP

SWAP

The SWAP command toggles between two objects in split-screen mode (see the relevant section).
During this operation, the cursor switches from one object to the other.

TABS

ON [tab-character]

TABS

OFF

[tab-character] [column...]
LEFT
RIGHT
DECIMAL

This command is used to control tabulator settings.

You can enable or disable logical or physical tabulation using the command TABS ON or TABS OFF.
Tabulation is also enabled by any command that changes a tabulation setting.

For example, the following command enables logical tabulation with the ampersand sign (&) as
the logical tabulation character:

TABS &

You set tab positions using the TABS command. For example, the following command sets tabs in
columns 10, 20 and 30:

TABS 10 20 30

You can enter text and automaticallymove it to a specific tab position by preceding it with a logical
tabulation character. One tabulation charactermoves the text to the next tab position, two tabulation
characters move the text to the second tab position, and so on.

To display the current TABS command settings, issue the PROF command.

To display the current tab positions, issue the TABS line command.

Apart from tab positions, you can specify the following parameters with the TABS command:
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Places the text left-justified at the tab position.LEFT

Places the text right-justified at the tab position.RIGHT

Places the text so that the decimal point in the text is at the tab position.DECIMAL

Multiple tab characters are possible to tabulate text in a specific column: issue the TABS line com-
mand and type over each asterisk (*) marking the tab positions with another special character.
Any input preceded by any of these special characters is tabulated in the corresponding column.
You can type an L (for LEFT), an R (for RIGHT) or a D (for DECIMAL) after each tabulation character
to specify placement of the text for the tab position.

In the following examples of tabulation, the ampersand (&) is assumed to be the tabulation char-
acter; the COLS line command has been issued to display column positions.

■ Example 1 - Tab Positions
■ Example 2 - TABS RIGHT
■ Example 3 - TABS DECIMAL
■ Example 4 - Mixed Justification
■ Example 5 - Multiple Tab Symbols
■ Example 6 - Using a Blank as Tabulation Symbol

Example 1 - Tab Positions

The command:

TABS 10 20 40 LEFT

activates logical tabs with tabulation columns 10, 20, and 40 with left justification. After you press
ENTER, the input text line

&abc &def &ghi

is displayed as follows:

=cols> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6
abc def ghi
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Example 2 - TABS RIGHT

The command

TABS RIGHT

activates logical tabs with right justification. After you press ENTER, the input text line

&abc &def &ghi

is displayed as follows:

=cols> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6
abc def ghi

Example 3 - TABS DECIMAL

The command

TABS DECIMAL

activates logical tabs with justification of the decimal point in the tab position. After you press
ENTER, the input text line

&15.27$ &16.3 EUR &13 IS

is displayed as follows:

=cols> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6
15.27$ 16.3 EUR 13 IS

Example 4 - Mixed Justification

Issue the following command:

TABS 10 20 30 40 50

Then issue the TABS line command. This displays the current tab positions as follows:
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=tabs> * * * * *

Type an L, R or D next to each tab position as required (unmarked tab positions assume the value
of the last TAB command):

=tabs> *R *D *D *D *L

After you press ENTER, the input text line

&start &0.01 &0.02 &0.03 &end

is displayed as follows:

=cols> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6
start 0.01 0.02 0.03 end

Example 5 - Multiple Tab Symbols

Replace the asterisks in the =tabs> line by other special characters and specify left justification for
each one as follows:

=tabs> ]L &L #L $L =L

After you press ENTER, the input text line

=first$second#third&fourth]fifth

is displayed as follows:

=cols> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6
first

second
third

fourth
fifth
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Example 6 - Using a Blank as Tabulation Symbol

Issue the command

TABS ' '

which activates tabulation with one blank as the tabulation character. This means that words
separated by one blank are tabulated. After you press ENTER, the input text line

this is a blank tabulation

is displayed as follows:

=cols> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6
this is a blank tabulation

UC

UC
NX

CHARS
ALL

n.X

*

X
WORD

NEXT

n m.X .Y

[T]'string'

PREFIX
PREV

'string'

SUFFIX
FIRST

C'string'

LAST
X'string'
P'string'

The UC command converts one or more lines to upper case. It uses the same parameters as the LC
command. If you enter the UC command without parameters, it changes the current line to upper
case.

UNDO

UNDO
ALL
n

Alternative PF key: PF11

If the log file is active (see the LOG command), the UNDO command backs out all changesmade since
the last time you pressed ENTER. Repeated use of the UNDO command backs out consecutive changes
in reverse order. You can thus back out all changes one by one until you restore the member to
its original status at session begin.
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Important: All entries in the log file are cleared when you clear the source work area or read
in the source of another Natural object, or when you terminate the program editor session.

You can specify the following parameters with the UNDO command:

Backs out all modifications made in the current editor session.ALL

Backs out the last nmodifications.n

WINDOW

WINDOW
line1 line2
line1 line2 column1
line1 line2 column1 column2

This command is used to define a data window to be copied or moved. The starting line and
column and the end line and column of the window are specified in the command parameters.
At least line1 and line2 are required.

Defines a window starting at column 1 of line1 and ending in the last
column of line2.

line1 line2

Defines a window starting at column1 of line1 and ending at the last
column of line2.

line1 line2 column1

Defines awindow starting at column1 of line1 and ending at column2
of line2.

line1 line2 column1 column2

See also Copying and Moving Text with a Data Window.

X

X

This command places the line marked by the line command .X at the top of the editing area.
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XSWAP

XSWAP

This command is used to exchange displayed lines with excluded lines. Lines are excluded using
the EXCLUDE command.

Y

Y

This command places the line marked by the line command .Y at the top of the editing area.

Common Command Options

There are some options which are available with several editor commands. These options are de-
scribed in the following section.

■ Line Specifications
■ Column Specifications
■ Displayed or Non-Displayed Lines
■ Direction of Operation
■ Special Occurrences

Line Specifications

The following options can be used to restrict the effect of an editor command to a line or a block
of lines labeled with the .X and .Y line commands:

The editor command affects only the line labeled with .X. Exception: SORT editor command..X

The editor command affects only the block of lines from the line labeled with .X to the line labeled
with .Y.

If you use this option, you must also supply the parameter ALLwith the command.

.X .Y

Note: .X and .Y can also be any label of 1 to 4 alphabetic characters (see also the LABEL editor
command and the .label line command).
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Column Specifications

The following options can be used to restrict the effect of an editor command to a certain range of
columns. The columnnumbers refer to the actual source-code columns; the line numbers preceding
the source code are not counted. So, if you specify column 1 with a command, this may physically
be the 8th column of your screen, but it is in fact the 1st column of the source code you are editing.

The command affects only lines in which the specified string begins in column n (that is, the first
character of the string must be in column n).

n

The command affects only lines in which the specified string occurs anywhere between columns n
and m.

n m

Displayed or Non-Displayed Lines

The following options can be used to specify that only excluded or only included lines are to be
affected by an editor command:

The command affects only non-excluded lines; that is, lines which are currently being displayed.NX

The command affects only excluded lines; that is, lines which are currently not being displayed as
specified by the EXCLUDE command. An excluded line remains excluded from display if an editor
command function is performed on it.

X

Direction of Operation

The following options can be used to specify the direction inwhich an editor command is to operate:

The command affects the next line (starting from the cursor position) inwhich the specified string
occurs. This is the default setting.

NEXT

The command affects the line that contains the previous occurrence of the specified string.PREV

The command affects the first line in which the specified string occurs.FIRST

The command affects the last line in which the specified string occurs.LAST

The command affects all lines in which the specified string occurs.ALL
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Special Occurrences

The following options can be used to specify whether only special occurrences of the specified
string are to be affected by an editor command:

The command affects any line in which the specified string occurs. This is the default setting.CHARS

The command affects only those lines in which the specified string forms a word.WORD

The command affects only those lines in which the specified string is the beginning of a word.PREFIX

The command affects only those lines in which the specified string is the end of a word.SUFFIX
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11 Editor Commands for Scrolling

This section describes the editor commands and alternative PF keys (if available) that can be used
to scroll in the source code currently contained in the editing area.

You enter an editor command in the command line of the editor screen. Depending on the config-
uration of your installation, an editor command can be entered in lower case. In this section,
however, all commands are shown in upper case to distinguish them as commands.

In the following table, an underlined text portion represents an acceptable command abbreviation.

FunctionCommand

Scrolls to the end of the source.BOTTOM

or
++

Scrolls to the beginning of the source.TOP

or
--

Scrolls forwards by the amount specified by the scroll mode.DOWN

or

+

or

ENTER key

or

PF8

Scrolls forwards by n lines.DOWN n

Scrolls forwards by n lines.+n
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FunctionCommand

Scrolls backwards by the amount specified by the scroll mode.UP

or

-

or

PF7

Scrolls backwards by n lines.UP n

Scrolls backwards by n lines.-n

Scrolls to the left by the number of columns that fit on the screen.LEFT

Scrolls to the left by n columns.LEFT n

Scrolls the maximum number of columns to the left edge of the screen.LEFT MAX

Scrolls to the right by the number of columns that fit on the screen.RIGHT

Scrolls to the right by n columns.RIGHT n

Scrolls the maximum number of columns to the right edge of the screen.RIGHT MAX

Specifies the number of columns n, startingwith column 1, to remain in displaywhen scrolling
to the right.

FIX n
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12 Line Commands

This section describes the line commands provided by the program editor. A line command always
applies to the source line in which you enter it or to a block of lines marked by multiple line
commands.

Depending on the configuration of your installation, line commands can be entered in lower case.
In this section, however, all commands are shown in upper case to distinguish them as commands.

To execute a line command

1 In the leftmost column of the prefix area, next to the required source line, type a line command
over the characters contained in these columns, and press ENTER.

It is not possible to enter a line command if either of the following applies:

■ Insert mode is active (indicated by a series of apostrophes (''''''). In this case, toggle the
insert mode to non-insert mode.

■ The prefix area is protected. In this case, deactivate protection with the PROTECT editor
command.

Or:

In the command line, enter a line command preceded by a colon (:), place the cursor in the
line to which you want to apply the command, and press ENTER. For example:

In the command line, enter :I, place the cursor in the first line and press ENTER. A new line
is then inserted below the first line.

2 If required, enter the RESET editor command to reset a pending line command and delete all
line labels.
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FunctionCommand

Moves this line right by two columns.)

Moves this line right by n columns, irrespective of any other text in the line: you may
lose text in the moved line.

)n

Marks the first line of a block of lines to be moved right by n columns. A second ))n is
required to mark the last line of the block. The function is performed when the second

))n

))n is specified. The block is moved regardless of any other text in the block: you may
lose text in the moved block.

Moves this line left by two columns.(

Moves this line left by n columns regardless of any other text: you may lose text in the
moved lines.

(n

Marks the first line of a block of lines to be moved left by n columns. A second ((n is
required to mark the last line of the block. The function is performed when the second
((n is specified.

((n

Moves the text in this line left by two columns.<

Moves the text in this line right by two columns.>

Moves the text in this line right by n columns or up to last non-blank character: no text
is lost.

>n

Marks the first line in a block of lines to be moved to the right by n columns or up to last
non-blank character. A second >> is required tomark the last line of the block. The function
is performed when the second >> is specified.

>>n

Moves the text in this line left by n columns or up to first non-blank character.<n

Marks the first line in a block of lines to be moved to the left by n columns or up to first
non-blank character. A second << is required tomark the last line of the block. The function
is performed when the second << is specified.

<<n

Marks the target line for a move (M, Mn, MM) or copy (C, Cn, CC) line command. Themoved
or copied line(s) are inserted after this line.

A

Marks the target line for a move (M, Mn, MM) or copy (C, Cn, CC) line command. Themoved
or copied line(s) are inserted before this line.

B

Displays the boundary positions in this line. See also the BNDS editor command.BNDS

Copies this line to the position indicated by an A, B or O line command.C

Copies this line and the next n-1 lines to the position indicated by an A, B or O line
command.

Cn

Marks the first line of a block of lines to be copied. A second CC command is required to
mark the last line of the block to be copied. The function is performed when the second
CC is specified. The lines are copied to the position indicated by an A, B or O line command.

CC

Copies the line labeled with .X. Inserts text after this line.CX

Copies the line labeled with .Y. Inserts text after this line.CY

Copies the block of lines from the line labeled with .X to the line labeled with .Y. Inserts
text after this line.

CX-Y

Displays the column positions in this line.COLS
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FunctionCommand

Deletes this line.D

Deletes the current line and the next n-1 lines.Dn

Marks the first line of a block to be deleted. A second DD command is required to mark
the last line of the block to be deleted. The deletion is performed when the second DD is
entered.

DD

Deletes the line labeled with .X.DX

Deletes the line labeled with .Y.DY

Deletes the block of lines from the line labeled with .X to the line labeled with .Y.DX-Y

Includes the first excluded line.F

Includes the first n excluded lines.Fn

Inserts one line. The editor switches to insert mode indicated by ''''''. This means if
you type text or enter a blank in the new line and press ENTER, a new line is automatically
inserted and the cursor placed in it.

If you enter no new text in an inserted line and press ENTER, the editor leaves insert mode
and the blank line is deleted.

I

You can also fill an inserted linewith a predefined content (see the MASK editor command).

Inserts n lines. You can type text in the new lines. When you press ENTER, unused lines
are deleted but one blank line remains with the cursor in it (editor stays in insert mode).

In

Inserts any object contained in the current library in the current systemfile into the editor
screen.

Note: This command is entered in the first position of a source line, not in the prefix area.

.I(obj,pos,n)

The pos entry indicates the line at which the include operation is to begin. For example,
setting pos to 20 causes the insertion to begin with the 20th line in the source.

The n entry indicates the number of lines to be inserted.

If the object is a Natural map, an INPUT USING MAP statement (see INPUT Syntax 2 -
Using Predefined Map Layout in the Statements documentation) with all defined variables
is automatically included in the current line.

If the object is a data area, the entire data area is included, except comment lines. Only
data areas that have been saved and cataloged with the STOW system command, can be
included in the source contained in the editing area.

If the object is an adapter, a PROCESS PAGE USING (see Syntax 2 - PROCESSPAGEUSING
in the Statements documentation) with all defined variables is automatically included in
the current line.

Invokes a selection list of objects in the current library..I(*)

Joins the next line with this one. You can specify how many of the characters of the
following line are to be joined by placing the cursor at the point in the line where it is to

J
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FunctionCommand

be separated and pressing ENTER. To join the entire line, place the cursor outside the line
to be joined. This command is identical to the TJ command.

Includes the last n excluded lines.Ln

Changes the letters in this line to lower case.LC

Changes the letters in this line and in the next n-1 lines to lower case.LCn

Marks the first line of a block of lines inwhich to change all letters to lower case. A second
LCC is required to mark the last line in the block. The function is performed when the
second LCC is specified.

LCC

Justifies the text within the set boundaries in this line with the left boundary.LJ

Marks the first line of a block of lines within the set boundaries to be justified to the left.
A second LJJ command is required to mark the last line of the block to be justified. The
justification is performed after the second LJJ command has been issued.

LJJ

Moves this line to the position indicated by an A, B or O line command.M

Moves this line and the next n-1 lines to the position indicated by an A, B or O line
command.

Mn

Marks the first line of a block of lines to be moved. A second MM command is required to
mark the last line of the block to be moved. The function is performed when the second
MM is specified. The lines aremoved to the position indicated by an A, B or O line command.

MM

Inserts a blank line in the editing area inwhich you can define amask. This line is inserted
whenever the In line command is used to create one ormore new lines. See also the MASK
editor command and To define and use a mask line.

MASK

Moves the line labeled with .X. Inserts it after this line.MX

Moves the line labeled with .Y. Inserts it after this line.MY

Moves the block of lines from the line labeled with .X to the line labeled with .Y. Inserts
it after this line.

MX-Y

Modifications made in this line do not take effect when ENTER is pressed.N

Places this line at the top of the editing area when the POINT editor command is issued.NZ

Marks this line as the target line for a move (M, Mn, MM) or copy (C, Cn CC) line command.
Themoved or copied line(s) are mergedwith this line, that is, blank characters in the line
are overlaid.

O

Marks this line and the next n-1 lines as the target lines for a move (M, Mn, MM) or copy
(C, Cn CC) line command. The moved or copied lines are merged with these lines, that is,
blank characters in the lines are overlaid.

On

Marks the first line of a block of target lines for a move (M, Mn, MM) or copy (C, Cn CC) line
command. A second OO command is required to mark the last line of the block of target
lines.

The moved or copied line(s) are merged with these lines, that is, blank characters in the
lines are overlaid.

OO

Repeats this line once.R

Repeats this line n times.Rn
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FunctionCommand

Marks the first line of a block of lines to be repeated. A second RR command is required
to mark the last line of the block to be repeated. The repeat operation is performed when
the second RR is entered.

RR

Repeats the block of lines n times.RRn

Justifies the text within the set boundaries in this line with the right boundary.RJ

Marks the first line of a block of lines within the set boundaries to be justified to the right.
A second RJJ command is required to mark the last line of the block to be justified. The
justification is performed when the second RJJ is entered.

RJJ

Splits this line into two lines beginning at the cursor position. Type in the command,
move the cursor to the position where the line is to be split, and press ENTER.

S

Scrolls the source to make the marked line the top line.T

Displays the tab positions in this line. See also the TABS editor command.TABS

Centers the text within the set boundaries in this line.TC

Marks the first line of a block of lines within the set boundaries to be centered. A second
TCC command is required to mark the last line of the block of the centered. The centering
is performed when the second TCC command is entered.

TCC

Excludes all lines below this line fromdisplay and switches to insert mode. The excluded
lines appear again when you press ENTER.

TE

Joins this line with the following lines up to the next blank line. The bounds settings can
be used to restrict the columns affected (see the BNDS editor command).

TF

This line command can be entered with a numerical value specifying the right boundary.
For example, the line command TF5 orders text with column 5.

TFn

Inverts the sequence of all characters in the current line and within the set boundaries.TI

Marks the first line of a block of lines to be inverted within set boundaries. Requires a
second TII to mark the last line of the block. The function is performedwhen the second
TII is specified.

TII

Joins the next line with this one. Same as the J line command.TJ

Joins this line with the next one.TO

Marks the first line of a block of lines within the set boundaries to be joined. A second
TOO command is required to mark the last line of the block to be joined. The function is
performed when the second TOO is entered.

TOO

Splits this line into two lines at the cursor position; a blank line is also automatically
inserted, but deleted if unused (identical to the S line command).

TS

Changes all letters in this line to upper case.UC

Changes all letters in this line and in the next n-1 lines to upper case.UCn

Marks the first line of a block of lines inwhich to change all letters to upper case. A second
UCC is required to mark the last line of the block. The function is performed when the
second UCC is specified.

UCC

Opens a window with one line.W

Opens a window with n lines.Wn
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FunctionCommand

Copies the data window. The cursor position marks the column at which this line is to
be split to insert the copied text.

WC

Splits this line in column n, and copies the text between the two parts of the line.WCn

Marks the end of the data window. Works in the same way as WS. If the window is to
start and end in the same line, replace the WS command by the WE command. The editor
acknowledges the set window with message WW in the prefix area.

See also Copying and Moving Text with a Data Window.

WE

Moves the data window. Works in the same way as WC, but the original text is deleted
after the copy operation.

See also Copying and Moving Text with a Data Window.

WM

Splits this line in column n, and moves the text between the two parts of the line.WMn

Marks the start of the data window. The cursor position marks the column from which
text is read. If the cursor is not in the line for which the command is entered, column 1
is taken.

See also Copying and Moving Text with a Data Window.

WS

Specifies that the data window starts in column n of this line.WSn

Excludes this line from display.X

Excludes this line and the following n lines from display.Xn

Marks the first line of the block of lines to be excluded from display. A second XX is
required tomark the second line of the block. The function is performedwhen the second
XX is specified.

XX

Marks this line with .X.

See also .label below.

.X

Marks this line with .Y.

See also .label below.

.Y

Marks this line with .labelwhere label is a string of 1 to 4 alphabetic characters.

For example: line command .X names this line .X, and .Y names this line .Y.

.label

See also the LABEL editor command.
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13 Editor Profile
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Each user has an editor profile with parameters which can be set according to individual needs.
The first time you invoke the editor, it uses the default settings determined by your administrator.

The options provided to display and modify your default editor profile settings are described in
the following section.

Displaying and Hiding Profile Settings

To display or hide the current editor profile settings

1 In the command line of the editor, enter the following:

PROF

(See also the PROF editor command.)

The following lines appear at the top of the editing area:

 >> -----------Columns 001 072 <<  Program SAGDEMO  Lines  19     User SAG    ↩
  
Command ===>                                       Mode   Struct Lib  SAGTEST  
****** ****************************** top of data *****************************
=prof> date: 30/01/08 16:07:57 user: MMO      init size: 14 size: 14           
=prof> var   - 250,..recovery off (100 0)...autosave off... empty line off     
=prof> mask off.caps on .hex off  nulls on  std.autoren on  std auto order off 
=prof> log off .mso on .fix off .escape on  + .  tabs off                      
=prof> advance on .protect off.limit off

2 You can hide the display of the profile settings by entering the following in the command line
of the editor:

RESET

The profile settings disappear. The current profile settings are retained.

The individual items of the current editor profile and the editor commands that can be used to
temporarily change an item (if modifiable) are described in the following section.
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Modifying Profile Settings for Temporary Use

You can modify your default editor profile settings for the duration of the current editor session
or until you change the settings again.

To change your editor profile settings for the current session

■ For the profile item you want to change, use the appropriate editor command listed in the
following table. For example, enter CAPS OFF if you want the text to be translated into upper
case.

The vertical bar used in the syntax of the editor commands separates alternatives. For details
on the editor commands listed, refer to Editor Commands.

Editor CommandDescriptionProfile Item

NoneCurrent date and time.

Non-modifiable item.

date

NoneCurrent logon user.

Non-modifiable item.

user

NoneNumber of lines in the source code when the editor was
invoked.

Non-modifiable item.

init size

NoneCurrent number of lines in the source code, excluding
information lines (for example profile lines andmessage lines).

Non-modifiable item.

size

NoneCurrent line length.

Non-modifiable item.

var

AUTOSAVEActivates or deactivates automatic save when the EXIT editor
command is issued.

autosave

EMPTY ON|OFFSpecifies whether lines containing only blank characters are
to be deleted automatically.

empty line

MASK ON|OFFActivates or deactivates the mask line function.mask

CAPS ON|OFF|PGMSpecifies whether text is to be translated into upper case.caps

HEX ON|OFFSpecifieswhether characters are to be displayed in hexadecimal
format.

hex
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Editor CommandDescriptionProfile Item

NoneSpecifies that automatic renumbering of source lines is
activated.

Non-modifiable item.

autoren

AORDER ON|OFFAutomatically justifies text within defined boundaries.auto order

LOG ON|OFFEnables or disables the log file.When enabled, the UNDO editor
command can be used to backout last changes.

log

NoneIndicates that multiple-session operations are allowed. A
multiple-session operation is an operation in which data is

mso

exchanged between two editing sessions, for example, when
copying text from one object to another in split-screen mode.

Non-modifiable item.

FIX ON|OFF nSpecifieswhether a fixed number of columns is displayed and
how many columns are to be fixed.

fix

TABS ON|OFFActivates or deactivates tabulation.tabs

ADVANCE ON|OFF|PAGESpecifies whether the cursor moves to the next line
automatically after a line update.

advance

PROTECT ON|OFF|INSSpecifies protection of line numbers.protect

LIMIT nSpecifies the maximum number of lines to be searched by a
FIND or RFIND editor command.

limit

Modifying Profile Settings for Permanent Use

You can use the profile facility of the program editor to change your profile settings not only for
the current session as described earlier, but also for future editor sessions. Settings modified with
the editor profile facility are valid for each new Natural session or until you change them again.
These settings can be overridden for the duration of the current session by using the editor com-
mands described inModifying Profile Settings for Temporary Use.

To modify your editor profile settings for permanent use

■ In the command line of the program editor, enter the following:

PROFILE

TheMain Menu of the program editor profile facility appears with the following options:
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FunctionOption

Saves the current profile.Save

Invokes input screens for modifying the default settings for PA/PF keys and editor
commands: seeModifying Editor Default Settings.

Modify

Reads the editor profile of another user which you specify in the Profile Name field.
The settings from the external profile can then be saved under your profile name.

Read

Displays information on the object currently being edited and the system environment:
see Displaying Technical Information.

Technical Info

This section covers the following topics:

■ Editor Profile Commands
■ Modifying Editor Default Settings

Editor Profile Commands

The direct commands and alternative PF keys available in the editor profile facility are described
in the following section. You enter a direct command in the command line (Command ===>) at
the bottom of the editor profile screen.

FunctionPF KeyCommand

Cancels the current modification and displays the previous screens. Any modifications
made to the profile have no effect for the current session.

PF12CANCEL

Leaves the current screen and either returns to the previous screen or invokes the EXIT
Function prompt window (see also Exit Function).

PF3EXIT

Toggles between PF1 - PF12 and PF13 - PF24.NoneFLIP

Reads the profile parameters for the user ID currently contained in the Profile Name
field. Any modifications made so far, but not yet saved, are overwritten (valid only for
theMain Menu).

PF6READ

Saves all currently valid profile parameters both for the current session and on the
database. However, it does not leave the current function (valid only for theMainMenu).

PF5SAVE

Modifying Editor Default Settings

If you selectModify from theMain Menu or press PF4, theModify Defaults screen is displayed
with the following options:
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FunctionOption

Modifies the PA/PF-key assignments: seeDisplaying andModifying PA/PF-KeyAssignments.PA/PF-Keys

Modifies the command defaults: seeModifying Command Defaults.Commands

Modifies the parameter settings of the FIND command: seeModifying FIND Command
Defaults.

Find

Enables or disables the EXIT Function prompt window and modifies the number of lines
displayed before error line: seeModifying General Defaults.

General

Displaying and Modifying PA/PF-Key Assignments

If you select PA/PF-Keys from theMain Menu or press PF2, theModify PF/PA-Keys screen is
displayed with the current PA/PF-key assignments. To modify a PF-key assignment, replace the
name of an existing command (editor command, system command or program name) by another
command (maximum five characters).

To modify a PA-key or PF-key assignment

■ In the input field next to the required PA or PF key, enter the name of a valid editor or system
command, or an existing program. You can enter a maximum of five characters.

The default PA/PF-key assignments for the editor are:

FunctionCommandPF Key

Invokes the Natural online help facility.HELPPF1

Executes the system command SAVEwhich saves the source code currently in the source
work area as a source object in the current library in the current system file. See also
Saving and Cataloging Sources.

SAVEPF2

Exits the editor. See also Exit Function.EXITPF3

Checks and runs the program in the editing area.RUNPF4

Repeats the last FIND command.RFINDPF5

Executes the system command STOWwhich saves and catalogs the source code currently
in the source work area. See also Saving and Cataloging Sources.

STOWPF6

Scrolls upwards.UP

or

PF7

-

Scrolls downwards.DOWN

or

PF8

+

Checks whether the source code currently in the source work area contains any syntax
errors.

CHECKPF9

Places the cursor in the command line.HOMEPF10
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FunctionCommandPF Key

Backs out the last change made to the source.UNDOPF11

Exits the editor. See also Exit Function.CANCELPF12

Invokes the editor profile facility.PROFILEPF13

Resets all pending editor and line commands and deletes all line labels.RESETPF14

Toggles the cursor between the upper and lower half of a split screen if split-screenmode
is set.

SWAPPF15

Executes the system command LAST (see the System Commands documentation) which
recalls the last command issued and places it in the command line.

LASTPF16

Repeats the last CHANGE editor command.RCHANGEPF17

Toggles the PF-key display between PF1 - PF12 and PF13 - PF24.FLIPPF18

Scrolls to the beginning of the source.TOP

or

PF19

--

Scrolls to the end of the source.BOTTOM

or

PF20

++

To modify a PF-key assignment, replace the name of an existing command (editor command,
system command or program name) by another command (maximum five characters).

Modifying Command Defaults

If you select Commands from theMain Menu or press PF5, you can enable or disable selected
editor commands and specify default characters for editor commands. The input fields contained
on the screen are explained in the table below. For more information on a specific field, enter a
question mark (?) in the field and press ENTER.

DescriptionField

Enables or disables the autoorder function.aorder

Enables or disables the autosave function.autosave

Specifies whether text is to be translated into upper case.caps

Specifies whether a line is to be displayed that shows the current column positions.cols

Specifies the character used to mark decimal positions in numbers used in tabs. See
also Example 3 - TABS DECIMAL of the TABS editor command.

decimal character

Specifieswhether lines containing only blank characters are to be deleted automatically.empty

Specifies whether the number of columns entered in fixlen (see below) remain in
display when scrolling to the right.

fix
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DescriptionField

Only applies if fix (see above) is set to ON.

Specifies the number of columns starting with column 1 to remain in display when
scrolling to the right.

fixlen

Specifies whether characters are to be displayed in hexadecimal format.hex

Enables or disables justification or specifies the justification type.justify

Specifies the maximum number of lines to be searched by FIND or RFIND editor
command.

limit

Enables or disables the log file. When enabled, the UNDO editor command can be used
to back out the last change.

log

Enables or disables the mask line function.mask line

Enables or disables message output.message line

Indicates that multiple-session operations are allowed such as copying between
split-screen sessions. Non-modifiable item.

mso

Specifies how scrolling is to be performed (whole page, half page, to cursor).scroll mode

Enables or disables tabulation.tabs

Specifies the logical tabulation character used to automaticallymove input to a specific
tab position.

tabulator character

Modifying FIND Command Defaults

If you select Find from theMain Menu or press PF8, a screen is displayed with the current para-
meter settings. These settings are used whenever you issue the FIND editor command without
parameters from the command line of the program editor. You canmodify these values in awindow
before the search is performed.

The following parameters can be modified:

FunctionParameter

Specifies the string to be searched for.FIND string

Specifies the start and end numbers of the range of columns to be searched.search from/to col

Specifies the start and end labels of the marked block of lines to be searched.search from/to label
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Modifying General Defaults

If you selectGeneral from theMain Menu, a screen is displayed with the current defaults. You
can modify these settings as required. A short description of each setting follows:

FunctionOption

Specifies whether a prompt window is to appear when leaving the
program editor with the exit function (see the relevant section).

PromptWindowfor Exit Function

Specifies whether a prompt window is to appear when leaving the
program editor with the cancel function. See also Exit Function.

Prompt Window for Cancel
Function

Specifies the number of lines to be displayed at the top of the page
preceding the line containing a syntax error. If you specify 0 (zero), the

Lines displayed before error line

line containing the syntax error is placed in the first line of the editing
area.

Displaying Technical Information

If you select Technical Info from theMain Menu or press PF7, a screen is displayed with inform-
ation about the object currently being edited and the computing environment. The following items
are provided:

DescriptionItem

ID of the current user.User ID

Name of the library to which you are currently logged on.Current library

Name of the object currently in the editing area.Current program

Type of object (for example, program) currently in the editing area.Current type

Internal type code of the current object.Object type

Programming mode (see alsoMode).Mode

Name of the operating system installed.Operating system

Name of the library concatenated with the current library.Steplib
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14 Editor Buffer Pool Settings

■ Multiple Editor Sessions ................................................................................................................... 94
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It may be necessary to increase the size of the buffer pool above the default setting of 400 KB. See
the profile parameter description of EDTBPSIZE in the Parameter Reference documentation.

Multiple Editor Sessions

When you open a new editing session from the program editor, the old session is stored in the
buffer pool if the profile parameter EDTRB (see the Parameter Reference documentation) is set. When
you leave the new session with the cancel or exit function (see also Exit Function), the old session
is freed from the buffer pool. The NEXT editor command can be used to jump fromone active session
to another.

If the EDTRB parameter is switched OFF, the ring buffer is not used, and the new session replaces
the current session. If the editor profile parameter AUTOSAVE (see Editor Commands) is switched on,
the contents of the corresponding session are saved to FUSER.

If you intend to use the LOG editor command, we recommend that you increase the size of the
buffer pool to 1 MB. Changes are generally stored in the buffer-pool editor.
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15 Saving and Cataloging Sources

You can save the source code currently in the source work area as a source object and also as a
cataloged object, which are stored in a Natural library in a Natural system file.

For the naming conventions that apply when saving or cataloging sources, refer toObject Naming
Conventions in the Using Natural documentation.

To save source code as a source object

■ On the editor screen, enter the system command SAVE according to the syntax rules described
in the System Commands documentation.

Or:

On the editor screen, press PF2.

To save source code as a cataloged object

■ On the editor screen, enter the system command CATALOG according to the syntax rules de-
scribed in the System Commands documentation.

To save source code as a source object and a cataloged object

■ On the editor screen, enter the system command STOW according to the syntax rules described
in the System Commands documentation.

Or:

On the editor screen, press PF6.
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Note: You must supply an object name if you save or catalog a new source or if you want
to copy the current source.Otherwise, an appropriatemessage appears or awindowprompts
you for the name.
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The Natural data area editor is used to create and modify a data area. A data area is a Natural
object of the type global data area (GDA), local data area (LDA) or parameter data area (PDA).
For information on using a data area, see Data Areas in the Programming Guide.

A data area contains data element definitions, such as user-defined variables, constants and
database fields referencedwith a data view in a data definitionmodule (DDM), which can be used
by one or more Natural objects. You can also create copycode from a data area. Note that data
views from a DDM cannot be defined in PDAs.

Note: The data area editor has been disabled in your environment by default. For more in-
formation, see Disabled Natural Editors.

Note: It is recommended to stay with NaturalONE for editing Natural sources (incl. data
areas). In case the editors are directly used on the Natural environment, data area sources
which are stored in the DEFINE DATA format, will be automatically converted into the internal
format before editing. This format can only be interpreted by the data area editor itself and
cannot be parsed by the Natural compiler directly. When the source is saved with the data
area editor, the internal format will be generated. In this case, the original source layout
(e.g. indentations for comments and INIT values) will get lost when the data area will be
downloaded to the NaturalONE client again.

Related Topic:

■ Editors in the SPoD Environment in the Unicode and Code Page Support documentation

Invoking the Data Area Editor

You invoke the data area editor with the Natural system command EDIT described in the System
Commands documentation.

To invoke the data area editor for a new data area

■ Issue the EDIT command specifying the type of data area (GLOBAL, LOCAL or PARAMETER) you
want to create.

For example:

EDIT LOCAL

An editor screen with an empty editing area appears for an LDA (indicated by LOCAL in the
top information line of the screen) similar to the example shown in the following instructions.
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To invoke the data area editor for an existing data area

■ Issue the command EDIT specifying the name of a data area that has been stored as a source
object in your current Natural environment.

For example:

EDIT LDA1

An editor screen similar to the example below appears which contains the source of the local
data area LDA1:
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                       Press <ESC> to enter command mode                      ↩
  
 Mem: LDA1     Lib: SAGTEST  Type: LOCAL      Size:   1662  Line:    0 of:  36  
C T    Comment                                                                ↩
  
  *    *** Top of Data Area ***                                               ↩
  
  V  1 EMPLOYEES_VIEW                                EMPLOYEES                ↩
  
     2 PERSONNEL-ID                     A          8                          ↩
  
  G  2 FULL-NAME                                                              ↩
  
     3 FIRST-NAME                       A         20                          ↩
  
     3 MIDDLE-I                         A          1                          ↩
  
     3 NAME                             A         20                          ↩
  
     2 MIDDLE-NAME                      A         20                          ↩
  
     2 MAR-STAT                         A          1                          ↩
  
     2 SEX                              A          1                          ↩
  
     2 BIRTH                            D                                     ↩
  
     2 N@BIRTH                          I          2                          ↩
  
  G  2 FULL-ADDRESS                                                           ↩
  
  M  3 ADDRESS-LINE                     A         20 (1:191)                  ↩
  
     3 CITY                             A         20                          ↩
  
     3 ZIP                              A         10                          ↩
  
     3 POST-CODE                        A         10                          ↩
  
     3 COUNTRY                          A          3                          ↩
  
  G  2 TELEPHONE                                                              ↩
  
  F 1 HELP     F 2 CHOICE   F 3 QUIT     F 4 SAVE     F 5 STOW     F 6 CHECK  ↩
  
  F 7 READ     F 8 CLEAR    F 9 MEM TYPE F10 GEN      F11 FLD TYPE F12

The editor screen is organized in the following sections (from top to bottom):
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ExplanationSection

Used to issue an editor or a system command or execute a program as described in Edit
Mode and CommandMode. This line only appears if commandmode is set. Otherwise,
a message regarding command mode is displayed instead.

Command line

Information line Contains the following information (from left to right) about the data area currently
on the editor screen:

The name of the data area or empty for a new data area that
has not yet been saved as a source object with the SAVE or
STOW system command.

Mem:

The library to which you are currently logged on.Lib:

The type of data area: LOCAL, GLOBAL or PARAMETER.
The type can be changed by using the editor command SET
TYPE.

Type:

The size (number of characters) of the current source.Size:

The number of the current (highlighted) source line.Line:

The total number of lines contained in the source work area.of:

Contains the source of a data area or appears empty for a new data area: see Using the
Editing Area.

You can only scroll in the source or modify the source if edit mode is set: see Edit Mode
and Command Mode.

Editing area

Contains the function keys (F keys) available to execute an editor command: see Editor
Commands and Function Keys.

Function-key lines

Appears if an error occurs, in which case the message line temporarily overwrites the
first function-key line with an appropriate error message.

Message line

Edit Mode and Command Mode

The data area editor operates in two different modes: edit mode and command mode.

In edit mode, you can scroll up or down in the source of the current data area, use the line com-
mands required for creating ormodifying source lines, and press all F keys available on the screen.

In command mode, you can enter or select an editor or a system command or execute a program.
In command mode, you cannot modify the source of the data area.
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By default, the data area editor is in edit mode when you invoke it.

To toggle between edit and command mode

■ Press ESC.

If commandmode is set, the editor command line appears, which is indicated by Command:
in the top left corner of the editor screen.

The current mode is kept for the duration of the Natural session.

To enter a direct command or a program name

■ In the command line, enter one of the following:

■ Any Natural system command.

For example: The system command CHECK can be used for checking the syntax of source
code and SAVE for saving source code (see also Storing and Cataloging a Data Area).

For other system commands related to maintaining and using object sources, seeManaging
Applications with Natural Objects in the System Commands documentation.

■ The name of a Natural program to be executed.
■ An editor command. All editor commands available are described in Editor Commands
and Function Keys.

To select a direct command from a menu

■ In the command line, enter an M (menu).

The following command menus appear:

■ Commands

When you select thismenu (selected by default), awindowwith a subset ofmost frequently
used commands appears. You can select and execute one of the following commands:
Check, Clear, Fld-type, Gen, Read, Save, Type or Stow. For explanations of these com-
mands, see the correspondingdirect commandsdescribed inEditorCommands and Function
Keys.

■ Direct Command Line

When you select this menu, all commandmenus are closed and the command line appears.
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■ Quit

When you select this menu, the data area editor is terminated. Any changes made to the
current data area since the last SAVE or STOW command are not saved.

Editing Area

The editing area is either empty or contains source code that was last read into the source work
area with the command EDIT or READ as shown in the example in Invoking the Data Area Editor.

When you read in the source of an existing object, the entire source code is loaded into the source
work area and is available for editing. However, depending on the size of the source, the editing
area may not show all of the lines that belong to the source. In this case, you have to scroll down
in the source to go to the line you want to view or modify as described in Viewing and Selecting
Source Lines.

■ Columns in the Editing Area
■ Viewing and Selecting Source Lines
■ Creating and Modifying Source Lines
■ Input Fields in the Definition or Redefine Window

Columns in the Editing Area

The editing area of the editor screen is organized in columns where all attributes that belong to a
variable or field definition are maintained in one line.

The columns contained in the editing area are described in the following section. The contents of
the columns depend on the values entered in theDefinition orRedefinewindow (see Input Fields
in theDefinition or RedefineWindow) when creating ormodifying a variable or field. The contents
also depend on whether a counter field (C* variable) was created from a field.

Note: A column heading can change or disappear depending on the type of variable or field
contained in the current source line.

ExplanationColumn Heading

The command column inwhich you can enter one of the line commands required
to create or modify source lines. See also Line Commands.

C

T The type of variable or field.

Possible types are:
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ExplanationColumn Heading

Block
A data block within a GDA.

B

Constant or Counter Variable
A user-defined constant (not applicable to PDAs) or a counter
field (C* variable). A counter field is used for a multiple-value
field or a periodic group within a view (DDM).

C

Data Field: filler character.
The filler bytes that can be denoted within a field or variable
being redefined.

F

Group
A group within a view (DDM).

G

Multiple Field
A multiple-value field within a view (DDM).

M

Object Handle
The handle of an object.

O

Periodic Group
A periodic group within a view (DDM).

P

Redefined Field
The redefinition of a variable or field.

R

Not applicable to PDAs.V
View
A view definition created from a DDM.

Data Field
A user-defined variable or field, or a group structure (not within
a view).

blank

Comment.
A comment field.

*

The level number of the variable or field (1 - 99).

Variableswhich are notwithin a hierarchical structure and viewdefinitionsmust
be assigned level 1. Level numbers cannot be used with data block definitions.

L
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ExplanationColumn Heading

The name of the variable or field. This column heading changes according to the
type of variable or field currently selected as indicated in the description of
column T.

For a view, in addition toName of variable-field-type, theName of DDM
column appears.

Name of
variable-field-type

or
Comment

For a block, in addition toName of variable-field-type, theName of Parent
Block column appears.

The Natural data format of the variable or field.F

The length of the variable or field.Length

The array indices and/or comment of the variable or field.Index/Comment

TheM (Miscellaneous) column contains an X if an editmask, header, and/or initial
value is defined for a variable or field.

This column does not appear for a view, or a group, periodic group or
multiple-value field within a view.

M

Viewing and Selecting Source Lines

In edit mode, you can scroll up or down in the current data area to view all lines of the source
currently contained in the source work area, select a line for modification, or position at the line
where you want to insert new lines.

To scroll in a source and select a line

■ Scroll up or down one line with UP ARROW and DOWN ARROW respectively.

Or:

Press HOME or END to access the corresponding first (topmost) line or the last (bottommost)
line contained in the source work area.

Or:

Move the current source line up or down one screen page at a timewith PAGEUP or PAGEDOWN

respectively. Check your file SAGtermcap for entries if you have no access to any of these keys.

The line in which the cursor is positioned is the current line, which is selected (highlighted)
and can be modified.
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Creating and Modifying Source Lines

In edit mode, you can create or modify the variable or field definition in the current source line
by using the appropriate line command described in Line Commands.

The following are example instructions for using a line command to add single or multiple lines
to a source or modify a line.

To add a line for a new definition other than a view, redefinition or counter field

1 In the C column, next to the selected line below which you want to place the new definition,
type in the following line command:

I

If the data area is empty, enter the I next to Top of Data Area.

A selection window appears.

2 Select one of the following:

For a user-defined variable or a database field.Data Field:
For a data block within a GDA described in the Programming Guide.Block:
For a user-defined constant described inUser-DefinedConstants in theProgramming
Guide.

Constant:

For an object handle described in Using Classes and Objects in the Programming
Guide.

Handle:

For a hierarchical group structure (not within a view).Structure:
For a comment field.Comment:

ADefinitionwindow appears for the selected type of variable or field inwhich you can enter
the required attribute definitions. For explanations of the input fields contained in thiswindow,
see Input Fields in the Definition or Redefine Window.

To add lines for a view definition

1 In the C column, next to the selected line below which you want to place the view, type in
the following line command:

V

If the data area is empty, enter V next to Top of Data Area.

A View Definitionwindow appears.

2 Enter the name of the view to be created and the DDM from which to create the view. The
specified DDMmust be contained in the current Natural library in the current system file.
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ADDM selection window appears with a list of all fields defined in the specified DDM.

3 Scroll through the list with the arrow (cursor) keys and enter an X next to each DDMfield you
want to select for the view.

Or:

In the DDM selection window, enter an A next to any of the DDM fields to select all DDM
fields for the view.

You can deselect a field by replacing the Xwith a blank character.

If no periodic group or multiple-value field is selected, all fields are copied into the data area.

If you selected a periodic group or multiple-value field, anOccurrences Definitionwindow
appears.

4 In the From: field(s), enter the lower bounds of the one- or two-dimensional array to be used
in the view, and, in the To: field(s), enter the upper bounds.

The periodic group or multiple-value field is copied into the data area with the specified oc-
currences as subordinate fields of a hierarchical view definition structure where the view
name is at level 1.

To modify the contents of a line

■ In the C column, next to the selected line, type in the following line command:

E

TheDefinitionwindow (or Redefinewindow for a redefinition) appears for the variable or
field definition contained in the selected line.

Input Fields in the Definition or Redefine Window

You create and modify a variable or field in the Definitionwindow or the Redefinewindow for
a redefinition. The input fields contained in this window depend on the type of variable or field
selected. The table below lists and describes all possible input fields.

The definitions you enter in the Definition or Redefinewindow are checked for syntax errors.

For explanations of the variable or field attributes mentioned in this section, see alsoUser-Defined
Variables and Field Definitions in the Programming Guide and DEFINE DATA in the Statements docu-
mentation. The values used in the DEFINE DATA statement correspond to the values used in a data
area.
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ExplanationInput Field

The level number (1 - 99) of the variable or field.

Variables or fields which are not within a hierarchical structure must be assigned level
1. View definitions must be assigned level 1. Level numbers cannot be used with data
block definitions.

Level

The name of one of the following:Name

■ User-defined variable or database field.
■ User-defined constant.
■ Structure (group definition, not within a view).
■ Handle of object.
■ Block and parent block (GDAs only).
■ View (DDM).
■ Multiple-value field (within a view).
■ Periodic group (within a view).
■ Counter field (C* variable) for a multiple-value field or a periodic group within a view.

For valid names, see Naming Conventions for User-Defined Variables in the Using Natural
documentation.

For a user-defined constant, see also CONSTANT in the Statements documentation.

The Natural data format of the variable or field.

For valid formats, see Format and Length of User-Defined Variables and Special Formats in
the Programming Guide.

Format

For a counter field (C* variable), you can specify the Natural data format/length I2 or I4
(the default setting is N3 for no format/length).

The length of the variable or field.

For valid lengths, see Format and Length of User-Defined Variables in the Programming Guide.

Length

No length is permitted for theNatural data formats C, D, T and L. You can define dynamic
variables by specifying DYNAMIC in the Length field.

For a counter field (C* variable), you can specify the Natural data format/length I2 or I4
(the default setting is N3 for no format/length).

The array definition of the variable or field.

You can define the upper and lower bounds of a one- or two-dimensional array as
demonstrated in Examples of Array Definitions.

Arraydefinition

Not applicable to PDAs.

The edit mask of the variable or field to be used when the variable or field is displayed
with an I/O statement.

Edit Mask
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ExplanationInput Field

Enter a valid value without using apostrophes or parentheses as shown in Examples of
Edit Mask Definitions. For valid input values, see the corresponding session parameter
EM described in the Parameter Reference documentation.

Not applicable to PDAs.

The header to be produced for the variable or field in a DISPLAY statement.

Header
Definition

Enter any alphanumeric character string without using apostrophes or parentheses as
shown in Example of a Header Definition. For further information on headers, see the
corresponding session parameter HD described in the Parameter Reference documentation.

Initialization Not applicable to PDAs.

The initial value assigned to a variable or field or the array occurrence(s) defined for a
variable or field. You can specify one of the following initialization modes:

Free form mode.
If you enter F, the Free Form Initializationwindow appears, in
which you can enter your initial value definitions according to

F

the common Natural syntax definitions in a DEFINE DATA
statement. You can assign the same initial value to awhole range
of field occurrences at a time.

See also Examples of Initial Value Assignments in Free Mode.

For detailed information on defining initial values, see
Initial-Value Definition Initial/Constant Values for an Array in the
Statements documentation.

Single-value mode.
If you enter S, the Single Value Initializationwindow appears,
in which you can enter a single initial value rather than an
initialization clause.

Values are entered based on the variable or field type. You only
enter the required variable or field value; any further

S

specifications necessary (including apostrophes for alphanumeric
variables or fields, or value prefixes such as H for hexadecimal,
D for date and T for time) are generated automatically. For
example, to specify an initial value of H'F1F2' for a binary
variable (B2), enter F1F2. The data editor generates: INIT
<H'F1F2'>.

If the variable or field is an array, all elements of the array are
listed. A value for each element can be entered (optional).
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ExplanationInput Field

Caution: Changing the initialization type deletes all previously entered initialization
information.

See also the sections Initial Values (and the RESET Statement) and Initial Values for Arrays
in the Programming Guide.

Value Clause Only applies to PDAs.

Determines the way in which the value of a variable or field specified as a parameter in
a CALLNAT statement is passed from a program to an invoked object (for example, a
subprogram).

Valid input values are:

Indicates the parameter specification
call-by-reference (default).

blank

Indicates the parameter specification
call-by-value.

V

Indicates the parameter specification
call-by-value-result.

R

For detailed information, see the corresponding options BY VALUE and BY VALUE
RESULT described for the DEFINE DATA statement in Parameter Data Definition, and
operand2 described for the CALLNAT statement in the Statements documentation.

Optional Param Only applies to PDAs.

Determines whether the variable or field value is passed as a parameter according to the
setting of Value Clause (see above):

A parameter must be passed (default).N

A parameter can be passed.Y

For detailed information, see the corresponding option OPTIONAL described for the
DEFINE DATA statement in Parameter Data Definition and operand2 described for the
CALLNAT statement in the Statements documentation.

The array definition of a variable of the type structure (group).

This input field can be used to define the upper and lower bounds for an array, to supply
initial values for a variable or to supply an edit mask for a variable.

Indexdefinition

See also Examples of Array Definitions.

Commentary text.Comment
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Examples of Array Definitions:

(2,2) /* 2 dimensions, 2 occurrences
(2,2,2) /* 3 dimensions, 2 occurrences
(1:10,2)
(-1:3,2)

Examples of Edit Mask Definitions:

999.99
XXX...XX
MM.DD.YY

Example of a Header Definition:

HEADER TEXT

Examples of Initial Value Assignments in Free Mode:

INIT<3>
INIT<'ABC'>
INIT<H'F1F2'> /* binary variable (B2)
CONST<12>
INIT ALL<'ABC'>

Line Commands

You enter a line command in the C column of a source line when edit mode is set. The command
entered may not be indicated in the column.

For a selection list of all available line commands, press F2.

All line commands provided by the data area editor are described in the following table. The ex-
pression “edit block” used in the table, denotes a marked block of source lines.
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FunctionCommand

Copies one or more lines. If C is entered within an edit block, all lines of this block are
copied.

See also To cut/copy and paste an edit block.

C

(Copy)

Deletes one or more lines.

If D is enteredwithin an edit block, all lineswithin this block are deleted. For additional
information, see the line commands C (Copy) and P (Paste).

D

(Delete)

See also To cut/copy and paste an edit block.

Depending on the variable or field type selected, opens the Definition or Redefine
window (see also Input Fields in the Definition or Redefine Window), in which you
can modify the attributes of the variable or field contained in this line.

For a field within a view definition, you can only modify the following: Level (except
periodic groups and multiple-value fields), Edit Mask, Header Definition,
Indexdefinition and Comment.

E

(Edit)

Unmarks the current edit block. This command must be issued from within the edit
block.

H

(Unmark block)

Inserts a line for a new definition as described in To add a line for a new definition
other than a view, redefinition or counter field.

I

(Insert line)

Adds comment mark(s) to the selected line or the marked edit block. These lines are
ignored by a compiler check. This may be useful for testing purposes.

M

(Add comment)

Removes comment mark(s) from the selected line or the marked edit block.N

(Remove comment)

Pastes one or more lines into the data area after the current line.

See also To cut/copy and paste an edit block.

P

(Paste)

R

(Redefine)

Redefines the variable or field contained in this line as single variable or a group of
variables.

A window appears in which you can select one of the following redefine options:

Redefines the variable or field as a single
user-defined variable.

Data Field

Redefines the variable or field using the filler
option (nX). With the filler option, n filler bytes

Filler

can be denoted within the variable or field being
redefined, where n can be up to 10 digits (1 GB).
The definition of trailing filler bytes is optional.
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FunctionCommand

Redefines the variable or field as a structure
(group).

Structure

Redefines the variable or field as a comment.Comment

Depending on the redefine option selected, either aRedefine or aDefinitionwindow
appears, in which you can enter the definitions required (see also Input Fields in the
Definition or Redefine Window).

The data area editor keeps track of the number of free bytes still available for the
redefinition. If there are no free bytes, the redefine function ends.

Depending on the redefine option used, the data area editor automatically adds the
lines required for the redefinition above the variable or field that is redefined.

Displays the Definition or Redefinewindow which contains all definitions of the
variable or field contained in this line (see also Input Fields in theDefinition or Redefine
Window). Changes are not possible.

If an initialization has been specified, a separate window containing initialization
information is also displayed. Information scrolling is possible.

S

(Show)

Inserts a view definition as described in To add lines for a view definition.V

(Insert view)

Marks the beginning of an edit block.X

(Mark block start)

Marks the end of an edit block.Y

(Mark block end)

Marks an entire group structure as an edit block.

The edit block starts at the current line and includes all consecutive lines with levels
less than the current line. For example, if Z is entered in a view line, the entire view is
marked as an edit block.

Z

(Mark group)

Not applicable to PDAs.

Generates a counter field (C* variable) from themultiple-value field or periodic group
contained in this line. The counter field is placed in the line above which you entered
the command.

*

(Generate counter)

A counter field is used to retrieve the number of occurrences of a multiple-value field
or a period group. See alsoReferencing the Internal Count for aDatabase Array (C*Notation)
in the Programming Guide.
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The following are instructions for using line commands tomove or copy a block of lines or a single
line within the source.

To cut/copy and paste an edit block

1 Next to the first line of the block of lines (or the single line) to be cut or copied, enter the fol-
lowing line command:

X

The line is marked.

2 Scroll up or down to the last line of the block of lines and enter the following line command:

Y

For a single line, you enter the line command Y in the same line, in which you entered the line
command X.

All lines that belong to the block are marked (highlighted) thus representing the edit block.

3 Within the edit block, enter one of the following line commands:

C

to copy the line(s), or

D

to delete (cut) the line(s).

4 Position the cursor in the line belowwhich youwant to paste the line(s) and enter the following
line command:

P

The line(s) are pasted into the source.

5 You can unmark the edit block by entering the following line commandwithin the edit block:

H

The edit block is unmarked and only the current line is highlighted.
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Editor Commands and Function Keys

This section describes the editor commands and editor-specific system commands that can be
entered in the command line or selected from the Commandsmenu in command mode.

In addition, this section describes alternative F keys that can be used in edit mode. In command
mode, you can only use F1.

For explanations of the syntax symbols used in the editor commands, refer to System Command
Syntax in the System Commands documentation.

FunctionF KeyCommand

Provides help information on editor features. See also Help Information
and Selection Options.

Note: When you enter HELP you will invoke the help function for error
messages as described for the system command HELP in the System
Commands documentation.

F1n/a

Invokes a selection windowwith valid input values for the input field in
which the cursor is positioned.

F2n/a

Executes the system command CATALOGwhich checks and catalogs the
current data area definition.

Youmust supply an object name with the command if you catalog a new
data area definition or if you want to copy the current data area.
Otherwise, an appropriate message appears.

n/aCATALOG
[object-name]

See also Storing and Cataloging a Data Area.

Executes the system command CHECKwhich checks the syntax of the
current data area definition. A window informs you that a syntax check

F6CHECK

is in process. If a syntax error is found, the line containing the error
becomes the current line, and the error is displayed in the message line.
If no errors are found, a corresponding message is displayed.

Executes the system command CLEARwhich clears the source work area.
Changes to the data area currently contained in the source work area are
lost if they were not previously saved.

F8CLEAR

F11FLD TYPE FLD TYPE is available from theCommandsmenu only (you cannot enter
it in the command line).

Invokes a window in which you can change the type of the current
variable or comment. You can select one of the following types:

Data fieldD

BlockB
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FunctionF KeyCommand

ConstantC

HandleH

StructureS

Comment*

The type of a field within a view definition cannot be changed.

Caution: When changing types, some attribute definitions of a variable
or comment can be lost.

Generates a Natural object of the type copycode from the current data
area definition thus overwriting the contents of the source work area.
Changes made to the data area since the last SAVE or STOW are lost.

The copycode object is stored as a source object in the specified Natural
library in the current system file under the object-name supplied with
the command.

F10GENERATE object-name

Terminates the data area editor.

Any changes made since the last SAVE or STOW command are lost.

F3QUIT

or

.

(a period)

Executes the system command READwhich reads an existing data area
definition into the source work area. The data area must be stored as a

F7READ object-name

source object with the specified object-name in the current Natural
library in the current system file.

Executes the system command SAVEwhich saves the current data area
definition.

You must supply an object name if you save a new data area definition
or if you want to copy the current data area. Otherwise, an appropriate

F4SAVE [object-name]

message appears or input window appears. If you press F4, a window
always prompts you for name of the data area and the library. If the
current object and library names are correct, no entry is required.

See also Storing and Cataloging a Data Area.

Scans the data area for a character string (scan-value) in theName of
variable-field-type column (default) and/or theM column of the

n/aSCAN scan-value

editor screen, depending on whether the SET SCAN command was
executed earlier.

The line in which the scan-value is found is highlighted. If the first
instance of scan-value is highlighted, you can go to the next instance
by pressing ENTER.
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FunctionF KeyCommand

The scan is performed from the first to the last line in the source work
area and wraps around to the beginning after the last line is reached.

Note: The SCAN command performs an exact search for the specified
scan-value. This should be taken into accountwhen searching forDBCS
(Double Byte Character Set) characters.

n/aSET ABS [ON|OFF] Determines whether the SCAN command operates in absolute or
non-absolute mode.

The SCAN command operates in absolute mode,
which means that the value to be scanned needs
not be delimited by blanks or special characters.

ON

The SCAN command operates in non-absolute
mode, which means that the value to be scanned
must be delimited by blanks or special characters.

OFF

The default is OFF.

n/aSET SCAN
[COMMENT|NAME|LEVEL]

Determines the column(s) in which the SCAN command searches for a
scan-value:

The Index/Comment column is scanned.COMMENT

TheName of variable-field-type (or
Comment) column is scanned.

NAME

Scans within a hierarchical group structure.LEVEL

The default is NAME.

Executes the system command STOWwhich saves and catalogs the current
data area definition.

You must supply an object name if you STOW a new data area or if you
want to copy the current data area.

F5STOW [object-name]

See also Storing and Cataloging a Data Area.

F9SET TYPE G|L|A Changes the type of the current data area:

Global data areaG

Local data areaL
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FunctionF KeyCommand

Parameter data areaA

Storing and Cataloging a Data Area

Before a data area can be used in a Natural program (or another object), the data area must be
saved as a source object and/or a cataloged object in the current Natural environment.

The commands used for saving and cataloging the current data area definition are described in
the following section.

You must supply an object name if you save or catalog a new data area definition or if you want
to copy the current data area. Otherwise, an appropriate message appears or a window prompts
you for the name. For the naming conventions that apply when saving or cataloging a data area,
refer to Object Naming Conventions in the Using Natural documentation.

To save a data area as a source object

■ Enter the system command SAVE according to the syntax rules described in the System Com-
mands documentation.

Or:

Press F4.

Or:

From the Commandsmenu, choose Save.

The source of the data area is stored as a source object in the specified Natural library in the
current system file. The data area is not checked for syntax errors.

To save a data area as a cataloged object

■ Enter the system command CATALOG according to the syntax rules described in the System
Commands documentation.

The source of the data area is checked for syntax errors. If no errors are found, it is saved as
a cataloged object in the specified Natural library in the current system file.

To save a data area as a source object and a cataloged object

■ Enter the system command STOW according to the syntax rules described in the System Com-
mands documentation.
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Or:

Press F5.

Or:

From the Commandsmenu, choose Stow.

The source of the data area is checked for syntax errors. If no errors are found, it is saved as
a source object and a cataloged object in the specified Natural library in the current system
file.

Help Information and Selection Options

You can use the help system to obtain help information on editor functions and input fields. In
addition, in editmode, you can use the help system to choose a valid input value or a line command
from a list.

To display help information

1 In edit mode, position the cursor in the C column and press F1 for a summary of all editor
functions available.

Or:

Place the cursor on the field about which you require further information and press F1 for in-
structions on using this field.

A window appears with help information.

You can use the arrow (cursor) keys to scroll up or down in the window.

2 Choose ENTER or ESC to close the help window.

To select a valid value or appropriate line command

■ Place the cursor on the field for which you want to select a valid input value or execute a line
command and press F2.

If applicable, a selection window appears from which you can select an input value or a line
command.
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The Natural map editor is used to create a Natural object of type map. A map is a screen layout
that can be referenced in a Natural object such as a program by using either an INPUT USING MAP
statement (for input maps) or a WRITE USING MAP statement (for output maps).

Amap contains text fields and data fields. Text fields are literal strings and data fields are variables.
Data fields can be either user-defined variables or Natural system variables.

Once a map has been created, it can be stored as a source object and a cataloged object in a library
in a Natural system file.

Note: Using Natural Studio in a Windows environment, the map editor supports fields
with Unicode format and Unicode strings. However, when reading the source of a Unicode
map into the editing area of a map editor in a local UNIX, OpenVMS or mainframe envir-
onment, all Unicode strings will be removed from the source.

Note: The map editor has been disabled in your environment by default. For more inform-
ation, see Disabled Natural Editors.

Creating a Map

There are four major steps involved in the creation of a map:

1. Definition of the map profile (that is, the field delimiters, format settings, context settings and
filler characters to be used). A menu is provided from which you select the desired items.

2. Definition of the map. A map can be defined in two different ways:
■ First define a prototype map, next make the corresponding data definitions in the object that
references the map, then integrate the map into the application.

Fields can be defined directly on the map editing screen. Each field is assigned a default
name. Subsequently,when the correspondingdata definitions have beenmade in the respective
object, these data definitions can be assigned to the map fields (post assignment).

■ Define a map using existing data definitions.

If data definitions already exist in an object that references the map, the map fields can be
created by using the data definitions contained in this object. In this case, all characteristics
of the data definitions are copied into the map.

3. Definition of the fields to be used in the map. Map fields can be created by either typing the
field definitions directly in themap editing screen or by selecting data definitions from another
Natural object (see also Selecting Data Definitions).

4. The saving and/or cataloging of the map definition. Once a map has been defined as described
in the previous steps, it can be saved as a source object and/or cataloged object in the current
library andNatural systemfile. Once saved as a source object, themap can be read andmodified
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during a subsequentmap editor session. Once saved as a cataloged object, amap can be invoked
from a Natural program.

Invoking the Map Editor

You invoke the Natural map editor to create a newmap or edit an existing one as described in the
following section.

■ Creating a New Map
■ Editing an Existing Map

Creating a New Map

From theNaturalmainmenu, selectDirect andpress ENTER to invoke theDirectCommandwindow.

Note: You can also invoke the Direct Commandwindow by selecting <DIRECT COM-
MAND> from an object selection list that is displayed after you have selected a library from
the Natural main menu.

In the Direct Command window, enter the following command:

EDIT MAP

or, in short form

E M

Press ENTER. TheMAP EDITORmenu will be displayed:

···············································································
NATURAL MAP EDITOR (Esc to select field) ·

Create Modify Erase Drag Info OFF Lines Ops. Map Quit ·
···············································································

Editing an Existing Map

From theNaturalmainmenu, selectDirect andpress ENTER to invoke theDirectCommandwindow.

In this window, enter the following command:

EDIT map-name

or, in short form

E map-name
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If you do not remember the name of the map you want to edit, select Library from the Natural
main menu and press ENTER. A list of all available libraries will be displayed.

From the list, select the desired library with the cursor, and press ENTER. A list of all objects in this
library will be displayed.

Note: File designations are listed under the column Type.

With the cursor keys, scroll through the list until the desired map appears on the list. Then mark
it with an E (Edit) in the column before the object name and press ENTER. The map editor will then
be invoked for the selected map.

Note: The F2 key invokes a window listing valid functions (for example, C for Check,D for
Read, E for Edit) for this specific object for the itemOps. Map.

Regardless of the map invoked, you are prompted at the bottom of the screen to use the cursor
keys to select a field and to press ENTER. The selected field is highlighted.

Note: The rightmost position of the bottom line displays the column and row number of
the highlighted field.

Press ESC and theMAP EDITORmenu is invoked.

Note: To change the programming mode (structured/reporting) for an existing map, enter
the following commands in the Direct Commandwindow:

READ map-name

GLOBALS SM=ON/OFF

SAVE map-name

Map Editor Menu

TheMAP EDITORmenu shown earlier is the main menu of the map editor. The menu items are
described in the following section.

■ Create
■ Modify
■ Erase
■ Drag
■ Info ON/OFF
■ Lines
■ Ops. Map
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■ Quit

Create

If you press ENTER, a list containing the following items is displayed:

■ A - Parameter Data Area
■ G - Global Data Area
■ H - Helproutine
■ L - Local Data Area
■ M - Map
■ N - Subprogram
■ P - Program
■ S - Subroutine
■ T - Text Constant
■ U - User Defined
■ V - View (DDM) Defined
■ 1 - Parameter Defined
■ 2 - Local Defined

These items are used to select fields/variables from an object for an object of this class. The object
class can also be invoked by entering C and the object class abbreviation (key-sensitive). For more
detailed information, see the section Selecting Data Definitions.

Modify

Modify enables you to modify a selected field. The selected field is the current field and it is
highlighted.

A window displaying field attributes (extended field editing) is displayed in which the contents
of these attributes can be modified.
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Erase

Erase enables you to delete the current field. You are then prompted:

Delete field (Y/N)?

All responses are key-sensitive; caution is recommended.

If the current field is an array field, the entire array (not just the field) will be deleted.

Drag

Drag enables you tomove the current field to any unoccupied position on the screen. The selected
field can be moved without restriction, using the cursor.

Once the field is positioned and ENTER is pressed, this field position takes effect.

Info ON/OFF

Info ON/OFF is used to switch the display of the Extended Field Editingwindow on and off
(toggle switch).OFF is the default value.

The ENTER key or I (key-sensitive) is used to switch between ON andOFF.

Lines

Lines invokes a selection list from which you can select the following line-specific functions:

Insert After
Erase Line
Copy After
Duplicate Line
Move After
Split Line
Join Line

These functions can be selected to perform operations on an entire line (not a single field) in a
map. All operations are performed on the current line.

Note: These functions are self-explanatory and prompts appear at the bottom of the screen
for each item selected.
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Ops. Map

Ops. Map (map operations) invokes the following selection list:

C Check Map
E Edit Map
V Reverse Map
K Key Rules
L List Map
P Prof. Map
R Read Map
S Save Map
T Test Map
W Stow Map

The list contains the following items:

DescriptionItem

Causes syntax checking and generation of source code.Check Map

Invokes the map editing screen for modification of an existing map definition. The map
editor will start a new edit session.

Edit Map

This feature only applies if the default code page supports languages that are written from
right-to-left (RTL) such as Hebrew.

Reverses the screen direction of a map from left-to-right (this is the default) to right-to-left,
or vice versa. This is only a visual change; the physical field position defined in the map
source is retained.

Reverse Map

The screen direction remains reversed until you select Reverse Map again.

Invokes editing of function-key-related processing rules.Key Rules

Generates source code and lists it.List Map

Invokes a map profile window, which is described underMap Profile.Prof. Map

Invokes the map editing screen to read an existing map definition.Read Map

Performs a source code generation check and then saves the map. The map definition is
saved in source form in the Natural library.

Save Map

The current map definition is tested to ensure that it can be executed successfully. This
includes testing of all processing rules and help facilities.

Test Map

Performs a source code generation check, as well as a save and catalog of a map definition.
Themap definition is cataloged and also saved in source form in the current Natural library.

StowMap
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Quit

Quit terminates the map editor session.

If you have edited the map (not saved), selectedQuit and pressed ENTER, the following prompt
appears:

Modifications have not been saved, quit anyway Y/N ?

Note: Replies are key-sensitive; caution is recommended.

If the editor session is terminated, the Natural main menu is displayed.

Creating a Text Constant

Select Text Constant from the Create list and press ENTER.

Depending on the map type invoked, a screen appears.

At the bottom of the screen, you are always prompted to position the cursor and enter text.

Position the cursor to the start of an empty field.

Note: You cannot overwrite existing fields.

Enter the text. The first character entered causes the line to be highlighted. Highlighting indicates
the maximum space available for text entry. Characters can be entered or deleted until you press
ENTER.

Note: The ESC key cancels text entry.

Press PF2 to select an attribute and color to be used for the text entered. Use the UP-ARROW and
DOWN-ARROW keys to scroll through and select one of the available attributes/colors or use the
corresponding abbreviation (for example, B for blinking or RE for red) and press ENTER. Using the
LEFT-ARROW and RIGHT-ARROW keys, you can toggle between attribute and color definition.

Text entry is now complete.

Note: If you want to create and/or define a data variable after having defined the text, see
the section Using Natural System Variables in a Map.
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Creating a User-Defined Variable

Select User Defined from the field list and press ENTER.

An Extended Field Editingwindow similar to the example below appears:

Extended Field Editing
Field :
Format: A Len: AL: PM: ZP: N SG: N
Rules : 0 Rule Editing: N Array: Array Editing: N Mode:
AD: CD: CV: DY: N HE: N
EM:

A message appears at the bottom of the screen, prompting you to: Position cursor and press
Enter or format char.

Position the cursor to the start of a field position and press ENTER.

A selection list appears, with all valid Natural data formats such asA for data type alphanumeric.

Note: If you know the Natural data format, you can enter it directly in the field position
where you placed the cursor. The display of available data formats is thus avoided.

Select the Natural data format required and press ENTER.

The Natural data format is now entered in the Extended Field Editingwindow and a default
name (for example, #1) is assigned to the field.

There are two length fields displayed on this screen:

1. AL (alphanumeric length): the display length.

2. Len: the internal length of the field.

The lengths of user-defined variables are defined by performing the following steps:

1. Enter the length of the first field (for example, Alphan. Len... ).

2. When the field length definition is complete, press ENTER.

3. You are then prompted to enter a field name for the variable. Having selected the appropriate
field name, press ENTER.

The definition function for the first field is now complete.

The cursor moves automatically to the second length field (Len... ). Change the length field
definition or use the TAB key. Continue this process to define all other pertinent information to be
used for the field being defined.
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For further information on these fields, seeModifying a User-Defined Variable - Field Editing.

When this definition is complete, press ENTER.

Using Natural System Variables in a Map

Natural system variables can also be specified in a map definition.

A Natural system variable can be selected with a Create > User Defined field.

Select * (System) from the field list and select the system variable from the list provided.

The Natural data format of the specified system variable is inserted in the field definition form.

Modifying a User-Defined Variable - Field Editing

The map editor is used to define a field with all its attributes.

Select Create orModify from theMAP EDITORmenu and press ENTER. An Extended Field
Editingwindow similar to the example below appears, which displays all attributes for the current
field:

Extended Field Editing
Field :
Format: A Len: AL: PM: ZP: N SG: N
Rules : 0 Rule Editing: N Array: Array Editing: N Mode:
AD: CD: CV: DY: N HE: N
EM:

With the Extended Field Editingwindow, any selected field can be modified. A selected field is
the current field, which is highlighted.

The field attributes contained in theExtended Field Editingwindoware explained in the following
table:

ExplanationField
Attribute

The field name. Field name assignment is related to the method with which the field was
originally defined.

If the field was taken from a data definition in another Natural object, it is assigned the same
name as the field definition in this object.

Field

If the field was specified as a Natural system variable, it is assigned the name of the specified
variable.
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ExplanationField
Attribute

If the field is neither of the above, it is assigned a dummy name. You must assign a name to
such a field prior to map execution.

The name of a field can be changed. However, a prefix must not be used for a field which did
not have a prefix assigned previously. To obtain a prefixed field name, select the field from
the data definition in anotherNatural object. You are prompted to enter a name. Ifmodifications
have been made you must press ENTER to continue. Otherwise, you can move through the
field attributes using the TAB key.

Note: Duplicate field names are only allowed for fields defined as output-only fields.

The Natural data format of the field. These can be changed by overwriting the current entry.Format

The internal program length of the variable.Len

AL orNL
or FL orDF

The length to be used when displaying the field. The field label depends on the Natural data
format entered:

for formats A (alphanumeric), L (logical) and T (time).AL

for formats B (binary), I (integer), N (numeric) and P (packed
numeric).

NL

for format F (floating point).FL

for format D (date).DF

Print Mode.

This input field corresponds to the session parameter PM. For detailed information on using
this field and valid input values, see PM - Print Mode in the Parameter Reference.

PM

Zero printing. You can only enter a value in ZP if the field is numeric or a time system variable.

This input field corresponds to the session parameter ZP. For detailed information on using
this field and valid input values, see ZP - Zero Printing in the Parameter Reference.

ZP

Sign position. You can only enter a value in SG if the field is numeric or a time system variable.

This input field corresponds to the session parameter SG. For detailed information on using
this field and valid input values, see SG - Sign Position in the Parameter Reference.

SG

The number of processing rules currently defined for the field.Rules

Editing of processing rules; you are prompted:

Inline Processing Rule Editing (Y, <PF2>=EDIT)?

Rule
Editing

Note: The source code used to define a processing rule is entered/edited in the same way as
with the Natural program editor.

Indicates whether the field is an array or not (blank).Array

Editing of arrays; you are prompted:

Array Editing (Y, <PF2>=EDIT)?

Array
Editing
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ExplanationField
Attribute

Indicates how the field was created:

Data - Field was copied from the data definition in another Natural object (except DDM).

Mode

Sys - Field is a system variable.

Undef - Field was created directly on the screen and has a dummy name.

User - The name of the field was created by extended field editing.

View - Field was copied from the field definition in a DDM.

Field attributes.

This field corresponds to the session parameter AD. For detailed information on using this field
and valid input values, see the relevant sections (referenced below) inAD - Attribute Definition
in the Parameter Reference documentation.

AD

You are prompted:

Attribute definitions (<PF2>=EDIT)

An Attribute definition window, containing the following items is displayed:

■ Representation

See Field Representation.
■ Alignment

See Field Alignment.
■ I/O Characteristics

See Field Input/Output Characteristics.
■ Mandatory Characters

SeeMandatory Input.
■ Length Characteristics

See Length of Input Value.
■ Upper/Lower Case

See Field Upper/Lower Case Characteristics.
■ Filler Character

See Filler Character.

This function incorporates a toggle feature. If the attribute definition character displayed is
correct, use the ESC key and the character is not changed. To change the attribute characteristics
of a field, select the desired attribute and press ENTER; the modification is inserted in the AD
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ExplanationField
Attribute

definition. Press ESC to exit this function. Each item selected invokes an attribute window.
These windows are self-explanatory.

Color attributes; you are prompted:

Color definitions (<PF2>=EDIT <CSR-UP/DN>=Select (Esc=Cancel Enter=OK))

CD

Press PF2 to edit the color definition, use the cursor to select a color and confirm with ENTER.

Control variable for dynamic field attributes; you are prompted:

(<PF2>=Edit Rank if Array)

CV

The name of a variable which contains the attributes to be used for this field. This variable
must be defined with Natural data format C in the program.

The control variable also contains a MODIFIED data tag, which indicates whether the field
has been modified following map execution.

A single control variable can be applied to several map fields, in which case the MODIFIED
data tag is set if any of the fields referencing the control variable has been modified.

Dynamic string attributes; you are prompted:

(Y,<PF2>=Edit)

DY

This parameter is used to define certain characters contained in the text string of an
alphanumeric variable to control the attribute setting. For detailed information on valid input
values, see DY - Dynamic Attributes in the Parameter Reference.

TheHE option is used to assign a helproutine or a help map to the map field. A helproutine
or help map is then invoked at execution time when a help request is made for the map field.

HE

For detailed information, see the description of the HE session parameter in HE Helproutine
in the Parameter Reference.

If you enter a Y in theHE field or place the cursor in the field and press PF2, a windowprompts
you to enter the name of a helproutine or help map and parameters to be passed to this
helproutine or help map.

The syntax that applies to specifying names and parameters in theHE field corresponds to
the syntax of the HE session parameter described inHE Parameter Syntax (Parameter Reference).
In addition to the syntax explanations provided there, the following applies when using the
map editor:

operand1:

■ If a variable name is specified which corresponds to the name of a map field, this field must
be in the Natural data format/length A8.

■ If a variable name is specified for which no map field yet exists, a map parameter with that
name is automatically defined in the Natural data format/length field A8.

operand2:
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ExplanationField
Attribute

■ If a variable name is specified for which no map field yet exists, a map parameter with that
name is automatically defined in the Natural data format/length N7.

Removing a parameter from theHE field implies that the parameter is also removed from the
map, unless the parameter is a map field or is associated with any other map field as a help
parameter or Starting from value.

Edit mask to be used for the field.EM

Three of the above items are of special interest:

■ Rule Editing - Processing Rules
■ Array Editing
■ AD - Attribute Definition

Rule Editing - Processing Rules

Field-Related Processing Rules

Three types of processing rules can be defined:

■ Inline processing rules
■ Predict free rules
■ Predict automatic rules

Inline processing rules are defined within a map source and do not have a name assigned. The
availability of Predict is not required for inline rules.

Note: Field-related inline processing rules can also be executed on a field-by-field basis; for
further information, see the section Field-Sensitive Processing.

Predict free rules have a name assigned and are stored in the Predict Dictionary. You cannot
modify an existing Predict free rule (this can only be done in Predict); however, you can read a
free rule into the editor, modify it, and store it under a different name to create a new free rule.

You can access Predict free rules that are stored in either a local or a remote Predict environment.

Predict free rules that are stored in a remote environment on aUNIX, anOpenVMS or amainframe
host can be accessed by using a Natural RPC server.

For information on how to connect to a Predict server, see the profile parameter USEDIC (Parameter
Reference) andDictionary Server Assignments in the sectionOverview of Configuration File Parameters
(Configuration Utility documentation).

Inline rules can become Predict free rules (and vice versa) if you assign/remove the rule name.
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Predict automatic rules apply to database fields and are defined by the Predict administrator. If
a field is created from the data definition in another Natural object, and if the field is a database
field, all automatic rules for that field are linked to the map definition. All automatic rules are
concatenated and treated as a single map rule.

The rank of the automatic rules is defined in the map profile settings (default 1).

Automatic rules cannot be modified using the map editor. They can, however, be assigned a dif-
ferent rank by either using the command P=n or just overwriting the old rank.

An ampersand (&) within the source code of a processing rule is dynamically replaced by the
fully-qualified name of the field for which the rule is defined. Array indexes are not affected by
the replacement; you must explicitly specify the index notation after the ampersand (&) as shown
in the following example.

Examples:

IF & = ' ' THEN REINPUT 'ENTER NAME' MARK *& /* For a scalar field
IF &(1) = ' ' THEN MOVE 'X' TO &(*) /* For an array field

The field name notation &.field-namewithin the source code of a processing rule allows you to
have DDM-specific rules that cross-check the integrity of values between database fields, without
having to explicitly qualify the fields with a view name. As field-name you specify the name of
the database field as defined in the DDM, and at compilation time, Natural dynamically qualifies
the field by replacing the ampersand (&) with the corresponding view name. This allows you to
use the same processing rule for specific fields, regardless of which view the fields are taken from.

Function-Key-Related Processing Rules

Two types of function-key-related processing rules can be defined:

■ Inline processing rules
■ Predict free rules

Function-key-related processing rules can be used to assign activities to program sensitive function
keys during map processing. For function keys which already have a command assigned by the
program, this command is executed without any rule processing.
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Example:

IF *PF-KEY = 'PF3'
ESCAPE ROUTINE

END-IF

When this rule is executed, map processing is terminated without further rule processing.

Processing-Rule Ranks

A field can have up to 100 processing rules (Rank 0 to 99). At map execution time, the processing
rules are executed in ascending order by rank and screen position of the field. PF-key processing
rules are always assumed to have the first screen position.

For optimum performance, the following assignments are recommended when assigning ranks
to processing rules:

Processing RuleRank

Termination rule0

Automatic rules1 - 4

Format checking5 - 24

Value checking for individual fields25 - 44

Value cross-checking between fields45 - 64

Database access65 - 84

Special purpose85 - 99

Processing-Rule Editing

Note: When modifying or adding a processing rule, keep in mind that you must recatalog
the map(s) that reference this rule so that the changes become effective.

To edit field-related processing rules, select Rule Editing in the Extended Field Editingwindow.
To edit function-key-related processing rules, select Key Rules from theOps. Map selection list.

The following window containing the options Rules and Fields appears:
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··Current Field: PERSONNEL.STREET··············································
· R U L E E D I T I N G (Esc = Quit) ·
·Rules Fields ·
··············································································· 

                                                                                   
                                       Hobby:  XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX      
   Address                                                                         
   -                                                                               
   State        :  XX                                                              
   Zip          :  99999                                                           
   City         :  XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX                                                 
   Street/Number:  XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  99999                                     
                                                                                   
                                                                                   
                                                                                   
                                                                                   
                                                                                  ↩
  
                                                                                  
                                                                                   
                                                                                   
                                                                                   
    Create or modify a rule for this field

Select one of these options with the cursor and press ENTER.

If you select Fields, a list of variables used in the current map appears (for information purposes
only).

If you select Rules, a selection list of existing rules for the current field appears.

On each list, the Predict rules are identified by their names, the inline rules by their first three
source code lines.

There are the following ways to define processing rules for a field or key:

■ Create a new processing rule
■ define a new rule
■ modify an existing rule and save it under a new name

■ Assign an existing rule and
■ edit or
■ move or
■ copy or
■ unlink the rule.
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To define a new processing rule

1 Select Create.

An empty rule editor is displayed.

2 Enter the rule. (Use source code in the same way as in the Natural program editor.)

3 If you want the rule to be a Predict free rule, name it. If you want the rule to be an inline rule,
do not name it before saving it.

4 Save the rule, see the section Commands for Editing Processing Rules.

Important: Once you have saved the rule, you can only modify it in Predict.

To modify an existing processing rule

1 In the Rule Editor header, enter the name of a Predict rule in the field Rule and press ENTER.

The rule is displayed in the rule editor.

2 Modify the rule. (Use source code in the same way as in the Natural program editor.)

3 Rename the rule and save it, see section Commands for Editing Processing Rules.

Important: Once you have saved the rule, you can only modify it in Predict.

To assign an existing rule

1 Select an existing rule from the list.

2 Press ENTER.

A window with the following options is displayed: edit, move, copy, unlink.

■ Edit
Select edit to modify the rule. The name and contents of the rule (if it is a free rule) are
displayed in the editor. See Step 2 of the section to modify an existing processing rule.

■ Move
Select move to modify the rule's rank. When you press ENTER a list is displayed fromwhich
you can select the new rank.

■ Copy
Select copy to copy the rule but assign it a new rank.When you press ENTER a list is displayed
from which you can select the new rank.
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■ Unlink
Select unlink to remove the rule from the field.

■ Quit with ESC.

Note: If rules are written referencing a database statement, a label should be used, not
a line reference number.

After the desired field processing rule has been entered, issue the command

P=nn

where nn is the processing rule rank.

This command saves the rule automatically.

Commands for Editing Processing Rules

In the processing-rule editor, processing rules can be selected for editing by using the following
commands in the editor command line:

FunctionCommand

Select rule with rank nn.P nn

Select the rule from selection list.P*

Advance to the next rule defined for the field.P

Assign the rule on the current rank to rank nn and save it automatically.P=nn

Unlink (Delete)U

End processing-rule editing and save the rule..

Array Editing

To invoke array editing, use the TAB key to select the item Array Editing in the field attributes
window. Replace the character N by Y (key sensitive) or press PF2 and theArrayDefinitionwindow
appears:

·Array Definition······························································
Name #1 Upper Bnds 1_____ 1_____ 1_____
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Dimensions Occurrences Starting from Spacing
1 . Index vertical 1__ ________ 0 Lines
0 . Index horizontal 1__ ________ 1 Columns
0 . Index (H/V) V 1__ ________ 0 Cls/Ls
···············································································

This window displays the fields as defined on the map. If changes are not required, press TAB to
proceed to the next field; if you want to return to a previous field, press SHIFT+TAB.
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Note: The map editor does not support X-arrays (eXtensible arrays).

The Array Definitionwindow contains the following entries:

ExplanationEntry

Indicates the upper bounds of the array; that is, the highest occurrence in (from left to right)
the first, second and third dimension.

If a field defined in a program is used to define the map array, the upper bounds of that
field (user-defined variable or database field), as defined in the program, are used; these
cannot be overwritten on the array definition screen.

Upper Bnds

If themap array is derived from the data definition in anotherNatural object, the dimensions
of the map array must not exceed the dimensions shown in this field.

If the map array is not derived from the data definition in another Natural object, the
dimensions of the map array must not exceed the dimensions as defined in the Natural
program.

An array can have up to three dimensions. The order in which the dimensions of the array
are mapped to the map layout is determined by the values entered to the left of the Index
operands; the abbreviations used are: H=Horizontal and V=Vertical.

Dimensions

The number of occurrences to be defined for a dimension.Occurrences

The starting index value for a dimension. A numeric value can be used, or a variable name
can be used to indicate that the actual value is supplied in the Natural program which
invokes the map definition.

Starting from

The number of blank lines (for vertical dimensions) or blank columns (for horizontal
dimensions) to be inserted between each dimension occurrence.

Spacing

Enter the desired information and press ENTER. You are returned to the next item (AD) listed in
the field attributes window.

Examples of Array Definitions

Example 1:

A one-dimensional array consisting of 10 vertical occurrences with 2 blank lines to be inserted
between each occurrence.

·Array Definition······························································
Name #1 Upper Bnds 10____ 1_____ 1_____
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Dimensions Occurrences Starting from Spacing
1 . Index vertical 10_ ________ 2 Lines
0 . Index horizontal 1__ ________ 1 Columns
0 . Index (H/V) V 1__ ________ 0 Cls/Ls
···············································································
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Example 2:

Same as example 1 except that the array is to be horizontal.

·Array Definition······························································
Name #1 Upper Bnds 10____ 1_____ 1_____
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Dimensions Occurrences Starting from Spacing
0 . Index vertical 1__ ________ 0 Lines
1 . Index horizontal 10_ ________ 1 Columns
0 . Index (H/V) V 1__ ________ 0 Cls/Ls
···············································································

Example 3:

A two-dimensional array. The first dimension consists of 10 vertical occurrences with 1 blank line
between each occurrence. The second dimension consists of 5 horizontal occurrences with 2 blank
columns between each occurrence.

·Array Definition······························································
Name #1 Upper Bnds 10____ 5_____ 1_____
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Dimensions Occurrences Starting from Spacing
1 . Index vertical 10_ ________ 1 Lines
2 . Index horizontal 5__ ________ 2 Columns
0 . Index (H/V) V 1__ ________ 0 Cls/Ls
···············································································

Example 4:

Same as example 3 except that the order of the dimensions is reversed.

·Array Definition······························································
Name #1 Upper Bnds 5_____ 10____ 1_____
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Dimensions Occurrences Starting from Spacing
2 . Index vertical 10_ ________ 1 Lines
1 . Index horizontal 5__ ________ 2 Columns
0 . Index (H/V) V 1__ ________ 0 Cls/Ls
···············································································
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Example 5:

A three-dimensional array. The first dimension consists of 3 vertical occurrences with 1 blank line
between each occurrence. The second dimension consists of 5 horizontal occurrences with 2 blank
columns between each occurrence. The third dimension consists of 2 occurrences, expanded ver-
tically within each occurrence of the first dimension.

·Array Definition······························································
Name #1 Upper Bnds 3_____ 5_____ 2_____
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Dimensions Occurrences Starting from Spacing
1 . Index vertical 3__ ________ 1 Lines
2 . Index horizontal 5__ ________ 2 Columns
3 . Index (H/V) V 2__ ________ 0 Cls/Ls
···············································································

Example 6:

An example of using Starting from. The first dimension consists of 10 vertical occurrences starting
from the index I. I is defined in the map editor with Natural data format/length N7 by default.
The second dimension consists of 5 horizontal occurrences starting from the index 3.

·Array Definition······························································
Name #1 Upper Bnds 10____ 5_____ 1_____
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Dimensions Occurrences Starting from Spacing
1 . Index vertical 10_ I_______ 1 Lines
2 . Index horizontal 5__ 3_______ 2 Columns
0 . Index (H/V) V 1__ ________ 0 Cls/Ls
···············································································

Example 7:

An example ofmaking a two-dimensional display from a one-dimensional array. The array consists
of 40 elements. It is displayed in two columns with 20 lines each. This is achieved by specifying 0
as the horizontal index.
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·Array Definition······························································
Name #1 Upper Bnds 40____ 1_____ 1_____
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Dimensions Occurrences Starting from Spacing
1 . Index vertical 20_ ________ 0 Lines
0 . Index horizontal 2__ ________ 10 Columns
0 . Index (H/V) V 1__ ________ 0 Cls/Ls
···············································································

AD - Attribute Definition

Attribute definition editing is performed as follows. Use the TAB key to move to the AD item in
the field attribute window.

Press PF2 to invoke the following Attribute Definitionwindow:

Children : 99 Years-Educ: 99
Family Status: XXXXXXXXXX Years-Comp: 99
Sex : X Vacation-D: 99

Sick-Days : 99

Hobby: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Address
-
State : XX ··Attribute Definition···
Zip : 99999 ·Representation ·
City : XXXXXXXXXXX·Alignment ·
Street/Number: XXXXXXXXXXX·I/O Characteristics ·

·Mandatory Characters ·
·Length Characteristics ·
·Upper/Lower Case ·
·Filler Character ·

··Extended Field Editing·······················································
·Field= PERSONNEL.STREET ·
·Format= A Len= 20 Alphan. Len= 20 PM= ·
·Rules: 0 Rule Editing? N Array: Array Editing? N Mode= Data ·
·AD= FHWOIL CD= CV= DY= -> HE= -> ·
·EM= ·
···············································································

Select the desired item with the cursor keys.

Press ENTER and an additional selection window for each item selected appears.

Note: If the attribute definition character displayed is correct, use the ESC key and this
character is not changed. The ESC key terminates AD editing.
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Selecting Data Definitions

A map field can be defined by selecting a data definition from another Natural object. Data
definitions are either field definitions in a Natural DDM (data definition module) or variable
definitions.

To select a data definition, first select the object class. Valid object classes are:

DescriptionObject Class

Parameter Data AreaA

Global Data AreaG

HelproutineH

Local Data AreaL

MapM

SubprogramN

ProgramP

SubroutineS

View (DDM)V

Programs, subroutines, subprograms and helproutines can only be used if they contain a DEFINE
DATA statement.

For demonstration purposes, a Natural object of type DDMwill be used. From theMAP EDITOR
menu, select Create and then View Defined. Alternatively, enter C (for Create) and then V (for
View Defined).

From the pop-up window that opens, select the library that contains the required DDM.

The following library list appears on the screen:
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···············································································
· NATURAL MAP EDITOR (Esc to select field) ·
·Create Modify Erase Drag Info OFF Lines Ops. Map Quit ·
···············································································
N· A Parameter Data Area ·XXXX·ACTIO · : XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
I· G Global Data Area · ·ACTION · : 999999
F· H Helproutine ·XXXX·AEH-BEDIENSTETER ·ion: 999999
C· L Local Data Area · ·AEH-HDAT ·duc: 99
F· M Map · ·BED ·omp: 99
S· N Subprogram · ·EMPLOYEES ·n-D: 99
· P Program · ·EMPLOYEES-FILE ·ys : 99
· S Subroutine · ·FUNC ·
· T Text Constant · ·FUNCTION ·XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
A· U User Defined · ·GEN_CODE ·
-· V View Defined · ·HILFSDAT ·
S. 1 Parm Defined . ·MAP ·
Z. 2 Local Defined . ·OBJ ·
C·························XXXX·OBJECTTYPE ·
Street/Number: XXXXXXXXXXXXXX·PERSONNEL ·

·PERSONNEL-FILE ·
······LIB= SYSTEM··

Take variable definition from view

Select the desiredDDM (for example, PERSONNEL) and press ENTER. The selectedDDM is displayed
in a window:
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*** Personnel Data Detail Display Function ***

Person Data Employment Data
- -
Name : XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX Job : XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Initial : X Salary : 999999
First-Name : XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX Commission: 999999
Children : 99 Years-Educ: 99
Family Status: XXXXXXXXXX Years-Comp: 99
Sex : X Vacation-D: 99

Sick-Days : 99

Hobby: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Address
-
··PERSONEL·····································································
· 1 AA PERSONNEL-NUMBER N 8.0 D ·
· 1 AA PERSONAL-NUMMER N 8.0 D ·
· 1 AA NUMERO-PERSONNEL N 8.0 D ·
·G 1 G1 PERSON ·
· 2 BA NAME A 20 N D ·
···············································································

HD=PERSONNEL/NUMBER

This window displays, for the highlighted field, three additional information lines at the bottom
of the screen.

These lines display the following information for the current field:

■ Edit mask
■ Header
■ Comments

The field name consists of the DDM name concatenated with the field name by a period, for ex-
ample:

personal.personnel-number

Select the fields which are to be included in your map and press ENTER.

The library window, listing the selected field in the "Field= " line appears and you are prompted
to:

Position cursor and press Enter.

Position the cursor to the start of a field position and press ENTER.

Continue modifying fields as described under Creating a User-Defined Variable.
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Repeat this procedure until all fields required for your map have been defined.

Defining Fields for a Parameter or Local Data Definition

New parameters or local variables can be created or existing ones can be modified by selecting
the item Parm Defined or Local Defined from the Createmenu and pressing ENTER.

The following topics are covered below:

■ Parameter Definitions
■ Local Data Definitions

Parameter Definitions

If you select the Parm Defined item, the following window appears:

··PARAMETER····································································
·<CREATE> ·
·TEST1 L 001:003 ·
·TEST2 L 001:003,001:004 ·
·TEST3 L 001:003,001:004,001:005 ·
···············································································

With this function, new parameters can be added and existing parameters can be modified.

If you want to modify an existing parameter (for example, TEST3), select it with your cursor and
press ENTER. Awindowpops up prompting you to select the desired action: you can Edit orDelete
the selected parameter, or Cancel the action.

If you select Edit, the following window appears, in which you can edit the selected parameter:

··PARAMETER····································································
·Name.....: TEST3 ·
·Format...: L ·
· ·
·Dimension: 3 ·
· Lower Bnds : Upper Bnds ·
·1. Index.: 1 3 ·
·2. Index.: 1 4 ·
·3. Index.: 1 5 ·
···············································································
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If you want to create a new parameter, select the <CREATE> option. The same window appears,
but this time it is empty so that you can make the specifications for the parameter to be created.

When you leave the above window, a further window pops up prompting you whether you want
to either save your modifications/specifications or cancel the action.

Local Data Definitions

If you select the "Local Defined" item, the following window appears:

··LOCAL········································································
·<CREATE> ·
·TESTA L 001:003 ·
·TESTB L 001:003,001:004 ·
·TESTC L 001:003,001:004,001:005 ·
···············································································

With this function, new local variables can be added and existing variables can bemodified. Local
variables can be used to pass values from one processing rule to another.

If you want to modify an existing local variable (for example, TESTC), select it with your cursor
and press ENTER. A window pops up prompting you to define the desired action: you can Edit the
selected variable, Delete it, or Cancel the function.

If you define the action Edit, the following window appears, in which you can edit the selected
local variable:

··LOCAL········································································
·Name.....: TESTC ·
·Format...: L ·
· ·
·Dimension: 3 ·
· Lower Bnds : Upper Bnds ·
·1. Index.: 1 3 ·
·2. Index.: 1 4 ·
·3. Index.: 1 5 ·
···············································································

If youwant to create a new local variable, select the <CREATE> option. The samewindow appears,
but this time it is empty so that you can make the specifications for the variable to be created.

When you leave the above window, a further window pops up prompting you whether you want
to either save your modifications/specifications or cancel the function.
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Map Profile

This section describes the process of defining the map settings (profile) for a map.

TheMapProfile is invoked by selecting "Prof.Map" from the "Ops.Map" selection list. The following
screen is displayed:

···············································································
· NATURAL MAP EDITOR (Esc to select field) ·
·Cr··Map Settings······························································

·Format Context ·
·------------------------- ------------------------- ·

Add·Page Size .....: 24 ·
- ·Line Size .....: 79 WRITE Statement ...: N ·
Sta·Layout ........: ·
Zip· dynamic ......: N Helproutine ......: ·
Cit·Zero Print ....: N Help Parameter ....: ·
Str·Upper Case ....: Y as field default .: N ·
   ·Documentation Skip ...: N         Help Text .........: N                   ↩

   ·
·Decimal Char ..: . Position Line ....: 0 Column : 0 .
·Standard Keys .: N AutoRuleRank ......: 1 ·
·Right Justify .: Y ·
·Print Mode ....: Filler Characters ·
· ------------------------- ·
·Control Var ...: Optional, Partial .: _ ·
· Required, Partial .: _ ·
·Field Sensitive: N Optional, Complete : _ ·

Required, Complete : _ ·
·········································································

Modify map profile

This map profile screen comprises map profile settings and filler characters.

The following topics are covered below:

■ Map Profile Settings
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■ Filler Characters

Map Profile Settings

The following map profile settings can be used:

ExplanationEntry

The number of map lines to be edited (1 - 250); if "Std Keys" (see below) is set to "Y",
the number of lines is restricted to 3 - 250. For a map which is output with a WRITE

Page Size

statement (see the entry "WRITE Statement" in the Context column of theMap Settings),
you specify the number of lines of the logical page output with the WRITE statement,
not the map size. Thus, the map may be output several times on one page.

The number of map columns to be edited (5 - 249).Line Size

The name of a map source definition which contains a predefined layout.

Y - Specifies the layout to be dynamic. The dynamically used layout does not become
a fixed part of themap at compilation time, but is executed at runtime. Thus, subsequent
modifications of a layout map become effective for all maps using that layout map.

Layout dynamic

If the layout map includes user-defined variables, you have to define these parameters
in the map using the layout map. Input fields and modifiable fields in the layout map
are not open at runtime. Parameters can be added by pressing F9 within the Field and
Variable Definitions function.

N - Specifies the layout to be static. The static layout is copied into the source areawhen
a map is initialized. Filler characters are not transferred; "N" is the default setting.

Y - displays a field value of all zeros as one zero only.Zero Print

N - displays a zero value as blanks.

This value is copied into the field definition when a new field is created and can be
modified for individual fields using the extended field editing function.

Y - indicates that all input entered for fields at map execution time is to be converted
to upper case.

Upper Case

N - indicates that no lower to upper case conversion is to be performed.

This value is copied into the field definition when a new field is created, and can be
modified for individual fields using the extended field editing function.

Y - Does not automatically move the cursor to the next field in the map at execution
time even if the current field is completely filled.

Manual Skip

N - Moves the cursor automatically to the next field in themap at execution timewhen
the current field is completely filled; "N" is the default setting.

The character to be used as the decimal notation character. This character can only be
changed with the GLOBALS command.

Decimal Char
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ExplanationEntry

Y - leaves the last two lines of the map empty so that function-key specifications can
be entered at execution time.

Standard Keys

N - causes all lines to be used for the map.

The type of field justification to be used for numeric and alphanumeric fields taken
from data definitions in other Natural objects:

Right Justify

Y - right justified
N - left justified

The default print mode for variables:Print Mode

C - indicates that an alternative character set is to be used (special character table).
I - indicates inverse print direction.
I C - indicates standard print direction. This value is copied into the field definition
when a new field is created.

The name of a control variable, the content of which determines the attribute
characteristics of fields and texts that have the attribute definition AD=Y or (Y). The

Control Var

maximum length of a control variable is limited to 8 characters. The control variable
referenced in the map must be defined in the program using that map.

Y - specifies that processing rules attached tomap fields are executed on a field-by-field
basis; that is, immediately after you have left a given field.

Field Sensitive

N - specifies that no field sensitivity is to be defined for the map, which means that the
map is not to be processed until you have entered all necessary values in themap fields
and pressed ENTER (or any F key).

Y - Marking this field with Y produces a WRITE statement at the end of the map
definition process. The resulting map may then be invoked from a Natural program

WRITE Statement

using a WRITE USING FORM statement. Empty lines at the end of the map are
automatically deleted so that the map can be output several times on one page.

N - Marking this field withNwill cause the result of the map definition process to be
an INPUT statement. The resulting map may then be invoked from a Natural program
using an INPUT statement.

The name of a helproutine which is invoked at runtime when the help function is
invoked for this map (global help for map). For detailed explanation of the syntax, see
the parameter "Help" in the sectionModifying a User-Defined Variable - Field Editing.

Helproutine

The help parameter which is invoked at execution time when the help function is
invoked.

Note: A maximum of 20 help parameters are possible. If you enter more, they are
ignored.

Help Parameter

Y - specifies that the helproutine for the map is to apply as default to each individual
field on the map, which means that the name of each field is passed individually to
the helproutine.

as field default

N - specifies that the name of the map is passed to the helproutine.
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ExplanationEntry

Y - specifies that this map is actually help text; default = "N".Help Text

The position where the help map is to appear on the screen at execution time.Position Line
Column

The rank (priority) assigned to Predict automatic rules when they are linked to the
map during field definition. Default is 1.

AutoRuleRank

Filler Characters

Filler characters can be assigned to indicate whether information for a field is mandatory and
whether the field must be completely filled:

ExplanationField Type

Is not mandatory, need not be completely filled.Optional Partial

Mandatory, need not be completely filled (AD=E).Required Partial

Is not mandatory, must be completely filled (AD=G).Optional Complete

Mandatory, must be completely filled (AD=EG).Required Complete

Filler charactersmay also be defined for individual fields using the extended field editing function.
For definition of field types, see also the session parameter AD.

Post Assignment

A field which has been previously defined in the screen layout of a mapmay be assigned the field
name and field attributes of a DDM field definition or a DEFINE DATA definition.

Note: Duplicate field names are only allowed for fields defined as "output only fields".

A map field which has been created from a DDMmust be redefined by using the appropriate
DDM field definition from this DDM or a DEFINE DATA definition. However, this is only possible
if it is the same database field.

Post assignment of a DDM field definition can only be done by deleting the respective field
definition from the map and selecting a new DDM field definition from a DDM or a DEFINE DATA
definition (see also Selecting Data Definitions).

Post assignment cannot be used for view arrays (in a DDM field definition or a DEFINE DATA
definition) if one or more dimensions of that array are smaller than the dimensions of the array
in the layout.
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Field-Sensitive Processing

In the map profile, you can specify whether a map is to be processed after you have entered all
necessary values in the map fields and pressed ENTER, or whether the processing rules attached to
the map fields are to be handled on a field-by-field basis.

When handled on a field-by-field basis, the processing rules attached to a field are executed imme-
diately as soon as you have filled this field entirely or you move the cursor to another position;
they are executed in the same order as without field sensitivity.

The following topics are covered below:

■ Advantages of Field-Sensitive Processing
■ Defining a Map as Field-Sensitive

Advantages of Field-Sensitive Processing

The advantages of field-sensitive processing are described in the following section.

■ Dynamic Fillings of Fields (Based on User Input)
■ Improved User Guidance
■ Security Based on User Input
■ Rapid Data Entry

Note: To exploit the advantages of field-sensitive processing, you need to adapt your existing
processing rules accordingly. For more information on processing rules, see Rule Editing
- Processing Rules.

Dynamic Fillings of Fields (Based on User Input)

Without field-sensitive processing, the application would wait until all the fields have been filled
in and you have pressed ENTER, before checking if the data entered are valid. In the worst case,
you would have wasted time and effort filling in all the fields, before being informed of the error.

However, with field-sensitive processing, as soon as you have entirely filled a field or leave the
field by either pressing END or SHIFT+END or moving the cursor with one of the cursor movement
keys, the data input is checked immediately, and other fields can be pre-filled automatically (via
REINPUT FULL) with data based on the value entered in the previous field. Depending on this
value, these data may also be the result of a database query.

The information under which condition a field was left can be retrieved from the *PF-KEY system
variable, which contains either "FULL" (if the field was entirely filled) or the name of the keymost
recently pressed as shown in the following table.
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*PF-KEYPressed Key

LEFTLEFT-ARROW

RIGTRIGHT-ARROW

UPUP-ARROW

DOWNDOWN-ARROW

PGUPPAGE-UP

PGDNPAGE-DOWN

TABTAB

HOMEHOME

ENDEND

BTABBACKTAB

ENTRENTER

FULLField is full

Improved User Guidance

With field-sensitive processing, you can be guided from field to field, depending on the values
entered. The cursor can skip fields that are pre-filled and take you to the next input field.

As messages are displayed immediately after a field has been checked, you are informed more
promptly and more precisely as to what to do.

Security Based on User Input

Depending on the value entered in a particular field, you can be prompted, for example, for a
special password to access the requested information.

Rapid Data Entry

All these mechanisms described above make interaction with the application much faster and
more efficient.

Defining a Map as Field-Sensitive

To be able to use field-sensitive processing, you first need to define a map as being field-sensitive
by setting Field Sensitive to "Y" in the Map Profile. A window appears asking you whether field
sensitivity should be with or without automatic field recognition:
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···············································································
· NATURAL MAP EDITOR (Esc to select field) ·
·Cr··Map Settings······························································

·Format Context ·
·------------------------- ------------------------- ·

Add·Page Size .....: 24 ·
- ·Line Size .....: 79 WRITE································· ·
Sta·Layout ........: · Automatic Field Recognition ? · ·
Zip· dynamic ......: N Help · YES NO · ·
Cit·Zero Print ....: N Help ·································      ·   

   Str·Upper Case ....: Y          as field default .: N                      ·   
      ·Documentation Skip ...: N         Help Text .........: N                   ↩
   ·   
      ·Decimal Char ..: .          Position Line ....:  0    Column:   0      .   
      ·Standard Keys .: N         AutoRuleRank ......:  1                     ·   
      ·Right Justify .: Y                                                     ·   
      ·Print Mode ....:           Filler Characters                           ·   
      ·                           -------------------------                   ·    
      ·Control Var ...:           Optional, Partial .: _                      ·    
      ·                           Required, Partial .: _                      ·    
      ·Field Sensitive: Y Optional, Complete : _ ·

Required, Complete : _ ·
·········································································

Modify map profile

Field sensitivity within a Natural map can be achieved in two different ways:

1. With automatic field recognition, whichmeans that you need not code any conditions for activ-
ating the right processing rule.

Note: If you upload such a map to the mainframe, the Natural mainframe map editor
does not understand the syntax of the uploadedmap, because of new syntax extensions.

2. Without automatic field recognition, which means that you are responsible for being informed
about which field was left with the last keystroke. You can achieve this by using the system
variables *CURS-COL and *CURS-LINE in your Natural program.

Note: If you upload such a map to the mainframe, STOW the map on the mainframe, and
the same source code will be generated.
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V DDM Services

DDM Services are used to create, maintain and delete Natural data definition modules (DDMs).

Principles of Operation

Invoking and Terminating DDM Services

Using DDMMaintenance Functions

Creating DDMs

Invoking and Terminating the DDM Editor

Using the DDM Editor

Saving and Cataloging a DDM

Listing DDMs

Maintaining DDMs in Different Environments

Data Conversion for Adabas or RDBMS

Data Conversion for Tamino
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18 Principles of Operation

■ Storing DDMs - FDDM System File ................................................................................................... 164
■ Restrictions of Use ......................................................................................................................... 165
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DDM Services are used to create a Natural DDM from a database file or from another DDM. A
Natural object (for example, a program or a data area) can only access a database file if a corres-
ponding DDM has been created for this file and saved as a source object and a cataloged object.
For further details onNatural DDMs, seeDataDefinitionModules - DDMs in the ProgrammingGuide.

The following graphic illustrates the main features and basic principles of operation when pro-
cessing DDMs with DDM Services:

Storing DDMs - FDDM System File

DDMs reside either in individualNatural user libraries or system libraries contained in the system
file FUSER, FNAT or FDDM. The FDDM system file is a separate container that collects all DDMs
available in your Natural system environment. The FDDM system file is activated by setting the
Natural profile parameter FDDM in the NATPARM parameter file.

Caution: If the FDDM system file has been activated, you can only store and access DDMs
in the FDDM system file; DDMs contained in libraries in the FNAT or FUSER system file
can then no longer be accessed.
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DDMs are not restricted to files stored in anAdabas database. Some options described in theDDM
Servicesdocumentation only apply toAdabas and can be ignored if a different databasemanagement
system is used.

Related Topics:

■ System File FDDM in the Operations documentation
■ FDDM - Natural System File for DDMs in the Parameter Reference documentation

Restrictions of Use

The section belowdescribes the restrictions that can apply to usingDDMServices functions under:

■ Predict
■ Natural Security

Predict

To guarantee data integrity for DDMs defined in Predict, the Predict administrator can restrict
the use of DDMServices functions for editing, copying, creating, deleting and renaming, forwhich
equivalent functions are provided by Predict.

In principle, we strongly recommend that you do not use any DDM Services functions that can
alternatively be performed by Predict.

For further information, contact your Predict system administrator.

Natural Security

Access to DDMs can be restricted when Natural Security has been installed. Within the DDM se-
curity profile, there may be a definition of whether a DDMmay bemodified only by specific users
(DDMmodifiers) or the owners of the security profile.

For further information, see Protecting DDMs On UNIX, OpenVMS And Windows in the Natural
Security documentation.
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19 Invoking and Terminating DDM Services

This section provides instructions for invoking and terminating DDM Services.

To invoke DDM Services

■ From theNatural mainmenu, choose Services and, from the selectionwindow, chooseDDM
Services or enter a D.

Or:

From the Natural main menu, chooseDirect and, in theDirect Commandwindow, enter the
following:

SYSDDM

TheDDM Services screen appears as shown in the example below:
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                                                                              ↩
  
 2004-09-09                       DDM Services              Library: SYSTEM   ↩
  
 17:15:21               V 6.1.1 Pl 9   Software AG 2004     DBID   :          ↩
  
 User: SAG                                                  FNR    :          ↩
  
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
¦   Library         DDM Maintenance           Services Profile         Quit   ↩
 ¦
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
Logon to DDM library                                                          ↩
  

The menus provided on the DDM Services screen are explained in the relevant sections of
the DDM Services documentation.

To terminate DDM Services

■ On the DDM Services screen, chooseQuit.

The Natural main menu appears.
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The functions provided in the DDMmaintenance window are used to create (copy), display, edit,
rename or delete a DDM.

Listing and Performing Maintenance Functions

This section describes how to list and perform DDMmaintenance functions for the DDMs listed
in the DDMmaintenance window.

For a description of the <CREATE>menu option, see the section Creating DDMs.

To list and perform a DDM maintenance function

1 In the DDMmaintenance window, position the cursor at the DDM you want to process and
press F2.

A selection window appears that lists the valid functions and corresponding function codes:

+----------+
¦ C Copy ¦
¦ D Delete ¦
¦ E Edit ¦
¦ L List ¦
¦ N Rename ¦
+----------+

For an explanation of the functions, see Description of Maintenance Functions.

2 Enter a function code for the DDM to be processed by using either of the following methods:

■ In the selection window, position the cursor at the function code that corresponds to the
required function and press ENTER.

■ Or:
Press ENTER to leave the selection window, enter a valid function code next to the required
DDM, and press ENTER again.

The function code is entered in the DDMmaintenance window, next to the DDM to be pro-
cessed.

Depending on the function code entered, the corresponding function is either performed im-
mediately or awindow appears asking you to either confirm the action or enter a DDMname.

You can also enter more than one function code. In this case, enter all function codes and
press ENTER to process one DDM after the other.

For an example of how to perform a function, see Copying DDMs.
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Description of Maintenance Functions

The functions provided in the DDMmaintenance window apply to the DDMs contained in the
current Natural library and/or system file.

The following table describes the functions and function codes that can be entered in the DDM
maintenance window.

FunctionFunction
Code

Copy DDM.

Copies the source and cataloged object of a DDM.

C

If Predict is installed: In addition, copies XREF data if XREF entries exists for the DDM in the
FDIC system file.

Delete DDM.

Deletes the source and cataloged object of a DDM.

D

Edit DDM.

Invokes the DDM editor and reads a DDM source into the editing area. See also Using the
DDM Editor.

E

List DDM.

Invokes the List screen and displays the DDM source. (This function does not invoke the
DDM editor.)

L

For information on the columns of fields displayed on the List screen, see Columns of Field
Attributes.

Rename DDM.

Renames the source and cataloged object of a DDM.

R

If Predict is installed: In addition, copies XREF data if XREF entries exists for the DDM in the
FDIC system file.

For the naming conventions that apply when renaming a DDM, refer to Object Naming
Conventions in the Using Natural documentation.
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This section describes how to create a DDM by either copying DDMs or creating DDMs directly
from the field definitions in a database. In addition, it provides information on how to generate
multiple DDMs from an SQL database.

Copying DDMs

This section describes how to create a new DDM from an existing one.

If you want to copy DDMs between different libraries, database files, and/or hardware platforms,
see alsoMaintaining DDMs in Different Environments.

Predict Installations:

If XREF entries exists for the DDM in the FDIC system file, they will also be copied for the new
DDM.

To copy a DDM

1 On the DDM Services screen, chooseDDMMaintenance.

The DDMmaintenance window appears with a list of all DDMs available.

2 In the DDMmaintenance window, position the cursor at the DDM you want to copy (in the
example below: EMPLOYEES), enter the function code C and press ENTER.

The Copy DDM towindow appears preset to the name of the DDM to be copied as shown
in the example below:
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 24/09/2004                       DDM Services              Library: SYSTEM   ↩
     
 10:04:31               V 6.1.1 Pl 9   Software AG 2004     DBID   : 20       ↩
  
 User: SAG                                                  FNR    : 14       ↩
  
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
¦   Library         DDM Maintenance           Services Profile         Quit   ↩
 ¦
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
                                +-------------+                               ↩
  
                                ¦   <CREATE>  ¦                               ↩
  
                                ¦ C EMPLOYEES ¦                               ↩
  
                                ¦   PERSONNEL ¦                               ↩
  
                     +----------- Copy DDM to -----------+                    ↩
  
                     ¦ EMPLOYEES                         ¦                    ↩
  
                     +-----------------------------------+                    ↩
  
                                                            
                                                     
                                             
                                                                              ↩
  
 Enter new DDM name

3 In the Copy DDM towindow, replace the preset name by a new one and press ENTER.

The newDDM (here: EMPLOYEES_NEW) is saved as a source and a cataloged object and is added
to the list of DDMs:
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 24/09/2004                       DDM Services              Library: SYSTEM   ↩
     
 10:04:31               V 6.1.1 Pl 9   Software AG 2004     DBID   : 20       ↩
  
 User: SAG                                                  FNR    : 14       ↩
  
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
¦   Library         DDM Maintenance           Services Profile         Quit   ↩
 ¦
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
                              +-----------------+                             ↩
  
                              ¦   <CREATE>      ¦                             ↩
  
                              ¦   EMPLOYEES     ¦                             ↩
  
                              ¦   EMPLOYEES_NEW ¦                             ↩
  
                              ¦   PERSONNEL     ¦                             ↩
  
                              ¦   VEHICLES      ¦                             ↩
  
                              +-----------------+                             ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                
                                                                              ↩
  
 Select DDM

<CREATE> from Adabas

This section describes how to create a newDDM from anAdabas database by using the <CREATE>
menu option.

To create a DDM from an Adabas database

1 On the DDM Services screen, chooseDDMMaintenance.

The DDMmaintenance window appears.

2 From the top of the DDMmaintenance window, choose <CREATE>.

The Select Databasewindow appears as shown in the example below:
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 24/09/2004                       DDM Services              Library: SYSTEM   ↩
     
 10:04:31               V 6.1.1 Pl 9   Software AG 2004     DBID   :          ↩
  
 User: SAG                                                  FNR    :          ↩
  
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
¦   Library         DDM Maintenance           Services Profile         Quit   ↩
 ¦
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
                              +-----------------+                             ↩
  
                              ¦   <CREATE>      ¦                             ↩
  
                 +------------- Select Database -------------+                ↩
  
                 ¦ DBID 1                                ¦                ↩
  
                 +-------------------------------------------+                ↩
  
                              ¦   VEHICLES      ¦                             ↩
  
                              +-----------------+                             ↩
  
                                                                      
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
 Enter database number (0 - 65535 except 255)

3 Enter the database ID (DBID) of theAdabas file forwhich aDDM is to be created. Valid values
are 0 - 65535, except 255. If you enter a 0 (zero), the database ID specified with the Natural
profile parameter UDB (see theParameter Referencedocumentation) of theNATPARMparameter
file is used.

If the specified DBID identifies an Adabas database, the Create ADABAS DDMwindow
appears:
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 24/09/2004                       DDM Services              Library: SYSTEM   ↩
     
 10:04:31               V 6.1.1 Pl 9   Software AG 2004     DBID   :          ↩
  
 User: SAG                                                  FNR    :          ↩
  
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
¦   Library         DDM Maintenance           Services Profile         Quit   ↩
 ¦
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
                              +-----------------+                             ↩
  
                              ¦   <CREATE>      ¦                             ↩
  
                 +------------ Create ADABAS DDM ------------+                ↩
  
                 ¦ FNR 1                                ¦                ↩
  
                 ¦ DDM Name                                 ¦                ↩
  
                 ¦ Password                                  ¦                ↩
  
                 +-------------------------------------------+                ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
 Enter file number (1 - 5000)

4 Enter the file number (FNR) of the database file forwhich aDDM is to be created (valid values:
1 - 5000) and the name to be assigned to the DDM. If access to the Adabas file is protected, a
password is required.

5 Press ENTER.

If the specified database and the file are available, the DDM editor is invoked and the fields
contained in that database file are read into the editing area.

If the specified database is not active or cannot be accessed or if the file does not exist, a cor-
responding error message is issued. Nevertheless, if you press ENTER, you can still open an
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empty DDM editor screen, enter new field attribute definitions and save the DDM source.
However, in this case you cannot check any definitions against the database file description.

6 If required, edit the DDM: see the section Using the DDM Editor.

7 After editing, press ESC and, from theMISCmenu chooseEXIT (with STOW). See also Saving
and Cataloging a DDM.

The syntax of the DDM source is checked and the DDM is saved as a source and a cataloged
object.

<CREATE> from SQL

This section describes how to create a DDM from an SQL database using the <CREATE>menu
option.

To create a DDM from an SQL database

1 On the DDM Services screen, chooseDDMMaintenance.

The DDMmaintenance window appears.

2 From the top of the DDMmaintenance window, choose <CREATE>.

The Select Databasewindow appears as shown in the example below:
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 24/09/2004                       DDM Services              Library: SYSTEM   ↩
     
 10:04:31               V 6.1.1 Pl 9   Software AG 2004     DBID   :          ↩
  
 User: SAG                                                  FNR    :          ↩
  
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
¦   Library         DDM Maintenance           Services Profile         Quit   ↩
 ¦
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
                              +-----------------+                             ↩
  
                              ¦   <CREATE>      ¦                             ↩
  
                 +------------- Select Database -------------+                ↩
  
                 ¦ DBID 1                                ¦                ↩
  
                 +-------------------------------------------+                ↩
  
                              ¦   VEHICLES      ¦                             ↩
  
                              +-----------------+                             ↩
  
                                                                      
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
 Enter database number (0 - 65535 except 255)

3 Enter the database ID (DBID) of the SQL table for which a DDM is to be created. Valid values
are 0 - 65535, except 255. If you enter a 0 (zero), the database ID specified with the Natural
profile parameter UDB (see theParameter Referencedocumentation) of theNATPARMparameter
file is used.

If the specified DBID identifies an SQL database, the Select SQL Tablewindow appears:
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                                                                              ↩
  
 04/10/2004                       DDM Services              Library: SYSTEM   ↩
  
 10:49:05               V 6.1.1 Pl 9   Software AG 2004     DBID   :          ↩
  
 User: SAG                                                  FNR    :          ↩
  
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
¦   Library         DDM Maintenance           Services Profile         Quit   ↩
 ¦
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
                                +-------------+                               ↩
  
                                ¦   <CREATE>  ¦                               ↩
  
                                ¦   EMPLOYEES ¦                               ↩
  
                                ¦   PERSONNEL ¦                               ↩
  
          +-------------- Select SQL Table ---------------+                   ↩
  
          ¦ Table Owner: *                                ¦                   ↩
  
          ¦ Table Name : *                                ¦                   ↩
  
          +-----------------------------------------------+                   ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
 Enter SQL database Table Owner (case sensitive)

4 Enter the name of the table owner and the name of the table for which a DDM is to be created.

To specify a range: use asterisk (*) to list all tables (this is the default setting) or use asterisk
(*) notation to list particular tables, for example, AB* selects all SQL tables with names that
start with AB.

Depending on your SQL database settings, if you are accessing this SQL database for the first
time in this session, the Database Logonwindow appears.

Enter the user ID and the password specified for the database and choose ENTER.
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If the specified table exists, a DDM is created from this table.

If no such table exists or if you have specified a range of table owners and/or table names, the
Import SQL Table Contentswindow appears from which you can select the required SQL
table as shown in the example below.

 04/10/2004                       DDM Services              Library: SYSTEM   ↩
     
 11:18:15               V 6.1.1 Pl 9   Software AG 2004     DBID   :          ↩
  
 User: SAG                                                  FNR    :          ↩
  
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
¦   Library         DDM Maintenance           Services Profile         Quit   ↩
 ¦
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
     +--------------------- Import SQL Table Contents ----------------------+ ↩
  
     ¦ Table Owner                      Table Name                    Type  ¦ ↩
  
     ¦ ===================================================================  ¦ ↩
  
     ¦ DEMO                             AUTOMOBILES                      T  ¦ ↩
  
     ¦ DEMO                             EMPLOYEES                        T  ¦ ↩
  
     ¦ DEMO                             SALARY                           T  ¦ ↩
  
     ¦ SAG                              YACHT                            T  ¦ ↩
  
     ¦ SAG                              ALLDATA                          T  ¦ ↩
  
     +----------------------------------------------------------------------+ ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
 Select SQL table

Note: A table catalog is not provided for an SQL database that is accessed through an
ODBC interface. In this case, you can only specify a table name but not a table owner.

5 Press ENTER.

The DDM editor is invoked and the DDM generated from the selected table is read into the
editing area.

A name is generated automatically for the DDM. It is a combination of the table owner and
the table name and cannot be changed. For example, if the table owner's name is SAG and the
table name is TEST, the DDM name is SAG-TEST.
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If the specified database is not active or cannot be accessed or if the file does not exist, a cor-
responding error message is issued. Nevertheless, if you press ENTER, you can still open an
empty DDM editor screen, enter new field attribute definitions and save the DDM source.
However, in this case you cannot check any definitions against the database file description.

6 If required, edit the DDM: see the section Using the DDM Editor.

7 After editing, press ESC and, from theMISCmenu chooseEXIT (with STOW). See also Saving
and Cataloging a DDM.

The syntax of the DDM source is checked and the DDM is saved as a source and a cataloged
object.

Creating Multiple DDMs from SQL

The Natural program DDMGEN (supplied in the Natural system library SYSTEM) provides the
option to generatemultiple DDMs simultaneously from SQL tableswithout using theDDMeditor.

To execute DDMGEN

1 Enter the following direct command:

DDMGEN

The SQL DDMGeneration screen appears where you can fill the fields required to generate
a DDM from an SQL table as demonstrated in the example below:

SQL DDM Generation
==================

DDM Library : DDMTEST
DDM DBID : 210
Table Owner : QA*
Table Name : *
Replace (Y/N): N

Enter the name of the library where you want to create the DDMs and enter the name of a
table and/or specify a range as described in the previous section.

2 Press ENTER to execute the program.

Status messages appear at the bottom of the screen that indicate which DDM is generated
fromwhich SQL table. The DDMs generated are saved as source and cataloged objects in the
specified library.
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<CREATE> from Tamino

This section describes how to create a DDM from a Tamino database using the <CREATE>menu
option.

To create a DDM from a Tamino database

1 On the DDM Services screen, chooseDDMMaintenance.

The DDMmaintenance window appears.

2 From the top of the DDMmaintenance window, choose <CREATE>.

The Select Databasewindow appears as shown in the example below:

 01/10/2004                       DDM Services              Library: SYSTEM   ↩
     
 15:50:58               V 6.1.1 Pl 9  Software AG 2004     DBID   :            
 User: SAG                                                  FNR    :          ↩
  
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
¦   Library         DDM Maintenance           Services Profile         Quit   ↩
 ¦
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
                              +-----------------+                             ↩
  
                              ¦   <CREATE>      ¦                             ↩
  
                 +------------- Select Database -------------+                ↩
  
                 ¦ DBID     1                                ¦                ↩
  
                 +-------------------------------------------+                ↩
  
                              ¦   EMPLOYEES_NEW ¦                             ↩
  
                              ¦   PERSONNEL     ¦                             ↩
  
                              ¦   VEHICLES      ¦                             ↩
  
                              +-----------------+                             ↩
  
                                         
                                                                              ↩
  
 Enter database number (0 - 65535 except 255)
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3 Enter the database ID (DBID) of the Tamino doctype for which a DDM is to be created.

Valid values are 0 - 65535, except 255. If you enter a 0 (zero), the database ID specified with
theNatural profile parameter UDB (see theParameter Referencedocumentation) of theNATPARM
parameter file is used.

If the specified DBID identifies a Tamino database, the Create XML DDMwindow appears:

 01/10/2004                       DDM Services              Library: SYSTEM   ↩
     
 15:50:58               V 6.1.1 Pl 9   Software AG 2004     DBID   :          ↩
  
 User: SAG                                                  FNR    :          ↩
  
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
¦   Library         DDM Maintenance           Services Profile         Quit   ↩
 ¦
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
                              +-----------------+                             ↩
  
                              ¦   <CREATE>      ¦                             ↩
  
                 +------------- Create XML DDM --------------+                ↩
  
                 ¦ FNR      1                                ¦                ↩
  
                 ¦ DDM Name                                  ¦                ↩
  
                 +-------------------------------------------+                ↩
  
                              ¦   PERSONNEL     ¦                             ↩
  
                              ¦   VEHICLES      ¦                             ↩
  
                              +-----------------+

4 Enter the name to be assigned to the DDM.

The file number (FNR) of the DDM is always 1. The file number cannot be modified.

5 Press ENTER.

The Select Doctypewindow appears with a list of doctypes as shown in the example below:
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 01/10/2004                       DDM Services              Library: SYSTEM   ↩
  
 10:55:38               V 6.1.1 Pl 9   Software AG 2004     DBID   :          ↩
  
 User: SAG                                                  FNR    :          ↩
  
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
¦   Library         DDM Maintenance           Services Profile         Quit   ↩
 ¦
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
   +--------------------------- Select Doctype ----------------------------+  ↩
  
   ¦ Doctype                 Collection              Schema                ¦  ↩
  
   ¦ ===================================================================== ¦  ↩
  
   ¦ SimpleContent           NATDemoData1            AttributeTest         ¦  ↩
  
   ¦ SimpleContentArray      NATDemoData1            AttributeTest         ¦  ↩
  
   ¦ ComplexContent          NATDemoData1            AttributeTest         ¦  ↩
  
   ¦ DataType                NATDemoData1            DataType              ¦  ↩
  
   ¦ DataTypeDerived         NATDemoData1            DataTypeDerived       ¦  ↩
  
   ¦ Employee                NATDemoData1            Employee              ¦  ↩
  
   ¦ patient                 NATDemoData1            patient               ¦  ↩
  
   ¦ NatArray                NATDemoData1            NatArray              ¦  ↩
  
   ¦ Array_Dim3              NATDemoData1            StoreMultiple         ¦  ↩
  
   ¦ Array_Dim2              NATDemoData1            StoreMultiple         ¦  ↩
  
   ¦ StoreTestSchema3        NATDemoData1            StoreMultiple         ¦  ↩
  
   ¦ StoreTestSchema4        NATDemoData1            StoreMultiple         ¦  ↩
  
   +-----------------------------------------------------------------------+  ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
 Select Doctype                                                               ↩
  

6 From the list, select a doctype and press ENTER.
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The DDM editor is invoked and the DDM generated from the selected doctype is read into
the editing area.

If the specified database is not active or cannot be accessed or if the file does not exist, a cor-
responding error message is issued. Nevertheless, if you press ENTER, you can still open an
empty DDM editor screen, enter new field attribute definitions and save the DDM source.
However, in this case you cannot check any definitions against the database file description.

7 If required, edit the DDM source: see the section Using the DDM Editor.

8 After editing, press ESC and, from theMISCmenu choose EXIT (with STOW).

The syntax of the DDM source is checked and the DDM is saved as a source and a cataloged
object. See also Saving and Cataloging a DDM.
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The DDM editor is used to edit the source of a DDM.

This section describes how to invoke and terminate the DDM editor for an existing DDMby using
either the DDMMaintenancemenu of DDM Services, or the Natural system command EDIT.

Invoking the Editor with DDM Maintenance

To invoke the DDM editor from DDM Maintenance

■ In the DDMmaintenance window, next to the DDM to be edited, enter the function code E.

The source code of the specified DDM is read into the editing area of the DDM editor.

If the Adabas or SQL database referenced by the specified DDM is available and a database
file with the specified file number exists, a screen similar to the example below appears; if
not, an empty screen is displayed instead.

17/09/2004 DDM Services
12:44:43 V 6.1.1 Pl 9 Software AG 2004 Line: 1
DBID: 20 FNR: 14 DDM: EMPLOYEES DEF.SEQ.:

C T L Name F Length S D
1 PERSONNEL-ID A 8 D

* CNNNNNNN
G 1 FULL-NAME

2 FIRST-NAME A 20 N
2 MIDDLE-I A 1 N
2 NAME A 20 D
1 MIDDLE-NAME A 20 N
1 MAR-STAT A 1 F

* M=MARRIED
1 SEX A 1 F
1 BIRTH N 06.0 D
1 N@BIRTH I 2 D

G 1 FULL-ADDRESS
M 2 ADDRESS-LINE A 20 N

2 CITY A 20 N D
2 ZIP A 10 N
2 POST-CODE A 10 N
2 COUNTRY A 3 N

F1 HELP F2 CHOICE F3 STOW+EXIT F10 STOW F11 CHECK
F12 DB-SHORT-NAMES F13 MODIFY HEADER F14 SHOW EXT FIELD F15

If the Tamino database referenced by the specified DDM is available and a database file with
the specified file number exists, a screen similar to the example below appears; if not, an
empty screen is displayed instead:
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01/10/2004 DDM Services
11:05:45 V 6.1.1 Pl 9 Software AG 2004 Line: 1
DBID: 175 FNR: 1 DDM: DDM_TEST TYPE: XML

C T L Name F Length D
G 1 EMPLOYEE
G 2 GROUP$1

3 PERSONNEL-ID A 8 D
G 2 GROUP$2
G 3 FULL-NAME
G 4 GROUP$3

5 FIRST-NAME A 20 D
5 MIDDLE-NAME A 20 D
5 MIDDLE-I A 20 D
5 NAME A 20 D
3 MAR-STAT A 1 D
3 SEX A 1 D
3 BIRTH A 10 D

G 3 FULL-ADDRESS
G 4 GROUP$4

5 ADDRESS-LINE A 20
5 CITY A 20 D
5 ZIP A 20 D

F1 HELP F2 CHOICE F3 STOW+EXIT F10 STOW F11 CHECK
F12 DOCTYPE INFO F13 MODIFY HEADER F14 SHOW EXT FIELD F15

For information on the fields and commands provided in the DDM editor, see the section Using
the DDM Editor.

Invoking the Editor with EDIT

As an alternative to using DDM Services functions, you can invoke the DDM editor with the
Natural system command EDIT.

To invoke the DDM editor with EDIT

■ From the Natural main menu, chooseDirect and, in theDirect Commandwindow, enter the
following:

EDIT VIEW object-name

where object-name denotes the name of the DDM to be edited.

TheDDMeditor is invoked for theDDMspecified and theDDMsource is read into the editing
area.
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For information on all options availablewith EDIT, see the relevant section in the SystemCommands
documentation.

Terminating the Editor

This section describes how to terminate an editor session and return to the DDMmaintenance
window.

To terminate the DDM editor

1 After editing, saving and cataloging the DDM source (seeUsing the DDM Editor and Saving
and Cataloging a DDM), on the DDM editor screen, press ESC.

The DDM editor menus COMMANDS,MISC andQUIT (see also the section Commands)
appear at the top of the DDM editor screen as shown in the example below:

COMMANDS MISC QUIT
14:22:37 V 6.1.1 Pl 7 Software AG 2004 Line: 1
DBID: 20 FNR: 14 DDM: EMPLOYEES DEF.SEQ.:

C T L Name F Length S D
1 PERSONNEL-ID A 8 D

* CNNNNNNN
G 1 FULL-NAME

2 FIRST-NAME A 20 N
2 MIDDLE-I A 1 N
2 NAME A 20 D
1 MIDDLE-NAME A 20 N
1 MAR-STAT A 1 F

* M=MARRIED
1 SEX A 1 F
1 BIRTH N 06.0 D
1 N@BIRTH I 2 D

G 1 FULL-ADDRESS
M 2 ADDRESS-LINE A 20 N

2 CITY A 20 N D
2 ZIP A 10 N
2 POST-CODE A 10 N
2 COUNTRY A 3 N

F1 HELP F2 CHOICE F3 STOW+EXIT F10 STOW F11 CHECK
Select a Command

2 Select theQUITmenu and choose EXIT (with STOW) orQUIT (without STOW) to leave
the DDM source as described in QUIT Menu.

The DDMmaintenance window appears.
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TheDDMeditor screen is organized in a tablewhere the field definitions data is contained in rows
and columns. All attributes that belong to a field defined for a DDM are contained in one row
(that is, source-code line), separated by tabs.

This section describes the columns contained on the DDM Editor screen and the commands
provided to create or modify a DDM field, navigate in the screen, or catalog a DDM source, for
example.

DDM Header Information

This section describes the fields contained in the header at the top of the DDM editor screen and
how tomodify them. In addition, you can display read-only Tamino specific doctype information.

■ Explanation of DDM Header Fields
■ Displaying Tamino Doctype Information
■ Modifying DDM Header Fields

Explanation of DDM Header Fields

The fields contained in the DDM header are described in the following table. For the Tamino-
specific doctype fields, see also Introducing Tamino XML Schema Language in the ProgrammingGuide.

DescriptionHeader Field

The database ID (DBID) as specified in the global configuration file. DBID contains the
database file referenced by the DDM.

DBID

Valid range: 0 to 65535 (except 255)

See also: DBMS Assignment and Database Management in the Configuration Utility
documentation.

If 0 (zero) is specified, the default DBID as specified with the UDB profile parameter in
the NATPARM parameter file is used.

To modify the field contents, seeModifying DDM Header Fields.

The number of the file being referenced in the database

The file number of a DDM from Tamino is always 1 and cannot be modified.

FNR

Valid range: 1 to 5000

To modify the field contents, seeModifying DDM Header Fields.

The name of the DDM currently contained in the work area of the DDM editor.DDM

The number of the source-code line where the cursor is currently positioned.Line
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DescriptionHeader Field

Not applicable to Tamino.

The default sequence by which the file is read when it is accessed with a READ LOGICAL
statement in a Natural program. See also the READ statement described in the Statements
documentation.

DEF. SEQ.

The default sequence is specified with the two-character field short name. The system
validates the short name based on the selected file number. If the database is accessible,
the short name is checked against the corresponding field in the database file. If such a
field does not exist in the database, a selection list of valid short names is displayed. If
the database cannot be accessed, no selection list is generated.

To modify the field contents, seeModifying DDM Header Fields.

Displays the type XML for a DDM created from a Tamino database.TYPE

Read-only Tamino-specific doctype information.

The name of the collection which is used within the Tamino database.

Collection

To view doctype information, see Displaying Tamino Doctype Information.

Read-only Tamino-specific doctype information.

The name of the Tamino XML schema which is used within the Tamino database.

Schema

To view doctype information, see Displaying Tamino Doctype Information.

Read-only Tamino-specific doctype information.

The name of the doctype within the collection.

Doctype

To view doctype information, see Displaying Tamino Doctype Information.

Read-only Tamino-specific doctype information.

The list of namespace URI/prefix pairs which corresponds to the doctype.

Namespace URI
Prefix

To view doctype information, see Displaying Tamino Doctype Information.

Displaying Tamino Doctype Information

To switch Tamino-specific doctype information on or off

■ Press F12 (toggle switch).

Or:

From theMISCmenu, choose SHOWDOCTYPE INFO ON/OFF.

If switched on (the default setting is off), theDoctype Information section is displayed in the
bottom half of the DDM editor screen as shown in the example below:
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01/10/2004 DDM Services
11:05:45 V 6.1.1 Pl 9 Software AG 2004 Line: 1
DBID: 175 FNR: 1 DDM: DDM_TEST TYPE: XML

C T L Name F Length D
G 1 EMPLOYEE
G 2 GROUP$1

3 PERSONNEL-ID A 8 D
G 2 GROUP$2
G 3 FULL-NAME
G 4 GROUP$3

5 FIRST-NAME A 20 D
5 MIDDLE-NAME A 20 D

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Doctype Information ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Collection: NATDemoData1
Schema : Employee
Doctype : Employee

Namespace URI Prefix
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema xs

F1 HELP F2 CHOICE F3 STOW+EXIT F10 STOW F11 CHECK
F12 DOCTYPE INFO F13 MODIFY HEADER F14 SHOW EXT FIELD F15

Modifying DDM Header Fields

To modify the contents of DDM header fields (Tamino-specific information is read-only)

1 Press F13.

Or:

From theMISCmenu, chooseMODIFY DDM-HEADER.

The cursor is positioned in the first header field (DBID) that can be modified.

2 Press TAB to go to the next header field to be modified.
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Columns of Field Attributes

This section describes the field attributes that can be defined in the rows and columns of the DDM
editor screen.

Field AttributeColumn
Heading

T The type of field:

Elementary field.
This type of field can hold data and does not contain any other fields.
It can have only one value within a record.

blank

Group.
A group is a number of fields defined under one common group name. This allows you
to reference several fields collectively by using the group name instead of the names of

G

all the individual fields. Such fields cannot hold any data, but are only containers for
other fields.

Note: Groups defined in aDDMneed not necessarily be defined as groups in theNatural
object(s) that reference this DDM.

Not applicable to Tamino.
Multiple-value field.
This type of field can have more than one value within a record.
See alsoMultiple-Value Fields in the Programming Guide.

M

Not applicable to Tamino.
Periodic group.
A group of fields that can have more than one value within a record.
See also Periodic Groups in the Programming Guide.

P

Comment line.*

The level number assigned to the field.

Levels are used to indicate the structure and grouping of the field definitions. This is relevant with
viewdefinitions, redefinitions and field groups (see the relevant sections in the ProgrammingGuide).

L

Valid level numbers are 1 - 7.

For Tamino: valid level numbers are 1 - 99.

Level numbers must be specified in consecutive ascending order.
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Field AttributeColumn
Heading

Not applicable to Tamino.DB

The display of theDB column is switched off by default. To switch the display on or off, press F12
(toggle switch).

TheDB column displays the two-character short name of the corresponding field in the database
file (see also Example of a DB Column).

Creating Fields:

If you create a new DDM field and the display of theDB column is switched off, the DDM editor
assigns to the new field a short name that has not yet been used for another field. This means that
for the new field there is no correlation between the database file and the DDM. To guarantee that
the short name of a new field is checked against the database, create a field by using the line
command I as described in the section Commands for Editing and Function Execution.

The name of the field.

It can be 3 - 32 characters long for Adabas fields and 1 - 32 characters for SQL columns and Tamino
doctypes.

Name

The rules to create a name comply with the naming conventions for user-defined variables (see
the Using Natural documentation), except that the first character of the name must always be a
Latin capital letter (A - Z). In addition, the namemust not start with L@ or N@. These prefixes identify
indicator fields as explained in the following section.

The field name is the name used in other Natural objects (for example, in a program) to reference
the field.

The field name is unique across the whole DDM.

For Tamino, the field name is not necessarily the same name as Tag Name (see Tamino-Specific
Extended Field Attributes).

The Natural data format of an elementary field, such as A (alphanumeric), P (packed numeric) or
L (logical).

For validNatural data formats, refer to Format and Length of User-Defined Variables in theProgramming
Guide.

F

Length The standard length of an elementary field.

This length can be overridden by the user in a Natural program.

For numeric fields (Natural data format N), the length is specified as nn.m, where nn is the number
of digits before the decimal point an m is the number of digits after the decimal point.

In the Length input field, you can specify either the field length as a numeric value or enter the
keyword DYNAMIC to specify that the field length is variable.
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Field AttributeColumn
Heading

For further information, see DDM Generation and Editing for Varying Length Columns in the
Programming Guide.

S Not applicable to Tamino.

Null-value suppression option:

Indicates that standard Adabas suppression is used; that is, trailing blanks in
alphanumeric fields and leading zeros in numeric fields are suppressed.

blank

Indicates that the field is defined with the Adabas fixed storage option; that is,
no suppression is used and the field is stored without compression.

F

Indicates that the field is definedwith the Adabas null-value suppression option.
This means that null values for the field are not stored in the inverted list and are

N

not returned when the field is used in the WITH clause of a FIND statement, or in
a HISTOGRAM or READ LOGICAL statement.

Indicates that the field is defined with the SQL null-value option not null. The
Remark field (see Specifying Extended Field Attributes) for this field contains NN

M

NC (not null, not counted). Below this field, the corresponding null-indicator
field is listed.

D The Adabas descriptor type of an elementary field that is not an array.

A descriptor can be used as the basis of a database search performed with the READ or the FIND
statement. For example: a field from an Adabas database that has a D or an S in theD column can
be used in the BY clause of the READ statement. Once a record has been read from the database
using the READ statement, a DISPLAY statement can reference any field that has either a D or an
S in this column.

For a Tamino XML schema, an element is marked as a descriptor in the DDMwhen it has an
overall multiplicity of a maximum of 1, in other words, if the maxOccurs values of the element
and all of its predecessors in the schema are never greater than 1.
Descriptors types are:

No descriptor.
This field is not a descriptor.

blank

Elementary descriptor.
Value lists are created and maintained for this field by Adabas,
so that this field can be used as a search criterion in a FIND

D
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Field AttributeColumn
Heading

statement, as a sort key in a FIND statement, or to control logical
sequential reading in a READ statement.

Not applicable to Tamino.
Hyperdescriptor.
A hyperdescriptor is a user exit in Adabas. For Natural, it
provides the same functionality as a phonetic descriptor (see
below).

H

Not applicable to Tamino.
Non-descriptor.
A non-descriptor is not a descriptor, but can be used as a search
field for a non-descriptor search.

N

Not applicable to Tamino.
Phonetic descriptor.
Aphonetic descriptor allows the user to performaphonetic search
on a field (for example, a person's name). A phonetic search

P

results in the return of all valueswhich sound similar to the search
value.

Not applicable to Tamino.
Subdescriptor or superdescriptor.
If a sub/superdescriptor contains a multiple-value field or a field
from a periodic group (or part of such a field), the

S

sub/superdescriptor is marked with an M or a P in the field type
column; this enables Natural to create the correct search
algorithms for this sub/superdescriptor.
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Example of a DB Column

01/10/2004 DDM Services
19:02:57 V 6.1.1 Pl 9 Software AG 2004 Line: 1
DBID: 20 FNR: 14 DDM: EMPLOYEES DEF.SEQ.:

C T DB L Name F Length S D
AA 1 PERSONNEL-ID A 8 D

* CNNNNNNN
G AB 1 FULL-NAME

AC 2 FIRST-NAME A 20 N
AD 2 MIDDLE-I A 1 N
AE 2 NAME A 20 D
AD 1 MIDDLE-NAME A 20 N
AF 1 MAR-STAT A 1 F

* M=MARRIED
AG 1 SEX A 1 F
AH 1 BIRTH N 06.0 D
AH 1 N@BIRTH I 2 D

G A1 1 FULL-ADDRESS
M AI 2 ADDRESS-LINE A 20 N

Indicator Fields

An indicator field is used to retrieve the length of a variable length field or information about the
data significance (NULL value indicator) of a database field. An indicator field does not provide the
contents of a database field.

A database field name starting with L@ or N@ is interpreted as an indicator field, according to the
indicator specified in the NATCONV.INI configuration file (see also IDENTIFIER-VALIDATION in
How to Use Different Character Sets in the Operations documentation. Therefore, a database field
name must not start with any of these character strings unless it represents an indicator field.

The following happens when a DDM is initially generated.

■ An L@xxxxx field is automatically added for every variable length field,where xxxxx is the name
of the related field.

This applies to long alpha (LA) and large object (LB) fields in an Adabas file.

If the length indicator relates to an LA, LB or LOB field, the Natural data format/length must
be I4. For a VARCHAR field, the format/length must be I2.

■ An N@xxxxx field is automatically added for a field that may contain a NULL value, where xxxxx
is the name of the related field.

This applies to Adabas fields defined with the SQL Null Value Option. The Natural data
format/length of a NULL indicator field must be I2.
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Help on Columns of Fields

The following section describes how to invoke the help function for the columns of fields provided
on the DDM editor screen.

To display help information on field columns

■ Position the cursor at a field and press F1 once for instructions on entering a valid input value
in this field.

Or:

Position the cursor at a field and press F2 to select a valid input value for this field from a list.

Commands for Editing and Function Execution

This section provides information on the positioning commands, line commands, editor commands
and Natural system commands provided with the DDM editor.

Positioning commands are used to navigate in the DDM editor screen and line commandsmanip-
ulate one or more lines of DDM source code. Editor commands, for example, are used to change
the display mode of the editor screen and system commands, for example, are used to save the
source and the cataloged object of the DDM.

■ Positioning Commands
■ Line Commands
■ Editor and System Commands

Positioning Commands

You can use the following keys to navigate in the DDM editor screen:

ExplanationKey

Scrolls down one line.DOWN-ARROW

Moves left on the screen.LEFT-ARROW

Moves right on the screen.RIGHT-ARROW

Scrolls up one line.UP-ARROW

Moves from one input field to the next.TAB
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Line Commands

The line commands available in the DDM editor are used to copy, delete, insert or move single or
multiple DDM source-code lines. As an alternative to entering line commands in the DDM source
as described below, you can use the equivalent function (F) keys described in Function-Key As-
signments.

To execute a line command

■ On the DDM editor screen, in the column C, position the cursor in the source-code line(s) to
which the command applies, and enter any of the line commands listed below:

ExplanationLine
Command

Copies a marked block of lines:

Delimit the block of lines with an X and a Y and position the cursor in the line above which
you want to copy the block of lines and enter a C.

C

Deletes the line in which the line commandwas entered or deletes a marked block of lines:

Delimit the block of lines with an X and a Y and enter a D.

D

Removes the marks from a block of lines.H

Inserts a blank line above the line in which the line command was entered.

If the database is available, the Select Database Fieldwindow appears from which you
can choose the field short name:

I

+------- Select Database Field -------+
¦ AA AA-1 ¦
¦ AB AB-1 ¦
¦ AC AC-1 ¦
¦ AE AE-1 ¦
¦ AD AD-1 ¦
+-------------------------------------+

See alsoDB in the section Columns of Field Attributes.

Moves a marked block of lines:

Delimit the block of lines with an X and a Y and position the cursor in the line above which
you want to move the block of lines and enter an M.

M

Marks the first line of a block of lines to be copied, deleted or moved.X

Marks the last line of a block of lines to be copied, deleted or moved.Y
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Editor and System Commands

The editor commands or Natural system commands available in the DDM editor are executed by
choosing either a command from the DDM editor menu COMMANDS,MISC orQUIT, or a
function (F) key.

To execute an editor or a system command from a menu

1 On the DDM editor screen, press ESC.

TheDDMeditormenusCOMMANDS,MISC andQUIT appear at the top of theDDMeditor
screen.

(See also the example screen in Terminating the DDM Editor.)

2 Select a menu and press ENTER.

A list of valid commands appears. The commands and their equivalent F keys (if available)
are explained later in this section.

3 Choose the command to be executed for the current DDM source and press ENTER.

The following section describes the editor or system commands providedwithDDMeditormenus
and the standard F-key assignments.

■ COMMANDS Menu
■ MISC Menu
■ QUIT Menu
■ Function-Key Assignments

COMMANDS Menu

The commands available with the COMMANDSmenu correspond to the Natural system com-
mands with the same name. They are used to check or scan the DDM source currently contained
in the editing area of the DDM editor, and save the source as a source and/or cataloged object in
the current Natural library and/or system file.

TheCOMMANDSmenu options and equivalent F keys (if available) are explained in the following
table:

ExplanationF KeyMenu Option

Saves the DDM source as a cataloged object as described for the system command
CATALOG in the System Commands documentation.

CATALOG

Checks the syntax of the DDM source as described for the system command CHECK in
the System Commands documentation.

F11CHECK

Saves the DDM source as a source object as described for the system command SAVE in
the System Commands documentation.

SAVE
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ExplanationF KeyMenu Option

Searches for a string of characters within the DDM source, with the option to replace
the string with another string as described for the system command SCAN in the System
Commands documentation.

SCAN

Checks the syntax of theDDMsource and saves both the source and the cataloged object
as described for the system command STOW in the System Commands documentation.

F10STOW

MISC Menu

TheMISCmenu options and equivalent F keys (if available) are explained in the following table:

FunctionF KeyMenu Option

Not applicable to Tamino.

Switches the display of the attribute columnDB on the DDM editor
screen on or off. See alsoDB in the section Columns of Field Attributes.

F12DB-SHORT-NAMES
(ON/OFF)

Only applies to Tamino.

Switches the display of theDoctype Information section on theDDM
editor screen on or off: seeDisplaying Tamino Doctype Information.

F12SHOWDOCTYPE INFO
(ON/OFF)

Displays in edit mode the DDM editor header fieldsDBID, FNR and
DEF.SEQ.

See also the section DDM Header Information.

F13MODIFY DDM-HEADER

Switches the display of the Extended Field Information section on
the DDM editor screen on or off: see Specifying Extended Field
Attributes.

F14SHOW EXTENDED FIELDS
(ON/OFF)

Displays in edit mode the fields contained in the Extended Field
Information section on the DDM editor screen: see Specifying
Extended Field Attributes.

F15EDIT EXTENDED FIELDS

Only applies to DDMs that refer to Adabas files.

Specifies that a file is physically coupled to thisDDM. Files are coupled
by using Adabas descriptors.

SHOW COUPLED FILES

For further information on file coupling, refer to the Adabas
documentation.
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QUIT Menu

TheQUITmenu options and equivalent F keys (if available) are explained in the following table:

ExplanationF KeyMenu Option

Executes theSTOW command (seeCOMMANDSMenu) and leaves theDDM
editor.

F3EXIT (with STOW)

Leaves the DDM editor without saving any modifications and without
executing the STOW command (see COMMANDS Menu).

QUIT (without STOW)

Function-Key Assignments

The commands available with F keys are used as an alternative to the commands provided with
DDM editor menus or line commands. In addition, the F keys provide help information on the
commands and fields available in the DDM editor.

To list all current F-key assignments

■ On the DDM editor screen, press F1 twice.

The following table lists all standard F-key assignments and equivalent menu options or line
commands:

ExplanationFunction Key

HELP

If pressed once, displays help information for the field at which the cursor is positioned.

F1

If pressed twice, displays help information on the current F-key settings.

CHOICE

Displays a selection window (if relevant) for the field at which the cursor is positioned. From
this window, you can choose a value. If no selection option is available, the help information
window appears instead.

F2

STOW + EXIT

Corresponds to EXIT (with STOW) in theQUITmenu.

F3

F4 - F9 F4 - F9 are not displayed on the DDM editor screen because they can be reassigned to other
keys. To display or change the current F-key settings, use the Function Keys option of the
Services Profilemenu described in the relevant section.

F4 - F9 correspond to the following line commands:

Corresponds to the line command D.F4

Corresponds to the line command I.F5
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ExplanationFunction Key

Corresponds to the line commands X and Y.F6

Corresponds to the line command H.F7

Corresponds to the line command C.F8

Corresponds to the line command M.F9

See also To copy or move a block of lines with F keys.

STOW

Corresponds to STOW in the COMMANDSmenu.

F10

CHECK

Corresponds to CHECK in the COMMANDSmenu.

F11

DB-SHORT-NAMES orDOCTYPE INFO

Toggle switch.

F12

Adabas: Corresponds toDB-SHORT-NAMES (ON/OFF) in theMISCmenu.

Tamino: Corresponds to SHOWDOCTYPE INFO (ON/OFF) in theMISCmenu.

Corresponds toMODIFY DDM-HEADER in theMISCmenu.F13

SHOW EXT FIELD orHIDE EXT FIELD

Toggle switch.

F14

Corresponds to SHOW EXTENDED FIELDS (ON/OFF) in theMISCmenu.

EDIT EXT FIELD

Corresponds to EDIT EXTENDED FIELDS in theMISCmenu.

F15

To copy or move a block of lines with F keys

1 Position the cursor in the first line of the block of lines to be copied, deleted or moved and
press F6.

The line is marked.

2 Move down or up to the next or previous line by pressing DOWN-ARROW or UP-ARROW.

Each additional line is marked.

3 In the last line of the block of lines to be marked, press F6 to stop marking further lines.

4 Position the cursor in the line above which you want to copy or move the block of lines and
press F8 or F9.
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Specifying Extended Field Attributes

The extended field editing function provides the option to specify default field attributes for
headers and edit masks as well as remarks to be applied when the field is used in another Natural
object (for example, in a program).

The header attribute specifies the default column header to be displayed above the field when it
is output, for example, with a DISPLAY statement. If no header is specified, the field name is used
as column header.

The edit mask attribute specifies the default edit mask to be used when the field is output, for ex-
ample, with a DISPLAY statement. The edit mask must conform with Natural syntax rules and be
valid for the Natural data format and length of the field.

The remark attribute specifies a comment about the field.

For Tamino, the extended field editing function also provides additional Tamino-specific inform-
ation.

Related Topics:

■ DISPLAY and INPUT in the Statements documentation
■ EM - Edit Mask in the Parameter Reference documentation

The section below covers the following topics:

■ Switching Extended Field Attributes On or Off
■ Editing Extended Field Attributes
■ Tamino-Specific Extended Field Attributes
■ SQL-Specific Extended Field Attributes

Switching Extended Field Attributes On or Off

This section describes how to switch extended field attributes on or off.

To switch extended field attributes on or off

■ Press F14.

Or:

From theMISCmenu, choose SHOW EXTENDED FIELDS (ON/OFF).

If switched on (the default setting is off), the Extended Field Information section is displayed
in the bottom half of the DDM editor screen as shown in the examples below.
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Example of Extended Field Attributes from Adabas:

 23/09/2004                       DDM Services                                ↩
  
 15:16:36               V 6.1.1 Pl 9   Software AG 2004              Line: 8  ↩
  
 DBID: 20    FNR: 14    DDM: EMPLOYEES                        DEF.SEQ.:       ↩
  
    C   T      L Name                              F  Length  S  D            ↩
  
               1 PERSONNEL-ID                      A     8       D            ↩
  
        *        CNNNNNNN                                                     ↩
  
        G      1 FULL-NAME                                                    ↩
  
               2 FIRST-NAME                        A    20    N               ↩
  
               2 MIDDLE-I                          A     1    N               ↩
  
               2 NAME                              A    20       D            ↩
  
               1 MIDDLE-NAME                       A    20    N               ↩
  
               1 MAR-STAT                          A     1    F               ↩
  
        *        M=MARRIED                                                    ↩
  
               1 SEX                               A     1    F               ↩
  
               1 BIRTH                             N  06.0       D            ↩
  
               1 N@BIRTH                           I     2       D            ↩
  
        G      1 FULL-ADDRESS                                                 ↩
  
        M      2 ADDRESS-LINE                      A    20    N               ↩
  
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Extended Field Information ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Header : MARITAL/STATUS                                            ↩
  
         Edit Mask:                                                           ↩
  
         Remark : NC                                                      ↩
  
 F1  HELP  F2 CHOICE F3  STOW+EXIT      F10 STOW             F11 CHECK        ↩
  
 F12 DB-SHORT-NAMES  F13 MODIFY HEADER  F14 HIDE EXT FIELD   F15 EDIT EXT FIELD 

Example of Extended Field Attributes from Tamino:
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01/10/2004 DDM Services
13:52:41 V 6.1.1 Pl 9 Software AG 2004 Line: 11
DBID: 102 FNR: 1 DDM: EMPLOYEES-TAMINO TYPE: XML

C T L Name F Length D
G 4 GROUP$3

5 FIRST-NAME A 20 D
5 MIDDLE-NAME A 20 D
5 MIDDLE-I A 20 D
5 NAME A 20 D
3 MAR-STAT A 1 D
3 SEX A 1 D
3 BIRTH A 10 D

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Extended Field Information ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Header : Marital/Status
Edit Mask :
Remark : xs:string
Tag Name : Mar-Stat
XPath : /Employee/Mar-Stat
Occurrence :
Flags : MULT_OPTIONAL
Default Value:
Fixed Value :
F1 HELP F2 CHOICE F3 STOW+EXIT F10 STOW F11 CHECK
F12 DOCTYPE INFO F13 MODIFY HEADER F14 HIDE EXT FIELD F15 EDIT EXT FIELD

The contents of the fields in the Extended Field Information section are triggered by the field at
which the cursor is positioned. In the examples above, the cursor is positioned at MAR-STAT.

Editing Extended Field Attributes

The section below describes how to edit the field attributes contained in the Extended Field In-
formation section of the DDM editor screen. Note that Tamino-specific extended field attributes
(see the relevant section) cannot be edited.

To edit the fields in the Extended Field Information section

■ Press F15.

The cursor is positioned in the Extended Field Information section in the Header input field,
which is now highlighted and can be modified.

To move down to the next input field, press DOWN-ARROW or TAB.

To move to up to the previous field, press UP-ARROW.
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To terminate editing with or without field modification

■ Press ENTER.

The cursor is positioned outside the Extended Field Information section.

Tamino-Specific Extended Field Attributes

Tamino-specific extended field attributes are extracted from Tamino XML schema definitions.

In addition to the fieldsHeader, Edit Mask and Remark, the following read-only Tamino-specific
attributes are displayed in the Extended Field Information section:

FunctionAttribute

The name of the field within a Tamino doctype.

This name may be not unique within the whole XML document. Some group fields might
not have a Tag Name.

Tag Name

The complete XPATH that references a field within a Tamino doctype.

XPATH information is used during application runtime to uniquely identify a data element
in a given XML document. Therefore, it is not possible to change the XPATH information.

XPath

Some group fields might not have an XPATH.

The minimum and maximum numbers of occurrences.

In Tamino, the multiplicity of the field as extracted from the Tamino XML schema. The
multiplicity of a field is expressed with the maxOccurs facet in the Tamino XML schema.

Occurrence

Flags The flags represent the hierarchical field structure within a Tamino group structure. They
are used internally to help in correctly recognizing special group structures (that is, the
attributes of an element tag) or multiple occurrences. Additionally, the user can identify
DDM fields which are either mandatory or optional in XML documents.

Combinations of the flags for one field are possible.

The following flags can be displayed:

Field is an array; that is, maxOccurs is greater than 1.ARRAY

Field is a group that contains the attribute sub-fields
of the predecessor field.

GROUP_ATTRIBUTES

Field is a group that represents the choice constructor;
the choice elements are contained as sub-fields.

GROUP_ALTERNATIVES
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FunctionAttribute

Field is a group that represents the sequence
constructor; the sequence elements are contained as
sub-fields.

GROUP_SEQUENCE

Field is a group that represents all constructors; all
elements are contained as sub-fields.

GROUP_ALL

Field is an attribute marked as required.ATTR_REQUIRED

Field is an attribute marked as optional.ATTR_OPTIONAL

Field is an attribute marked as prohibited.ATTR_PROHIBITED

Field can occur in the XML document but does not
need to.

MULT_OPTIONAL

Field must occur in the XML document.MULT_REQUIRED

Field must occur exactly once in the XML document.MULT_ONCE

Field was defined as complexTypewith
simpleContent.

SIMPLE_CONTENT

The default value assigned to the field; this attribute is not yet used.Default Value

The fixed value assigned to the field; this attribute is not yet used.Fixed Value

SQL-Specific Extended Field Attributes

In addition to the fieldsHeader, Edit Mask and Remark, the following read-only SQL-specific
attribute is displayed in the Extended Field Information section:

FunctionAttribute

Information generated from the data types BLOB (Binary Large Object) or CLOB (Character
Large Object) if contained in an Oracle database.

SQLTYPE
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Setting Editor Preferences - Services Profile

The Services Profilemenu of DDM Services is used to display or change the DDM editor profile
settings for the function (F) keys F4 to F9, and the display mode of the DB column.

To invoke Services Profile

■ On the DDM Services screen, choose Services Profile.

The following menu options are displayed:

 
 22/09/2004                       DDM Services              Library: SYSTEM   ↩
  
 14:21:44               V 6.1.1 Pl 9   Software AG 2004     DBID   :          ↩
  
 User: SAG                                                  FNR    :          ↩
  
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
¦   Library         DDM Maintenance           Services Profile         Quit   ↩
 ¦
+---------------------------------------------+-------------------+------------+
                                              ¦ Function Keys     ¦           ↩
  
                                              ¦ Other Definitions ¦           ↩
  
                                              +-------------------+           ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                              
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                              
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
 Show Other Definitions

This section contains information on the Services Profilemenu options.
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■ Function Keys
■ Other Definitions

Function Keys

With the FunctionKeys option, you can reassign the keys F4 to F9. These F keys are used to execute
line commands (see the relevant section) in the DDM editor.

To reassign an F key

1 From the Services Profilemenu, choose Function Keys.

The Profile settingswindow appears with the current F-key assignments:

+--- Profile settings ----+-
¦ Delete F4 ¦
¦ Insert F5 ¦
¦ Mark Block F6 ¦
¦ Unmark Block F7 ¦
¦ Copy F8 ¦
¦ Move F9 ¦
+-------------------------+

2 In the Profile settingswindow, position the cursor in the line of the function you want to re-
assign and press the F key to which you want to assign this function. You can only assign an
F key that is not already assigned to any other DDM Services function.

The new F key setting is displayed in the Profile settingswindow as shown in the example
below:

+--- Profile settings ----+
¦ Delete F21 ¦
¦ Insert F5 ¦
¦ Mark Block F6 ¦
¦ Unmark Block F7 ¦
¦ Copy F8 ¦
¦ Move F9 ¦
+-------------------------+
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Other Definitions

Not applicable to Tamino.

With theOther Definitions option, you can determine whether or not to display theDB column
as described in Columns of Field Attributes.

To change the display mode of the DB column

1 From the Services Profilemenu, chooseOther Definitions.

The Profile settingswindow appears:

+------- Profile settings -------+
¦ Display Database short names N ¦
+--------------------------------+

2 Replace the current value by Y (Yes) to display the DB column permanently, and N (No) to
hide the column permanently.
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24 Saving and Cataloging a DDM

You can save aDDMas a source object and/or a cataloged object (generated program) in the current
Natural library (if applicable) in the current Natural system file (see also Storing DDMs - FDDM
System File).

For the naming conventions that apply to an object, refer toObject Naming Conventions in theUsing
Natural documentation.

To save and/or catalog a DDM

■ On the DDM editor screen, from the COMMANDSmenu, choose SAVE, CATALOG or
STOW as described in COMMANDS Menu.

Or:

When leaving theDDMeditor screen, from theQUITmenu, chooseSAVE,EXIT (with STOW)
as described in QUIT Menu.
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25 Listing DDMs

■ Listing DDMs with DDM Maintenance ................................................................................................ 220
■ Listing DDMs with LIST ................................................................................................................... 222
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This section provides instructions for displaying a list of DDMs by using either the DDMMain-
tenancemenu of DDM Services or the Natural system command LIST.

Listing DDMs with DDM Maintenance

With theDDMMaintenancemenu, you can list all DDMs available in the current Natural library
and/or system file.

To list all DDMs

1 If you want to list all DDMs in the library where you are logged on, go to Step 3.

If you want to switch libraries, log on to the required library by performing the following:

On the DDM Services screen, choose the Librarymenu.

A selectionwindow appears with a list of all libraries contained in the current Natural library
and/or system file as shown in the example below:
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 2004-09-10                       DDM Services              Library: SYSTEM   ↩
  
 17:05:48               V 6.1.1 Pl 9   Software AG 2004     DBID   :          ↩
  
 User: SAG                                                  FNR    :          ↩
  
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
¦   Library         DDM Maintenance           Services Profile         Quit   ↩
 ¦
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
   +----------+                                                               ↩
  
   ¦ <LOGON> ¦

¦ DEMO     ¦                                                               ↩
  
   ¦ DEMO-1   ¦                                                               ↩
  
   ¦ ORD-EXAM ¦                                                               ↩
  
   ¦ PRE      ¦                                                               ↩
  
   ¦ SYSEXPG  ¦                                                               ↩
  
   ¦ SYSEXSYN ¦

¦ SYSTEM   ¦                                                               ↩
    
   +----------+                                                               ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
 Logon to DDM library

2 From the window, select the required library or select <LOGON> and enter the name of a
library in the DDM Librarywindow.

3 On the DDM Services screen, chooseDDMMaintenance.

A list of all DDMs available in the selected library is displayed in the DDMmaintenance
window as shown in the example below:
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 2004-09-15                       DDM Services              Library: SYSTEM   ↩
  
 16:57:44               V 6.1.1 Pl 9   Software AG 2004     DBID   :          ↩
  
 User: SAG                                                  FNR    :          ↩
  
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
¦   Library         DDM Maintenance           Services Profile         Quit   ↩
 ¦
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
                             +--------------------+                           ↩
  
                             ¦   <CREATE>         ¦                           ↩
  
                             ¦   EMPLOYEES        ¦                           ↩
  
                             ¦   PERSONNEL        ¦                           ↩
  
                             ¦   VEHICLES         ¦                           ↩
  
                             +--------------------+                           ↩
  
                                                                              ↩
  
 Select DDM

From the DDMmaintenance window, you can either select a DDM for further processing or
you can add a newDDMby choosing the <CREATE>menu option. For details on the functions
available in the DDMmaintenancewindow, see the sectionsCreatingDDMs andUsingDDM
Maintenance Functions.

Listing DDMs with LIST

The Natural system command LIST lists all DDMS available in the current Natural library, the
steplibs, and the FNAT and FUSER system files.

To list all DDMs with LIST

■ From the Natural main menu, chooseDirect and, in theDirect Commandwindow, enter the
following:

LIST VIEW *

The LIST V * screen appears with a selection list of all DDMs available in the current Natural
library, the steplibs and the FNAT and FUSER system files.
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For information on all options availablewith LIST, see the relevant section in the SystemCommands
documentation.
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26 Maintaining DDMs in Different Environments

To transfer DDMs (for example, copy or move) between different libraries and system files, and
to perform a DDM operation (for example, delete and find) in a different environment, you can
use the Natural utility SYSMAIN (see the Tools and Utilities documentation).

To transfer DDMs between different hardware platforms (mainframes, UNIX, OpenVMS and
Windows), you can use the Object Handler (see the Tools and Utilities documentation).
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The conversion tables shown in this section list the Natural data formats and their corresponding
data types in an Adabas database or in a relational database management system (RDBMS).

The generation of DDMs from anRDBMS requires the conversion fromRDBMS-specific data types
to Natural data formats. For general information on data access and data conversion, see the list
of related documentation in Related Topics.

For information on using large and dynamic variables and/or fields, refer to the section DDM
Generation and Editing for Varying Length Columns in the Statements documentation.

Adabas

Natural Data Format/LengthAdabas Data FormatData Type

AnA (n)alphanumeric

BnB (n)binary

fixed InF (n)
I4but: F8

FnG (n)float

P (2 * n - 1)P (n)packed

NnU (n)unpacked

U (n/2 rounded down)W (n)wide character (Unicode)

Adabas D

Natural Data Format/LengthRDBMS Data Type

Lboolean

Anchar (n)

A10date

Np-q,qfixed (p,q)

F8float

I4integer

A (DYNAMIC)long

A (DYNAMIC)long varchar

I2smallint

Anstring

A8time
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Natural Data Format/LengthRDBMS Data Type

A26timestamp

Anvarchar

Adabas SQL Server

Natural Data Format/LengthRDBMS Data Type

A5char(5)

A253char(253)

N5decimal(5)

N6.4decimal(10.4)

N10.6double precision

N2.6float(1...21)

N10.6float(22...53)

I4integer

N5numeric(5)

N6.4numeric(10.4)

F4real

I2smallint

DB2

Natural Data Format/LengthRDBMS Data Type

A10date

B (DYNAMIC)blob

A (DYNAMIC)clob

U (DYNAMIC)dbclob

N5decimal(5)

N6.4decimal(10.4)

A5fixed character(5)

Fnfloat

Ungraphic(n)

A (DYNAMIC)longvar

A (DYNAMIC)longvarg
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Natural Data Format/LengthRDBMS Data Type

I4large integer

N10.6scientific notation

I2small integer

A253special data

A10system date and time

A8time

A26timestamp

Anvarchar

2*Anvarg

Unvargraphic(n)

Notes:

1. Prerequisite for the use of the data types blob, clob, dbclob, graphic and vargraphicwithDB2
is Entire Access Version 6.2.1 and above.

2. In DB2, the data types graphic and vargraphic are only available when the database has been
generated with a statement like CREATE DATABASE mydb USING CODESET UTF-8 TERRITORY US.
Refer to your local DB2 documentation for further information.

Informix

Natural Data Format/LengthRDBMS Data Type

Anbyte

Anchar(n)

A10date

A26datetime

Np-q,qdecimal(p,q)

F8float

I4integer

A17interval

N14.2money

Unnchar(2*n)

Unnvarchar(2*n)

F4real

I4serial

F4smallfloat
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Natural Data Format/LengthRDBMS Data Type

I2smallint

Antext

Anvarchar(n)

Note: Prerequisite for the use of the data types nchar and nvarcharwith Informix is Entire
Access Version 6.2.1 and above.

Oracle

Natural Data Format/LengthRDBMS Data Type

B (DYNAMIC)blob

Anchar (n)

A (DYNAMIC)clob

A10date

Np-q,qdecimal (p,q)

F8double precision

F4float

I4integer

A (DYNAMIC)long

B (DYNAMIC)long raw

Unnchar(n)

U (DYNAMIC)nclob

Nnnumber

Unnvarchar2(n)

Bnraw (n)

F4real

Anrowid

I2smallint

A26timestamp

Anvarchar

Anvarchar2 (n)

Notes:

1. Do not confuse the data types long and long raw, and clob and blob in the same table.
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2. Prerequisite for the use of data type timestamp is Entire Access Version 6.2.1 and above. The
timestamp variants timestamp with time zone and timestamp with local time zone are
not supported.

3. Prerequisite for the use of the data types nchar, nvarchar2 and nclobwith Oracle is Entire
Access Version 6.2.1 and above.

Sybase

Natural Data Format/LengthRDBMS Data Type

Bnbinary (n)

N1bit

Anchar (n)

A26datetime

F8float

I4int

N15.4money

F4real

A26smalldatetime

I2smallint

N6.4smallmoney

B8timestamp

I2tinyint

Ununichar(n)

Ununivarchar(n)

Bnvarbinary (n)

Anvarchar (n)

Note: Prerequisite for the use of the data types unichar and univarcharwith Sybase is Entire
Access Version 6.2.1 and above. These data types can only be used with the Entire Access
ctlib interface for Sybase.
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Microsoft SQL Server

Natural Data Format/LengthRDBMS Data Type

Bnbinary (n)

N1bit

Anchar (n)

A26datetime

F8float

B (DYNAMIC)image

I4int

N15.4money

Unnchar(2*n)

U (DYNAMIC)ntext

Unnvarchar(2*n)

F4real

A26smalldatetime

I2smallint

N6.4smallmoney

A (DYNAMIC)text

B8timestamp

I2tinyint

Bnvarbinary (n)

Anvarchar (n)

Note: Prerequisite for the use of the data types nchar, nvarchar and ntextwith Microsoft
SQL Server is Entire Access Version 6.2.1 and above. Furthermore, these data types require
the use of the MSSQLODBC driver of Entire Access Version 6.2.1 and above.

Related Topics

The following documentation sections relate to converting data from Adabas or RDBMSs:

■ Programming Guide:
Accessing Data in an Adabas Database

Accessing Data in an SQL Database
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The generation of Natural DDMs from Tamino is based on the Tamino XML schema language.
The basic concepts of the Tamino XML schema language and how it interacts with Natural for
Tamino is described in Accessing Data in a Tamino Database in the Programming Guide.

This section describes the mapping of Tamino data types to Natural data formats.

Built-In Tamino XML Schema Language Data Types

The Tamino XML schema language provides a large number of built-in data types that aremapped
to the corresponding Natural data format, if possible. In some cases no adequate Natural data
format is available. Then these Tamino data types are mapped to the most general Natural data
format: U (DYNAMIC). The data format U (DYNAMIC) can hold any Tamino XML schema built-in
data type as the schema language is based on strings of unlimited length.

The following tables show the built-in Tamino primitive and derived data types supported by
Natural for Tamino and the corresponding Natural data formats to which they are mapped.

■ Tamino Primitive Data Type
■ Tamino Derived Data Type

Tamino Primitive Data Type

Natural Data Format/LengthTamino Primitive Data Type

U (DYNAMIC)xs:string

Lxs:boolean

P22.7xs:decimal

F4xs:float

F8xs:double

U (DYNAMIC)xs:duration

U (DYNAMIC)xs:dateTime

Txs:time

Dxs:date

U (DYNAMIC)xs:gYearMonth

U (DYNAMIC)xs:gYear

U (DYNAMIC)xs:gMonthDay

U (DYNAMIC)xs:gDay

U (DYNAMIC)xs:gMonth

U (DYNAMIC)xs:hexBinary

U (DYNAMIC)xs:base64Binary
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Natural Data Format/LengthTamino Primitive Data Type

U (DYNAMIC)xs:anyURI

U (DYNAMIC)xs:QName

U (DYNAMIC)xs:NOTATION

Tamino Derived Data Type

Natural Data Format/LengthTamino Derived Data Type

U (DYNAMIC)xs:normalizedString

U (DYNAMIC)xs:token

U (DYNAMIC)xs:language

U (DYNAMIC)xs:NMTOKEN

U (DYNAMIC)xs:NMTOKENS

U (DYNAMIC)xs:Name

U (DYNAMIC)xs:NCName

U (DYNAMIC)xs:ID

U (DYNAMIC)xs:IDREF

U (DYNAMIC)xs:IDREFS

U (DYNAMIC)xs:ENTITY

U (DYNAMIC)xs:ENTITIES

P29xs:Integer

P29xs:nonPositiveInteger

P29xs:negativeInteger

P19xs:long

I4xs:int

I2xs:short

I2xs:byte

P29xs:nonNegativeInteger

P19xs:unsignedLong

I2xs:unsignedShort

I2xs:unsignedByte

I4xs:unsignedInt

P29xs:positiveInteger
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Tamino XML Schema Constructors

Tamino XML Schema constructors are used to define the structure of a document. Constructors
can also be used to derive new data types from existing ones and to describe the nested structure
of a document.

New Tamino XML Schema data types can be created by using a set of derivation methods from
existing data types. If the derivation cannot be mapped to a Natural data format, Natural uses the
most general data format U (DYNAMIC) instead.

The following table shows the TaminoXMLschema constructorsNatural supports and the attributes
for each constructor. The Comment column describes the mapping, which is performed when a
DDM is generated.

For restrictions concerning the use of XML schema constructors refer to the sectionAccessing Data
in a Tamino Database in the Programming Guide.

CommentAttributeConstructor

Is mapped to a Natural group structure.xs:all minOccurs
maxOccurs

Is mapped to a Natural group structure.xs:attribute name
ref
type
form
use

Is mapped to a Natural group structure.xs:choice minOccurs
maxOccurs

Is a meta constructor and therefore does not result in a
Natural data type immediately.

xs:complexType name
mixed=false

(only mixed=false
supported)

Mapped to a Natural data type or to a Natural group,
depending on the xs:element sub-structures (simple or
complex type definition).

xs:element name
ref
type
form
minOccurs
maxOccurs

Is mapped to type U (DYNAMIC).xs:enumeration

Is a meta constructor and therefore does not result in a
Natural data type immediately.

basexs:extension

Influences the precision of the Natural data type.valuexs:fractionDigits
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CommentAttributeConstructor

Influences the length of a Natural data type; a length of
unbounded is mapped to type U (DYNAMIC).

valuexs:length

Does not influence the mapping (that is, the base type will
not be restricted in any way).

valuexs:maxInclusive
xs:maxExclusive
xs:minInclusive
xs:minExclusive
xs:minLength
xs:pattern

Influences the length of a Natural data type; a length of
unbounded is mapped to type U (DYNAMIC).

valuexs:maxLength

Is a meta constructor and therefore does not result in a
Natural data type immediately.

basexs:restriction

Is a meta constructor and therefore does not result in a
Natural data type immediately.

xs:schema attributeFormDefault
elementFormDefault
targetNamespace

Is mapped to a Natural group structure.xs:sequence minOccurs
maxOccurs

Is a meta constructor and therefore does not result in a
Natural data type immediately.

xs:simpleContent

Is a meta constructor and therefore does not result in a
Natural data type immediately.

namexs:simpleType

Influences the length of a numeric Natural data type.valuexs:totalDigits

Multiplicity in Tamino XML Schema Language

The multiplicity feature in the Tamino XML schema language is expressed by the attribute
maxOccurs of the appropriate constructor. A maxOccurs value greater than 1will result in an array
definition in the Natural DDM from Tamino. Depending on the value of maxOccurs, a static array
(if maxOccurs is set to a number) or an X-Array (if maxOccurs is set to unbounded) will be generated
in the DDM. As usual, the array definition can be overwritten when defining a view from a DDM.
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